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TheEducqtionof the
Acquisitions
Librorion:A Survey
of ARLAcquisitions
Librqrions
Karen A. Schmidt
Acquisitions is an aspect oJ librarianship that is not regulailA taught in li'
brarg schools. Mang acquisitions librarians appear to belietse that library
schools should take a much greater role in their education. A suraeg oJ acquifltions librarians in Association oJ Research Libraries academic libraries u;as conducted to determine the leoel oJ inooloement expectedJrom
library schools,and the type oJ trainingneeded. Respondents indicate that
most oJ their training comes Jrom on-the-iob experiences and suggest that
librarg schools need to add a relatioely small amount oJ inJormation about
acquisitions to the curriculum to satisJg their needs.

TI-

echnical servicelibrarians are constantly debating the relationship between their daily work experience.sand
the education they have received in library school. In recent years, articles
such a.sthoseby Hill' and Selberg'have
questioned the adequacy of training for
cataloging. At the other end of the technical servicesspectrum, acquisitions has
been the obiect of the same sort of debate in articles by Hewitt'and others.'
Even at local levels, presentations such
as one at a recent California acquisitions
discussion group, which discussed the
paucity of acquisitions coursesavailable
to librarians, illustrate the intensity of
feeling over this issue.'
Training in acquisitions is a particularly disturbing situation for the many
librarians engagedin acquisitionswork.
Although an integral part of librarianship and the information cycle, acquisitions does not receive equal treatment in

library school programs, and rarely receives the attention in library school
that other aspectsof librarianship, such
as reference, cataloging, and bibliography, receive. Informal discussion
among acquisitions librarians from all
types of libraries reveals a level of discontent with their educational experiences and a growing demand that library schools give more attention to
their professional needs.
Just how much attention library
schools should give acquisitions and
which aspectsof acquisitions should be
included in the curriculum are issues
that have remained unclear. The interest in the topic and the many concerns
expressedjustified further research into
the topic. As a result, a study of the educational experiencesand needsof acquisitions Iibrarians was undertaken.
To gather pertinent data, a survey of
acouisitions librarians in Association of

Karen A. Schmidt is Acquisitions Librarian, University of lllinois at Urbana-Champaign Library. Manuscript received Aug. l, 1989; accepted for publication Oct. 7, 1989.
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Research Libraries (ARL) academic libraries was conducted in 1988. This subgroup o{ acquisitions librarians includes
those involved in many different aspects
of the acquisitions processin the largest
academic libraries in the United States.
Because of the diversity of this group,
some valuable extrapolations can be
made about the training and educational needsof acquisitions librarians as
a whole. Excluded from this study are
acquisitions librarians involved in specialized acquisitions (for example law
and music libraries). For the purposesof
this study, acquisitions was defined as
the ordering, claiming, and receiving of
library materials, a definition that
helped preclude the addition of those librarians who are involved in acquisitions in a tangential way, such assubject
bibliographers.
HvporHrsrs
Becauseacquisitions work appears to receive relatively little attention in the library sciencecurriculum, it is expected
that acquisitions librarians have learned
much of what thel' know from sources
other than the library school classroom.
Further, acquisitions librarians as a
group appear to believe that library
schools should take a more aggressive
role in education for acquisitions, and,
as a result, feel that there should be a
positive relationship between formal
training and the work they are rerluired
to perform each day. On the basis of
these observations, two hypotheses were
cast: (l) The majority of the professional
training and development in acquisitions work for acquisitions librarians is
learned outside the Iibrary scienceclassroom; and (2) Acquisitions librarians
believe that the majority of their acquisitions education should come from the
library scienceclassroom.
Tun Sunvnv
Msrsooolocy
As noted, a survey of ARL acquisitions
librarians was determined to be the best
way to collect data on educational experiences and needs. There is no comprehensive listing of the acquisitions librari-

ans in ARL libraries, because the American Library ))irectory6 lists only the
heads of acquisitions departments, and
then only for those libraries that voluntarily supply this information. Therefore, the head acquisitions librarian in
each ARL institution was telephoned
and asked to identify the librarians involved in the acquisitions process in
his/her library. This method insured
current information and provided a
mechanism for encouraging participation in the survey.
The study that was developed obtained basic demographic and educational information, and gathered data
on professional development activities,
sources of library education for specific
aspects of acquisitions, and attitudes
about the places in which this training
ought to take place. The survey method
provided for the collection of the most
current data, and imposed structure
among dissimilar library and library education experiences. Part I of the questionnaire included eleven questions that
elicited data from each librarian concerning demography, general library
education, service as an aequisitions librarian, current position title, and attendance at selected national or regional
acquisitions conferences. Part II included a series of questions concerning
both formal and informal training for
specific activities that are frequently a
part of acquisitions work. The list of acquisitions activities, as seen in table 7,
was developed from a 1986 survey of the
duties of ARL acquisitions librarians.'
Respondents were asked to indicate both
the amount of training they believed
they had received in each task and the
amount of training they believed they
should have received from among five
different sources. The sources of
training-library
school, on-the-job
training, workshops and conferences,
vendors, and other (intentionally not
defined)-represent the broad spectrum
from which acquisitions education can
be obtained. The questionnaire was pretested by having six acquisitions librarians in non-ARL academic libraries complete the form. On the basis of their
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responses, the questionnaire and cover
letter were modified slightly to increase
clarity.
Each questionnaire was mailed with
a stamped return envelope addressed to
the researcher. Respondents were asked
to,return the questionnaires promptly.
Librarians who did not respond within
six weeks of the original mail date received a second follow-up questionnaire. The initial mailing took place on
December 20, 1987. Follow-up forms
were mailed on February 18, 1988. A response rate of 70% was established as a
desirable level of participation, and this
level was achieved after the follow-up
questionnaire was mailed. The data
were analyzed using the SPSS-PC+ statistical program.
Questionnaires were mailed to 2I8
ARL librarians who were identified as
being involved in acquisitions work. Of
this number, 156 were returned. a return rate of 7l.5Vo. One hundred and
forty-eight, or 67.9Vo, were usable. The
eight that were not usable included five
casesin which the respondents believed
that they did not fit the description of
acquisitions librarian; one instance in
which the librarian had retired and the
form was returned unanswered by the
staff; and two casesin which the forms
were not filled out comprehensively and
did not offer sufficient information to be
usable.
Dnre PnrssxrATroN
Drvocnepurc eNn EoucerroNarIrEonverroN
The questionnaire requested information about the gender and age of the respondents. In keeping with the rest of
the academic librarian population, this
group is predominantly female, by a2:l
ratio (see table l). The mean and median age for ARL acquisitions librarians, as shown in table 2, is 42 years,
while the mode is 37. Three personsdid
not give their age. The oldest librarian
responding was 66 years of age, while
the youngest was 26. The age distribution is essentiallynormal.
As shown in table 3, over 40% of the
acquisitions librarians in ARL libraries

TABLE I
GBNonn

oF RESPoNDTNG

ARL AcgursrrroNS LrenaRraNs
Freq

101
47
t48

Fernale
Male
Total

68.2
3l.8
1000

TABLE 2
Ace op RespoNoruc ARL
AcgursrrroNS LIBRARTANS
Age
Range

q

26-30
31-35
36-40
4t45
46-50

2l
32
32
2l

Dl-)D

ID

56-60
61-65
>65
Total

Cumulative
Vo

Vo

No

62
20.7
42.8
649
79.4
897
98.0
994
1000
1000

14.D

221
22.r
r+)
10.3
83
r.4
.7
t00.0

12
z
I
t45

rnean age = 42 2 median age = 42{l
standard deviation = I0 4

TABLE 3
CunnBNr Evpr-ovvsNT
LENGTH oF SERVICE
ACQUISITIONS

AND
IN

Employed in acquisitions worl
more than 757o of time?

Range of Yrs

1 Tyer
lJ yeus
4-6 yeus
7-9 years
) 9 years
Total

l3
235
274
142
582
I35

13
28
31
16
60
13

r48

88
189
209
r08
405
r00 0

have worked in acquisitions more than
nine years. Although the survey group
was identified by telephoning ARL libraries and requesting the names of librarians actively engaged in acqui.sitions work, the questionnaire verified
this by asking if each respondent was engaged in acqujsitions work more than
75% of his or her time. Ten percent of
the respondents reported that they currently worked lessthan 75% in acquisi-
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tions, but all had been involved with
some aspectof acquisitions work at some
point. Becauseof their close ties to the
acquisitions process, and their subsequent observations about professional
activities and training in acquisitions,
these respondents were retained in the
survey group.
Onlv five of the 148 librarians do not
have M.L.S. degrees.Of these five,
three are working on M.L.S. degrees.
Two other persons were judged by the
researcher to hold the equivalent of the
M.L.S., one with a B.L.S. granted in
1948. and another with a de[ree designated only as "Paris" in 1964.
The rluestionnaire asked from which
school the degree was obtained. The
largestgroup, about 13%, obtained degrees from the University of Michigan,
with the next two largest groups coming
from Indiana University and Simmons
College. The librarians from these three
schools accounted for one-fourth of the
acquisitions librarians who responded
to the survey. A listing of schoolsand the
number of graduates is shown in table 4.
Fifty percent of those acquisitions librarians with M.L.S. degtees received
that degree after 1974. The earliest degree reported was 1948, while the latest
'"r'as1988. While the larqest number of
degreesin this group oflibrarians was
granted in 1971, and the next largest
group in 1969, the dates of graduation
are widely distributed over forty years.
Table 5 shows the range and distribution of M.L.S. graduation dates. Thirteen people did not give the date in
which their M.L.S. was granted. Because each of these individuals gave information about age. it was a.ssumed
that nonresponsewas attributable to the
position of this question on the page,
where it was not as visible as other questions, rather than indicating some reluctance to share data about one's age.
Seven persons hold a doctorate as well
as an M.L.S. The doctorates are in such
subjects as Higher Education Administration (two), Curriculum Instruction
and Media, Linguistics, History, French,
and English (one each). These people
represent lessthanlVo of the total group.

The questionnaire also solicited information about the training received in Iibrarl'school. Of the I4l respondents
who received a library science degree,
more than one-half replied that they
had received some acquisitions training
in Iibrary school. Responsesto this question were further analyzed by the type
of training received, including internships, graduate assi.stantships,practica
programs, entire coursesdevoted to acquisitions, or through other courses.
The training that most respondents received in acquisitions was through other
courses, such as introduction to library
science, collection development, management of libraries, materials selection, and technical services sources.
About trvo-fifths of the respondentssaid
that they had received at least some acquisitions training in this manner.
Fewer than I0% reported taking an entire course in acquisitions. A crosstabulation of this question with the
schools reveals that seoarate courses
have been taught at Brigham l'oung.
George Peabody, Rutgers, Simmons,
Universit.v of Arizona, University of California-Los Angeles, University of
Michigan, University of Missouri, and
University of Wisconsin-Madison.
CowrrNurr.tc EoucerroN
ARL acquisitions librarians were queried
about their involvement in continuing
education events that include discusions
of acquisitions matters. Five annual and
semiannual events. as well as four more
general types of acquisitions meetings,
were listed in the survey, and respondents were asked to indicate if they had
attended these meetings or workshops,
and the number of times they had attended since January 1984. Four of the
events are regular parts of the American
Library fusociation annual conferences
and midwinter meetings (the Association
for Library Collections & Technical Services (ALCTS) Resourcrs Section Acquisitions Librarians/Vendors of Library
Materials Discussion Group, the ALCTS
Acquisitions Committee sessions,the ALCTS Publisher/Vendor-Library Relations Committee meetings, and t}re AL-
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lll

TABLE 4
Lrenanv Scrroor-s aNp Nu\aenn op GnapuATES By RaNrrxc,
RespoNnrNc ARL AcgursrrroNs LlBnenraxs
Name of School

University of Michigan
Indiana University
Sirnrnons College
University of California-Berkeley
University of Texas-Austin
University of Wisconsin-Madison
University of Illinois-Urbana-Champaign
Brigharn Young University
Drexel University
Ernory University
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
Florida State University
George Peabody/Vanderbilt
l,ouisiana State University
SUNY-Albany
University of Arizona
University of Denver
University of Hawaii
University of Minnesota
University of Missouri-Colurnbi:r
University of Pittsburgh
Case Western Reserve University
Colurnbia University
Kent State University
Long Island University/C W. Post
SUNY-Buffalo
Sy,racuseUniversity
TexasWornen's University
University of California-Los Angeles
University of Chicago
University of Iowa
University of Tennessee
Wayre State University
Catholic University
Clarion University of Pennsylvania
Ernporia State College of Kansas
Northern Illinois University
*
Paris

No of
(lradurtes

l9
8
8
1
b

o
D

4
I

/

Pratt Institute
Rosary College
Rutgers University
San fose State University
University of Alabama
University of Kentucky
University of Maryland
University of Oklahoma
Universityof Southern California
University of Westem Ontario
Western Michigan University
Total
"No other identifier given

r45

Vacf
Tutnl

13.10
,.DZ

552
4.83
414
414
345
2.76
2.76
z. to

2.76
2-07
207
207
207
2.07
207
207
2.07
207
207
1.38
1.38
138
r38
1.38
138
1.38
1.38
r.38
r38
r38
1.38
69
.69
.69
.69
69
.69
.69
69
-69
69
69
.69
69
69
69
69
10000

I2l
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TABLE 5

acquisitions conferences are two independently sponsored annual meetings of
interest to acquisitions librarians. In addition, some state library associations
and other library consortia sponsor anDrte Degree
Recipients
Curn
nual serials conferences or acquisitions
Granted
No
Vo
Vo
meetings. Table 6 shows these meetings,
1948
169
69 the maximum number of times a librart952
169
r.38 ian could have attended each meeting
t954
169
2.07 since January 1984, the average number
r955
239
3.46 of times respondents attended each meetr956
r69
4.r5 ing, and the number ofpersons respond1958
169
4.84 ing that they had never attended the
r960
2
t39
623
meetings. Of the semi-annual ALCTS
1961
169
6.92
events,
the most frequently attended are
I962
2
139
8.31
I963
5
349
11.80 the Resources Section Acquisitions Lir964
r
.69
1249 brarians/Vendors of Library Materials
1965
7
489
1738 Discussion Group meetings (attended at
1966
6
4.19
21.57 Ieast once by nearly two-thirds of the re1967
4
279
2436 spondents), and the Publisher/Vendor1968
4
279
ZI ID
Library Relations Committee meetings
1969
I
629
33 44 (attended by slightly
more than one1970
3
209
36 23
half).
Each
of
the
meetings
listed above
1971
l0
699
4322
1972
4
279
4601 was attended at least once by some pro1973
3
2.09
48.r0 portion of the respondents.
t974
Several of the events had an average
4
279
50.89
1975
6
4.19
55 08 attendance of less than once for the
1976
7
4.89
59 97 whole population. Twenty-six responIVI I
2
1.39
61.36 dents had never attended any of the
1978
4
279
64 r5 meetings designated, and 20 had at1979
6
.119
68 34
tended only a state library association
1980
7
4.89
Lt z,t
acquisitions meeting. Over 75Vo of the
198r
6
419
ll42
1982
7
489
82 3l ARL acquisitions librarians responding
1983
6
4.19
86.50 had never attended, between January
1984
2
139
87 89 I984 and February 1988, the RTSD
1985
3
209
89 98 Business of Acquisitions workshops, an1986
2
1.39
9l 37 nual serials conferences, the College of
1987
4
2.79
94.16 Charleston acquisitions conferences, or
1988
169
94 85 the NASIG meetings.
datenot given
8
559
100.0
The NASIG and the College of
Total
143
I00 00
Charleston meetings have always been
perceived as attracting a select group of
CTS Pre-Order and Pre-Cataloging
acquisitions librarians, a notion that
Bibliographic Discussion Group meet- appears to be borne out by this survey.
ings). In addition, ALCTS (and its prede- Only one-fifth of the respondents have
cessor organization, the Resources and
ever attended a College of Charleston
Technical ServicesDivision (RTSD)) has meeting, and fewer than one-fifth have
sponsored a series of acquisitions workattended the NASIG annual meetings.
shops, the Business of Acquisitions,
In the case of NASIG, this may be due
throughout the country, both as prein large part to the relative newness of
conferences to the annual ALA meeting
this group (it first met in 1986). Reand as independent workshops. The spondents were asked to identify other
North American Serials Interest Group
acquisitions-related meetings they
(NASIG) and the College of Charleston
have attended. Eight respondents menRaNcp oF DATES FoR M.L.S.
Acq'ursrrroNS
LTBRARTANS
Decnnes Gnaxreo ARL
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tioned the annual Issuesin Acquisitions
meetings hosted by the University of
Oklahoma.
Souncrs or AcqursrrloNs TnarNrxc
The final two questiors solicited information concerning the sourcesof training
for acquisitions work. The first of these
questions asked respondents to note the
proportion of education each received
from one of five sourcesfor each of fifteen
different tasks. The sourcesof trainine included library school, on-the-iob training. workhops and conferencei, vendors
of library materials, and other (unspecified) sources. The tasks listed consisted of

an array of acquisitions activities typical
of academic libraries. The tasksincluded
order processesfor monographs and serials, materials budget management, the
publishing industry, vendor selection
and evaluation, invoice and accounting
techniques, businesscontracts, personnel
management, acquisition of out-of-print
and rare items, the relationship of acquisitions to the rest of the library, the acquisition of non-U.S. materials, gifts and exchanges, serial check-in, bibliographic
verification, claiming for monographs
and serials, and the automation of acquisitions processes(seetables 7 and 8).
The second question used the same

TABLE 7
EoucarIoN
oF AceursITroNS LrsnantaNs By TASK
AS RtrpoRTED By ARL AceursrrroNs
Lren,A.nraNs

Order processes;
rnonos. & serials
Aggregate Va
Min.
Mirr
Materizrlsbudget
rnanagernent
Aggregate Vo
Min
Max

Library
Sch<nl

On-the-Job
Training

Workshops&
Conlerences

219
0.00
40 00

f15.87
0.00
I00 00

498
0.00
40 00

547
000
30 00

r49
0.00
70 00

83 ll
0.00
100.00

5.97
000
40 00

247
000
25 00

318
000
90.00

J

Zl

000
10000

Vendors

Publishingbusiness
Lgreg$e 7o
Min
Mnx

7.49
000
60.00

61 76
000
10000

13.40
0.00
100.00

13.36
000
50.00

399
000
r00 00

Vendor selection
& evalu:rtiolr
Aggregate 7o
Min.
Mn-x.

2M
000
40.00

73.44
0.00
10000

ll 28
0.00
50.00

9.13
000
40 00

3.51
000
10000

Invoice & accounting
techniques
Aggregate 7o
Min
Mn-x

6l
000
10.00

88 79
000
10000

J /D

2.69
0.00
35.00

4t6
000
r00 00

Business contracts
Aggregate Vo
Min
Mar

222
000
50 00

000
r00 00

000
30.00

8.U
0.00
50.00

8.34
000
10000

Personnel rnirnagelnent
Aggregate Vo
Min
Mirr

967
000
60 00

69.23
000
r00 00

1396
000
60.00

27
0.00
1000

687
000
100.00

/) 6/

0.00
20.00
JZJ
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Task

Library
School

On-the-Job
Training

\\krrkshops&
Confcrence,s

Acquiring o p
& r:rte iterns
Aggrcgate 7o
Mil
Mu

3.42
000
50 00

76.68
000
r00.00

8.32
000
100.00

8 62
0 00
90 00

2.96
0.00
90 00

Relationship of
acquisitions to
rest oflibrary
Aggregate 7o
Miu
Mtlr

816
000
85 00

81.89
000
10000

DO0

000
50 00

49
0.00
1000

380
000
10000

Acquiring non-U S
rnrteriirls
Aggregate 7o
Min
Max

o+t

I I.YD

000
50 00

000
10000

686
0.00
60.00

942
000
45 00

2.30
000
90 00

Gifts & exchanges
Aggregate 7o
Min
Max

424
000
40 00

82.78
0.00
100.00

/ lo

000
65 00

139
000
20.00

443
0.00
r00 00

Serial check-in
Aggregate 7o
Min.
Mirr

366
0.00
40 00

8l 07
0.00
r00 00

614
000
50 00

470
0.00
100.00

443
000
10000

Bibliographic
verificltion
Aggregate 7o
Min
Mirx

1452
000
95 00

78 78
000
r00 00

249
000
50.00

74
000
20 00

3.47
000
10000

Clairning for
tnonos & serials
Aggregate 7o
Min
Mtlr

zt6

i'D.DJ

000
75 00

000
I00 00

326
0.00
40 00

539
000
50 00

306
000
100.00

Autornation of
acquisitiols
Agglegnte 7o
Min
Mix

468
000
80 00

67.21
000
10000

1439
000
85 0t)

978
000
50 00

394
000
100.00

variables, but asked respondentsto consider from which sources they believed
each of these tasks should have been
learned. For each task, respondents
were asked to indicate the proportion
that should be received from each source
(seetables 9 and l0). With the exception
of two forms that were deemed unusable
for this analysis, all respondents completed the questionnaire as requested.
The data from these questions were
tabulated in two ways. The first rvas a
tabulation of the sources of education

with all fifteen tasks taken as a whole.
This allowed library school education to
be compared to other sourcesof education for acquisitions librarianship (e.g. ,
on-the-job training). In thesecondanalysis, the overall re.sponseto each ia.sk
was analyzed to identify from which
source each was or should have been
learned. For example, responsesto the
task "gifts and exchanges" were tabulated to seehow much was learned from
each of the five sources. The source
"other" rvas purpo.selvleft rvithout defi-
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TABLE 8
Wnnne EoucanroN FoR AceursrrroN Srrour-o Occun
PEncrpuoN ev Tasr, ARL AceursITroNS LrenanrA'Ns
Library
School

On-the-Job
Training

Order processes:
rnonos & serials
Aggregate 7o
Min
Mn-x.

r9 89
000
50 00

63 80
000
r00 00

10.01
0.00
30.00

579
000
30 00

000
t0 00

Materials budget
lnanagelnent
Aggregale 9o
Min
Mirx.

27.96
000
80 00

bb bz

000
10000

10.63
0.00
50 00

213
000
25.00

266
0.00
100.00

Publishingbusiness
Aggregrte 7o
Min
Max

30 63
000
100.00

4434
000
100.00

1393
0.00
40.00

YDD

000
50 00

0.00
30 00

Vendor selection
& evaluation
Aggregfie Vo
Min
Mrx

220r
000
r00 00

5465
000
r00 00

1303
0.00
50.00

7.89
000
50 00

242
000
50 00

Invoice & accounting
techniques
Aggregate Vo
Min
Mirx.

l9 05
000
80 00

70 08
000
10000

) .to

000
40 00

222
000
30.00

329
000
10000

Businesscontrlcts
Aggregate 7o
Min
Mzr-r

26.39
000
90 00

54.40
000
r00 00

1031
000
50.00

000
50 00

0.00
t00.00

Personnelmanagement
Aggregate Vo
Mil.
M:rx.

31.36
0.00
90 00

47.88
0.00
100.00

1727
000
50 00

r27
000
1500

2.22
0.00
10000

1 11 9
000
50 00

s.67
000
50 00

.80
000
20 00

Task

Workshops &
Conferences

Vendors

Otlien

DI

l))

4. I.J

Acquiring o.p.
rare items
Aggregate 7o
Min
Max

23 99
000
I00 00

Relationship of
acquisitions to
rest of library
Aggregate Vo
Min
Mtrx

35.23
000
I00 00

000
10000

826
000
35.00

144
000
1500

54
000
10.00

Acquiring non-U S.
materials
Aggregate Vo
Min
Max.

24.33
000
10000

5407
0.00
10000

10.99
000
40.00

897
000
50 00

t64
000
20 00

)4

.tD

000
10000

D4.DJ

ll7
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On-the-fob
Training

Workshops&
Conlerences

23 16
0.00
90 00

6160
000
r00.00

l0 17
000
55 00

258
0.00
2500

249
000
40.00

l/

69 00
000
r00 00

/ tf I

000
35 00

446
000
30 00

178
000
30.00

592
0.00
30 00

216
000
20 00

r78
0.00
30 00

Library
Scliool
Gifts & exchanges
Aggregate 7o
Min.
Miu.
Serial check-in
Aggregate 7o
Min
Mir-x
Blbliograpl-ric
verification
Aggregate 7o
Min
Mtx

t)

000
90 00

JZ.D)

0.00
r00 00

J /.DY

000
r0000

Vendors

Others

Clairning fbr
rnonos tr serials
Aggregate 7o
Min
Mrx.

t6 80
000
90.00

000
100.00

632
0.00
35 00

695
0.00
45 00

236
000
30 00

Automation of
acquisitions
Lggregale 7o
Min
Mtu.

27.85
000
90 00

46.11
0.00
100.00

1536
000
50 00

857
000
40 00

ri7
000
50 00

6t Dl

TABLE 9
EDUCATIoN oF AceursrrroNS LrsnenraNs BY SoURCE
AS REPORTED BY ARL ACQUISITIONS LIBRARIANS
Minimum

Source

Muirnum

Std Dev

000

500

52 00

1209

000

78 00

10000

1562

conferences

0.00

laz

Vendors

000

548

1800

289

Other

0.00

400

55.00

l.oz

Library school
Onthe-job
lr,rinino

Workshops&
38.00

486

TABLE 10
Snour-p Occun,
Wrrenn TIDUCATToN FoR AceursrrroNs
LTBRARTANS
PERCEeTIoN By SouRCE, ARL AcgursrrroNs
Source

Muimum

Minirnum

Library school

0.00

2628

On-the-job
training

000

58.46

000
000
000

l0 44
2.6L
221

Workshops &
con{erences
Vendors
Other

77.67
10000
28 33
19.00
46.67

Std Dev

r5.59
19.60
622
3.94
4.7r
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nition, and several respondents offered
explanations of what each meant by
"other. " The oveluvhelming interpretation of this term was the reading of professional literature. Other responses
include work in acquisitions as a nonprofessional, site visits to other libraries,
work in the catalog department (this related specifically to the task "bibliographic verification"), and one response
of "figured it out myself."
Dlre

ANelysrs

According to a 1987 Librarg lournal report," the academic librarian pool in the
United States is approximately threequarters female and one-quarter male.
In contrast, the ARL acquisitions librarians group has a greater percentage of
males {about one-third). Two-thirds of
ARL acquisitions librarians are 45 years
of age or younger, as opposed to the
ARL population as a whole, in which
55o/oare 4Syearsof age or younger. This
differential may be due to the relatively
recent trend toward recognizing acquisitions activities as distinct from collection development and bibliography activities, a change that might have had
the effect of creating more positions
within acquisitions in recent years to
which newer members of the orofession
are attracted. There are abouf 8 o/, more
females than males who have worked in
acquisitions less than seven years, and
aboutS% more males than females who
have worked seven years or more.
The same Librarg lournal (Ll) report
lists placements by schoolsattended and
types of libraries. A cross-checkof the
percentage of placements in college and
universitv libraries reported in the L/
study compared with the sehools from
which the ARL acquisitions librarians
graduated yielded no correlation whatsoever. The Estabrook-Heim report in
American Libraries" notes that the
American Library Association pool they
studied has 4.2% of women and, 19.\Vo
of men who hold Ph.D.. Ed.D.. or
D.L.S. degrees.The total percentage of
ARL acquisitions librarians holding one
of these advanced degrees is much
lower , 4.7 Vo. One expectsthat the ma-

jority of those with advanced degrees
move to positions of greater responsibility or become library school faculty
members, and do not stay in acquisitions
work.
Very few ARL acquisitions librarians
were exposed to formal training in ac(luisitions beyond a coursethat included
some information about acquisitions.
C)nly about one-eighth of aII ARL acquisitions librarians had taken a practicum
or served as an intern or graduate assistant in acquisitions. More than half of
the responding ARL acquisitions librarians (56%\ received some form of training in acquisitions in library school. In
some cases,it is surprising that these individuals pursued this aspect of librarianship as a career. One individual reported taking a coursedevoted strictly to
acquisitions and proceeded to complain
at length about the content ("It was a
lousy course"). Another librarian noted
that his exposure to acquisitions was a
F r i d a y a f t e r n o o n s e s s i o no f b i b l i o graphic verification of several titles.
Students were allowed to leave as soon
as the1, finished their assignments."I
was the last to find my titles. It's amazing that I accepted a job in acquisitions
in spite of this."
As noted earlier, lessthan l07o of respondentstook a coursedevoted solely to
acquisitions. The presenceor absenceof
a course in acquisitions does not seem to
have affected a librarian's decision to
work in acquisitions in ARL libraries. As
noted earlier, respondents were most
likely to have taken a coursein which acquisitions was included as part of the
content. Only 57o of ARL acquisitions
librarians had a graduate assistantship
in acquisitions. The survey did not collect details of the contents of graduate
assistantships,practica, or internships,
and a comparison of the level of work
and the kinds of experiencesacquisitions
librarians had in thesesettingsis not possible.
Tasr Arelvsrs
The proportion of training in acquisitions that ARL acquisitions librarians
reported receiving was compared to the
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perception of training in acquisitions
needed in each of the fifteen task. The
responsein every category showed that
the overwhelming majority of the ARL
acquisitions librarians received training
in each task through on-the-job training. The task least likely to have been
learned in Iibrary school was "invoice
and accounting techniques" (less than
| % learned about this in library school) ,
while the task most likely to have been
learned was "bibliographic verification" (over 14% of what was learned
about this task was learned in library
school). While most information came
from on-the-job training, the learning
of tasksdenoted by the phrases"publishing business"and "acquiring o.p. and
rare items" were almost equally distributed betrveen workshops and vendors
(about l3oh learned about publishing
from each of these two sources, and
abott 8o/o learned about rare book acquisitions from these two sources). The
task most likely to have been learned
from the "other" source is "businesscontracts," at over 87o .
Since the tasksthemselvesrange from
the general (e.g. , "publishing business")
to the specific (e.g., "invoice and accounting techniques"), it is not surprising that the more general tasks are more
likely to be learned in library school. For
example, "personnel management,"
"bibliographic verification," and "the
relationship of acquisitions to the rest of
the librarl"' are all areasof librarianship
that can be easily tied to other areas of
study, and can be perceived as tasksthat
can be applied generally to a number of
other positions within librarianship.
Conversely, more specific tasks, such as
"invoice and accounting techniques,"
"claiming for monographsand serials,"
and "business contracts" are apt to be
library'-specific, and less likely to be
Iearned in library school. By a margin of
four to one, the more general tasks were
more likely to be learned in library
schoolsthan the lessgeneral tasks.
In their answers about where tasks
should be learned. resoondents indicated that for each task, library schools
should provide a greater portion of their

education for acquisitions work. Likewise, they believed on-the-job training
should provide lessof their preparation
for acquisitions librarianship. Overall,
respondentssuggestedthat20% more of
each task should be taught in library
school, and 20Vo less learned on-thejob. Those responding felt that approximatefy 30-35% of what they know
about the publishing business,the relationship of acquisitions to the rest of the
library, bibliographic verification, and
personnel management should be
learned from librarl'school, and that
20-30% of what is learned about materials budget management, vendor selection and evaluation, businesscontracts,
the acquisition of rare and foreign
items, gifts and exchanges,and the automation of acquisitions should come
from their library school education. It is
important to note, however, that there
was no task listed for which the respondents felt that library schools should
take the lead responsibility in training.
As with the generalized and specialized
comparisons drawn above, respondents
appeared to feel that education for more
specialized tasks, such as claiming and
invoicing procedures, should be left to
experience gained through on-the-job
training.
Souncrs or EoucertoN
When responseswere analyzed to review all acquisitions tasks by the source
of education for those tasks, ARL acquisition librarians had reported that, by a
margin of l5:1, acquisitionstaskswere
Iearned through on-the-job training
rather than through library school education. This ratio fell to 2:l when respondents were asked to note from
whence they believe training should
come. Overall, the reported percentages
of actual sources of education rvere library school (5%), on-the-job training
(78E"), workshops and conferences
(8 % ), vendcrs (57o), and "other" (4 % ).
When asked from where such training
should come, the group believed those
percentagesshouldbe 26Vo, 58% , lO% ,
3% , and 2Vo, respectively. Respondents
believe, therefore, that as an overall
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source for acquisitions education, library schoolsneed add only a relatively
small amount of additional course work
in acquisitions to their curriculum to be
perceived as meeting the needsof acquisitionstraining. On-the-job training appears to remain the training of choice for
acquisitions librarians. This could be
becauseof the specialized businessneeds
of the libraries in which these librarians
are involved. There appears to be a need
for somewhat more workshops and conferences on acquisitions than are now
available. However, because many of
the respondents were not active in attending the meetings currently' available, this might suggestthat better communication is needed to advertise what
is already organized, or, alternatively,
that the meetings available simply do
not fill any present needs.
Vendors play a proportionally, small
role in the educational experienceof ac<luisitionslibrarians. In only five of the
fifteen tasks were vendors mentioned as
being marginally more important
sources of training than workshops and
conferences, including order processes,
business contracts, acquisition of rare
and out-of-print items, acquisition of
non-U.S. materials, and claiming. This
was a surprising finding, since casual
conversation among acquisitions Iibrarians indicates that vendors are important sourcesof training and information. Vendors are active participants in
workshops and conferences related to
acquisitions matters, however, and a
combination of workshop and conference attendance and education from
vendors accounts for up to 26% of the
education ARL acquisitions librarians
receive in those specific tasks that affect
vendor-library relations, such as the
"publishing business."
Workshops and conferenceswere perceived as needing to be a slightly more
important part of continuing education
and professionaldevelopment. Vendors'
roles in education were not oerceived as
needing to be increased. an-dshould remain a subsidiary role in acquisitions
education. No one thought vendors
should be responsiblefor the training of

more than approximately 13% of any
task, regardless of how closely aligned
that task is to the businessaspectsof acquisitions.
The survey revealed that one library
school, the University of Michigan, has
a far greater number of graduates working as acquisitions librarians than do
other library schools. Thirteen percent
of ARL acquisitions librarians received
their M.L.S. degreesfrom the University of Michigan, while the schoolsscoring the next highest percentageshad less
than6% and9%, respectively.In addition, the University of Michigan was the
only school offering not only coursesin
acquisitions, but also practica, internships, and graduate assistantshipsin acquisitions. A conversation with faculty
at the University of Michigan library
school"'shedlittle light on why the University of Michigan produced a substantial number of ARL acquisitionslibrarians. It was suggestedthat the presence
on the library school faculty of Mary
Carter, Wallace Bonk, and Rose Mary
Magrill, who coauthored the fourth edition of the Carter and Bonk classic,
Building Librarg Collections," was an
important factor in the emphasis of ac<luisitions in the selection process. The
internship program at the Universitv of
N{ichigan library may also have provided an opportunity for work in acquisitions that might not be found in other
library schools.In addition, the University of Michigan faculty who were interviewed felt that the library and library
school have enjoyed a much closer relationship than other libraries and library
schools, a situation that can promote
better education in some of the practical
aspectsof librarianship. It appears that
an overall program of both classroominstruction and in-library training serves
as a useful vehicle for providing education for acquisitions. It is not clear from
results of the survey whether prospective librarians wishing to specialize in
acquisitions chose the University of
Michigan because of their program,
whether the University of Michigan Libraries encouraged its nonprofessional
accuisitions staff to attend librarv
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school and specialize in acquisitions, or
whether some other factor might have
influenced the number of graduates
Iater working in acquisitions. There are
several library schools established in
universities with major libraries that do
not produce a large number of acquisitions librarians, leading one to suppose
that the University of Michigan library
school approaches acquisitions in a
manner somewhat different from other
library schools.

study is that, at least in the caseof acquisitions, avowed attitudes about library
education are not fully supported by the
answers given in this survey. Acquisitions
librarians do indeed report feeling that library schools should take more responsibility in training for acquisitions, but the
amount of additional training they report is needed through this survey is relatively small. No single aspect of acquisitions listed in the survey was believed to
be the sole responsibility of library
schools. Nevertheless, this relatively
Coxclusroxs
small addition to library science pro1*6 fil,potheses were proposed congrams is critical to the education of all Iicerning the amount of training and de- brarians, not just acquisitions librarians.
velopment for acquisitions.The first hyMuch of what acquisitions librarians
p o t h e . s i s p r o p o s e d t h a t t h e l a r g e s t want added to the curriculum would be
amount of professional training and de- useful components to any librarian's eduvelopment in acquisitions work occurs cation: a working knowledge of the puboutside the classroom. Respondents re- lishing industry, budgeting techniques,
ported that 95% of their professional and negotiating business contracts, to
training and development comes from
name a few, are all arguably useful to a
sources and exoeriences outside the liwide range of librarians in many settings.
bra ry .school cl a^s.sroom
. This h ypoth e.si.s, Many of the negative feelings about litherefore, is supported by the findings of
brary science education for acquisitions
the survey.
might be attributed to a general uneasiThe second hypothesis proposed that
ness about the role of librarians, the naacquisitions librarians believe most of
ture of the profession, and perhaps more
their professional training and develop- importantly, the perceived value and
ment ought to come from the librar_vsci- professionalism of acquisitions work.
e n c e c l a i s r o o m . A R L a c q u i s i t i o n . sl i There is not a generally agreed-upon parbrarians responded that 26% of their
adigm for librarianship, and each facet
acquisitions training should come from
of training falls under scrutiny at various
library school, and, based on thesefindtimes to determine which components
ings, this hypothesisis not supported. As are professional. There still is not the
discussed earlier, respondents believe widespread public recognition that lithat over half of their traininq should brarianship is a profession in the same
come frorn on-the-job training. and the senseas is the law or medicine, a situation
rest from library school, workshops and
that can lead to a general uneasiness
conferences,vendors, and reading in the
among librarians about their worth to soprofessional literature.
ciety. One way to validate what librariAnalysis of the survey data reveals ans do is to make certain it is taught in lithat acquisitions librarians learn most of
brary schools. If it is not taught in library
r.",hat they know about acquisitions
schools, then one can expect urgent questhrough on-the-job training, and be- tions about the professional nature of
lieve that, in general, this is an approthat particular aspect of library work.
priate place for training in acquisitions.
Other surveys concerning the curricInformal training in acquisitionsula of Iibrary schools do not indicate
through workshops and conferences, that acquisitions is a needed addition to
professional reading, and some vendor
the study of librarianship. For example,
training-is an important component in
a 1985study by White and Paris'' of emacquisitions education.
ployers' preferences about library school
One implication of this particular
curricula does not mention acquisitions
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as a separate course. Instead, general
and specialized courses in technical services and collection development, as
well as courses in administration and
personnel, were recommended for the
library school curriculum. The results of
this survey of ARL acquisitions librarians support this conclusion, in that there
is no overwhelming evidence from acquisitions librarians themselves that library schools are completely failing to
address their educational obligations.
One of the ironies of this response concerning where acquisitions should be
taught is that frequently one cannot
imagine that which does not exist. Acquisitions is not taught-generally
speaking-so therefore it is difficult to
imagine that it should be taught.

Acquisitions librarians agree that
both library school education and onthe-job training are important components of education for acquisitions librarianship. One may conclude, therefore, that the establishment of a more
structured program of both of these aspects of library education would be
beneficial to the training of acquisitions librarians, and, it can be argued,
would be beneficial additions to the
curriculum for all librarians. A program that integrates the formal and informal components of library school
and work experiences would account
for the greatest portion of needed acquisitions education identified in this
study and produce a satisfactory educational experience.
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T

Ll ihraru Lileruttte covering 1986- ways). Behrens and Smith surveyed I12
1989 lists eleven articles on cataloging academic libraries in the United States
backlogs; only six are listed for the pe- holding more than 250,000 volumes and
riod 1955-1985. These figures suggest found that backlogs existed in 4a (85%)
that backlogs again are becoming the of the 52 respondinglibraries.' Agnew.
major concern that they were in the Landram, and Richards conducted a
early 1950s, when the lournal oJ Cata- surve)'of Association of Research Liloging and ClassiJicationdevoted an en- braries (ARL) member libraries in 1984
and found that 68 (77 %) of the 88 retire issue(Fall l95l) to the topic. The Library of Congressrecently developed an sponding libraries had backlogs repre" a r r e a r a g e r e d u c t i o n m a n a g e m e n t senting from I % to I0% of their total
plan" to addressits mind-boggling back- collections. More than three-fourths of
the libraries with backlogs had had
log of 38 million unprocesseditems. Implementation of the plan is dependent them over ten years.'These results were
upon the, appropriation of funds by consistent with those obtained by Piternick when he surveyed ARL libraries
Congress.'
That backlogs exist in many libraries a n d s e l e c t e d o t h e r s i n 1 9 6 8 . A t t h a t
is no secret-surveys have shown that time, 67 of the 86 responding libraries
they are common (although the term (78%) had backlogs.' These studies im"backlog" has been defined in various ply that backlogs did not disappear dur-
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ing the 1960s and I970s even though
they rverementioned infrequentll in the
library literature.
A distinction must be made between
"normal" and "historic" processing
backlogs. "Normal" backlogs routinely
develop whenever the volume of incoming materials is high and sometimes are
used to stabilize the cataloging lr'orkflow when the volume is low. Thel'also
might be created purposefully by libraries preferring to wait for cataloging
copy or authority records to become
available from the bibliographic networks. "Normal" backlogs probably are
desirable as long as they can be contained; that is, as long as periods of
backlog growth are offset regularll' by
periods of backlog reduction.
In contrast, the "historic" backlogs
found in many libraries often consist 6f
thousands of volumes that have been
a\ /aiting cataloging for years. Of the 60
libraries that participated in the lg89
National Shelflist Count, 27 (45V"\ reported that they had processing backlogs of more than 20,000 volumes. The
median backlog size for these 27 Iibraries was 70,000 volumes.t Backlogs
of this size take up valuable storage
space that possibly could be put to better
use. Many of the materials are likely to
be outdated and might no longer be
worthwhile additions to the librarv's
collections. Some volume. ur" .rnrrrubl"
due to physical deterioration. While
"historic" backlogs can stabilize the cataloging workflow in times of severe financial exigency when materials budgets are drastically reduced, they are not
desirable. They are evidence of a proIonged imbalance in the scheme of technical processing that should be addressedby library administrators.
Backlogs develop when more materials are acquired than can be processed.
There are various reasons why this imbalance occurs. White and Roos cite
materials budgets, staffing levels in cataloging departments, special projects
suc-h as retrospective conversion,
collection-development policies, and
cataloging priorities of the Library of
Congress as factors that can contribute

to the growth of backlogs." Another factor suggestedby Dwyer is the quality of
the records used for copy cataloging;
when records must be corrected or improved before they can be used, cataloging is more time consuming.' Intner attributes the current backlog crisis to the
increasing variety of materials being
published, the conversion to computerized systems, a more complicated cataloging code, and shrinking processing
budsets."
Virious methods of eliminating, controlling, and providing accessto backlogs have been described by Halverson,"
Hircourt, "' Miller
una Ford, "
Moomaw,'t and Share.13The reported
strategies include attacking the backlog
through special projects, integrating
backlogged materials with the regular
workflow, accepting more cataloging
copy with lessediting, providing temporary or abbreviated cataloging, expanding the role of paraprofessional staff,
and improving the efficiency of
workflo'nvsand procedures. These strategies are based on the assumption that
everything in the backlog should be cataloged. If library administrators question whether materials acquired many
years earlier are still worth adding to the
collection, a "reselection" project like
the one initiated by the Library of Congressin 1983 to weed out unneeded
items can significantly reduce the number of materials requiring cataloging.r'
When backlogs are large, old, and of
trncertain origin, it can be difficult to
know rvhat approach to use and where
to start to gain control. Intner suggests
"bibliographic triage" might be necessary. She discussesseveral possible answers to the question of what should be
cataloged first and stressesthe importance of knowing the costs and lonsranqe effects assoaiatedwith each alteinative.'t Sampling can be a useful tool
for assessingthe nature of a large backlog in order to determine the cost and
impact of various backlog management
and elimination strategies. White and
Roos describe a backlog assessmentproject conducted at the Universitv of Wvoming Library in 1986.A random sample
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of 660 titles was surveyed using l6 variables to gather data to be used to improve
backlog management techniques.rt'
This paper describesa backlog assessment project recently' conducted at the
Ohio State University Libraries (OSUL)
to facilitate the elimination of two historic backlogs. The desire to provide improved accessto these materials and the
need to prevent them from physically
deteriorating were two concern.s that
prompted the study. Uncataloged materials at OSUL are assignedcontrol numbers and are included in the Libraries'
online catalog, the Library Control System (LCS). While library patrons generally do not have physical accessto these
materials, author and title accessis provided by LCS. Rush cataloging is done
in responseto any patron request for an
unprocesseditem (about 1,200 a I'ear).
According to the survey conducted by
Behren.sand Smith, 63.6% of the academic libraris reporting that they had
backlogs were providing some type of
public accessto their uncatalosed mateiiulr.'t However, as Piternic-k wrote,
"Materials acquired by a library but
rvhose presencein the library is inadequately recorded and displayed are of little use to the library's users."'^ Even
when brief record accessto backlog materials is provided. the real issueis still adequacv of access. Generally, backlogs
consist of library materials that are less
accessiblethan they should be. The technological advances that are rapidly improving accessto all kinds of information
are raising the expectationsof library users and making the continued existenceof
Iarge historic backlogs unacceptable.
THE RESEARCH
QUESTIo^.S
A logical first step in coping with the
challenges presented by historic backlogs is to estimate the resources that
would be required to eliminate the arrearages. At OSUL a project was designed to evaluate random samplesfrom
two large monographic backlogs to
which no materials had been added for
over a decade. One backlog consistedof
Slavic language materials; the other
consistedprimarily of social scienceand

humanities materials in English and
western European languages. Both the
Slavic and general backlogs included
fiction and nonfiction works. The goal
of the project was to determine: (l) how
many items were still wanted for the Libraries'collections; (2) how much cataloging copy was available for those
items; and (3) how many were in poor
physical condition. Tbe results of these
evaluations would help OSUL staff estimate the resourcesrequired to eliminate
the two backlogs.
Dere Cor,rscrloN

AND Aner,vsrs

GrNrnarrNc rHE SAMPLES
Materials in the Slavic language backlog
being studied all had control numbers beginning with "PRES," while those in the
general backlog had numbers beginning
with "PREA. " Computer-generated random samples were drawn from LCS using these control number prefixes to define the populations to be studied.
Although the sample sizes were not selected to ensure certain levels of confidence and precision, the samples were
large enough to obtain a standard error
of lessthan 6% with a 95% confidence
level for all but the last stage of the study.
For the final stage, which was conducted
with substantially reduced sample sizes,
a standard error of lessthan 6.5 % with a
907o confidence level was obtained.
In early 1987, two samples of 300 titles were drawn from the records for the
Slavic backlog(23,5a0 items). Since the
brief LCS record used for uncataloged
materials includes the publication date,
it was possible to generate samples consisting of 300 titles published in or before
1945 and300published after 1945. This
stratification by imprint date was recommended by a library faculty member
with specialized knowledge of Slavic
publications. An analysisof the publication dates of the Slavic backlog materials indicated that about 7l7o of the
23,540 items were post-1945 imprints.
Therefore, in taking a sample of 300 titles from each stratum, a proportionately larger sample of the pre-1945 imprints was taken.
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In early 1988, a sample consisting of
990 titles was taken from the LCS records for the general backlog materials
(20,7 19 items) . An analysisof the publication dates of the general backlog materials indicated that about 25% of the
items were post-1945 imprints. No
stratification by imprint date was recommended in sampling the general
backlog.
PnEt-rvrraRy SrnRcrrtxc
The control number, author, title, and
publication date for each sample item
were reported on a 3-by-5-inch card.
The cards for each sample were arranged in control number order (the order in which the backlogged materials
were stored). Student assistantsstamped
the cards 'nvithconsecutive numbers beginning with one; the same numbers
were stamped on the worksheets that
would be used to record the results of
bibliographic searching activities. The
cards were matched to and inserted in
the sample items as they were retrieved
from the backlog storage area.
When library staff pulled the samples
from storage, 23 (8%) of the pre-1945
Slavic items, 16 (5To) of the post-1g45
Slavic items, and g3 (9%) of the general
items could not be found. When these
"snags" were searchedby author and title in LCS, it was discovered that half of
the missing Slavic materials and almost
a fourth of the missing general materials
alreadl'had been cataloged. In these
cases, the brief order-level record had
been erroneously retained rather than
properly replaced when, the catalog record was added to LCS.
Sample items successfully retrieved
from the storage area were searched in
LCS to identify duplicates, i.e., additional copies of cataloged titles. If there
was insufficient bibliographic information in LCS to confirm potential duplicates, the cataloged titles were retrieved
from the stacksand compared to the sample items. (When other uncataloged copies of sample items were identified, they
were retrieved from the storaqearea and
thereafter consideredpart of the sample.)
One item (0.3%\ from each stratum of

the Slavic sample and 52 items (5%) Irom
the general sample proved to be duplicates of previously cataloged titles. The
duplicates were not evaluated further as
a part of this study but were handled in a
separate workflou'.
Snancn FoRCATALocTNcCopv
The remaining sample titles (i.e., those
that had not been identified as snags,
duplicates, or as having been already
cataloged) were searched in the Online
Computer Library Center's (OCLC)
Online Union Catalog to locate matching or related cataloging copy. No further searching was undertaken once "exact match" OCLC copy was found.
Remaining titles were then searched in
the N ational Union C atalog (NUC). The
Slauic Cgrillic Union Catalog (SCUC)
was also checked for pre-1956 Slavic imprints if no copy was found in NUC. Titles for which exact match copy still rvas
not found were searchedin the Research
Libraries Information Network (RLIN)
database. The results of these searching
activities are reported in table 1. Only
34% of the general items rerluired
searching beyond OCLC, compared to
777o oI the pre-1945 and 58ol, of the
post-1945 Slavic items. Almost all of the
matching NUC records for both backlogs were found in the volumes for pre1956 imprints. Searching the subsequent volumes of NUC was found not to
be worth the considerable amount of
time it required. Similarly, searching
RLIN proved not to be worthwhile since
very little additional copy was found.
Due to the nature of the cataloging
workflow at OSUL. searcherswere instructed to indicate whether or not each
matching record they found included a
call number based on the Librarg oJ
CongressClassiJication(copy lacking an
LC-type call number must be sent to the
section responsible for original cataloging). Sixty percent of the matching copy
for the pre-1945 Slavic materials and
46Vo of the copy for the post-1945 Slavic
and the general materials included an
LC-type call number.
Searchers also noted the existence of
any related cataloging records (e.g. , for
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TABLE 1
Resur-rs or Sgancrr pon CaneLocrNc Copv
General Sample

Slwic Samples
Pre-1945

Post-l 945
no

Exact match
OCLC
NUC
SCUC
RLIN
Subtotal
Related copy
No copy
Total

(95Vac.i.)

63
49
48
II
171
32
an

276

228 + 4.96
178+451
t7.4 + 4 47
4.0+231
620 + 5.72
1r 6 + 3.78
26.4+ 5 19
1000

a different edition) whenever thel' were
unable to find exact match copy. Monographs for which matching or closely related copy is found are cataloged by the
Copy Cataloging Section at OSUL. In
some cases, a call number or subject
headings must be assignedby the section
responsible for original cataloging before processingcan be completed. Monographs for which no copy is found may
be given minimal level cataloging depending on the length of time they have
been in the in-processarea, the language
and content of the text, and public service needs.
Collrcrtor
Dnvrlopvexr
EveLuerroN
The sample titles from the Slavic backlog were evaluated by the East European and Slavic StudiesLibrarian; however, because the general backlog
included a wide varietv of materials.
sevencollection manag;s were invited
to revierv the sample titles and selectany
they wanted to have added to the Libraries' collections. The project worksheets indicating the results of the
searching done to identify duplicates
and to locate cataloging copy were
made available to the collection managersto assistthem in making their decisions. Of the 276 pre-1945 Slavic titles
that were evaluated, L94 (70.3%) were
selected for addition to the OSUL collections; 166 (58.7 E") of the 283 post-1945
Slavic titles evaluated were selected. Of

119
r07
3
D

234
t2
283

(95Vo
c.i.)
4 2 0t 5 7 4
378+564
lt+I22
I6tI.DD

82.7t 4 4l
42 + 233
131+392
100.0

)JO

173
0
6
/.tD

62
48
845

Vo

(957oc i )
65.8+ 3 19
205+272
00
07+0s5
87.0+ 227
i.3+174
J. / t

r.D/

1000

the 845 general backlog titles that were
evaluated, only 231 (27.3%) were selected. Ninety-five percent confidence
intervals constructed around these sample proportions indic'ated that the true
proportions of backlogged items that
would be selected for retention would be
between 64.9% and75.7% of pre-1945
Slavic titles, between 53Vo and 64.4Vo
of post-1945Slavic titles, and betrveen
24.3% and30.3% of general titles.
PnesgnvallroNEvetuer.roN
The physical condition of each of the
sample items selected for retention by
the collection managers was evaluated
by a library staff member assisting the
preservation officer. A separate rvorksheet u'as used to record the results of
this evaluation, which are shown in table 2. Each volume was checked for environmental damage (e.g., mold), defacement, brittle and/or acidic paper,
missing pages, and weak or broken
binding. A number of factors were considered in determining what type of
preservation action should be taken
when a volume was found to be in very
poor condition. For example, replacement was recommended if a reproduction or reprint was available and the volume was expected to be used regularly.
If demand was expected to be low and
the volume included high quality illustration.s that could not easily be reproduced, a protective box was recommended. Not surprisingly, about 767o
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TABLE 2
Rnsurrs op PnesnnverroN EvaluanroN
Slavic Sarnp)es
Pre-1945

No action needed
Comrnercial binding
Pamphlet binding
Repair in-house
Provide enclosure
in-house
Replace or reformat
Other (e.g.,clean)
Total

47
21
lt
l0

(90Vo
c.i )
24.2+ 5.08
108+368
57 +2.74
5 . 2+ 2 6 2

47
53
5
194

24.2+508
2 73 + 5 2 8
26+1.88
1000

of the pre-1945 Slavic items selectedfor
retention will require some kind of preservation action (e.9., binding, enclosure, or replacement). About 57 % of the
post-1945 Slavic titles and half of the
general titles will require such action.
Dera Appt-tcarloNs
Basedon the results of the analysisof the
backlog samples, steps have been taken
at OSUL to facilitate the elimination of
the two historic backlogs. The collection
development officer his asked certain
collection managers to review a small
number of items from the qeneral backlog each week until the ent'ire collection
has been evaluated. Since lessthan25%
of these items are expected to be selected, no searching to identify duplicates or cataloging copy has been done
in advance. Instead, the eollection managers have been asked to search each title they select in the OSUL online catalog, making identification of duplicates
part of their review process. The selected items will then be funneled into
the regular cataloging workflow, which
includes searching for cataloging copy
and special procedures for handling materials in poor physical condition. The
brief records in the Libraries' online catalog for the materials that are not selected for retention will be deleted, and
the items will be donated (without further review) to the Friends of the Libraries for possible inclusion in the

Post-1945

72
b2

19
2
7
4
0
lr)b

(907oc.i )
4 3 4+ 6 3 5
3 7 . 4+ 6 1 9
ll.4 + 4.08
l2+r39
42.1:Z.Dl

24+L.56
00
I00 0

I tD

18
12
l6
4
DD

11

23r

(V)Vo
ci)
4 9 8+ 5 4 3
78+290
52+241
6.9+ 2.76
r7 + 140
2s8+462
4.8+ 2.33
1000

booksalesthey regularly sponsor.
The resultsof the analysisof the Slavic
samples were shared with four faculty
members from the Department of Slavic
and East European Languages and Literatures who agreed to assistin evaluating and prioritizing the Slavic backlog.
Initially, the faculty members will review a printout of the backlog titles
listed in the Libraries' online cotolrg.
They may also examine the corresponding physical pieces as n"".ssary. biu"r,
the expected retention rate for the Slavic
materials and the need for the selected
items to be processedby staff with language expertise, some additional cataloging personnel n,ill be required to
achieve backlog reduction. Librarl' administrators are negotiating with the department faculty members for some assistanceto support the processingof the
items they identify as high priority. Depending on the uniquenessand value of
the materials selected from the Slavic
backlog, it might also be possible to obtain outside funding to support processing of the collection.

Coxcrustox
For OSUL, sample assessmentwas an
effective means of gathering information about two sizeable backlogs that
had resulted from an extended imbalance between acquisitions and cataloging production. The backlog study
provided the data needed to choose ap-
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propriate coursesof action and to proceed with confidence that the Libraries'
resourceswould be used to the best advantage. The results also underscored
the need for backlog growth to be contained on an ongoing basis.
Analysis of the general sample
showed that only approximately onefourth of the general backlog was still
needed and that cataloging copy was
available for 87 7a of those titles.
Clearlv, if collection managers could
evaluate the general backlog, a large
amount of storage space could be made
available fairly quickly; and the selected
items could be handled as part of the
regular workflow.
The analysis of the Slavic samples
showed that a different approach would
be needed to reduce the Slavic backloe.
A much larger proportion of thesematerials would be selected for retention.
This finding suggeststhat the Slavic titles might have been acquired more selectively than the general titles, at least
some of which were known to have been
acquired through large block purchases.
The analysis of the Slavic samples also
indicated that Iess cataloging copy
would be available. oarticularlv for the
older materials. and that processing
staff with language expertise would be
required.
The Chi Square method of hypothesis
testing was used to compare the results
obtained by the cataloging copy, collection development, and preservation
evaluations of each stratum with the
results obtained for each of the other
two strata in turn. It was possibleto conclude with 95 % confidence that the differences among the strata were statistically significani in each case.
Backlogs are a challenge faced by
man1, libraries. To determine the best
wa)/ to hand.le this challenge, library
managers need to know what is in the
backlog, how much of it is still wanted,
and what it will take to add those items
to the collection. Analysis of samples is
one technique that can be used to provide this information.
Analyzing a samplecan help to insure
that the right people are involved in the

effort to eliminate a backlog and that
available resources are concentrated
where they will do the most good. The
data produced can indicate whether it is
realistic to try to incorporate backlog reduction into the regular workflow or
whether a special project will be required. The estimated cost of eliminating a backlog can be computed using
cost and production figures associated
with the regular workflow. Backlog reduction efforts can then be prioritized
along with other projects competing for
budget allocation.s. If external funding
must be sought, the sample data can be
used to support grant proposals. Library
managers who use a methodology like
the one described above to analyze a
backlog sample should be one step closer
to meeting the backlog challenge.
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A Cosl Model for Preservolion:
TheColumbioUniversity
Librqries'Approqch
Carolyn Harris, Carol Mandel, and Robert Wolven
PreseroationoJ a library collection entailsa oarietg oJactirsitiesextend.ing
into many departments oJ a researchlibrarg $gstem.A comprehensioe
m.odelis presentedJor identi.Jying the processesinooloed in preseroation
efforts together uith the associatedcosts, For eachJunction, costsare assessed
Jor stalf time, superoision,supplies,equipment, contractual costs,
and bibliographic utility rce. Each processis related to the proportion oJ
oolumesin needoJang partieular treatment. The resulting model prorsides
a methodologgJor determining unit coststhat can be applied to the oarying conditiora oJ particular collections.

D

I reservation is a simple term used to
define a complex set of activities, processes,and functions required to maintain a library collection in usable condition. Defined in the widest sense, the
term preservation encompasses means
of preventing damage to library materials, means of treating damaged materials, and means of replacing or reformatting materials too damaged for
treatment.
The Columbia University Libraries'
Preservation Department has been in
place since 1974. Between 1974 and
1989, grant funding from various
sourcesbecame available to support the
work of the department. As this funding
and the amount of work being accomplished grew, the effect of preservation

activities on the rest of the Libraries' operations became more and more apparent. Those activities, which included
identification and selection of materials
for preservation and a variety of acquisitions and bibliographic control processes,traditionally were not covered by
preservation grant funding. Yet preservation work was placing new and increased workloads on the departments
responsible for these activities. In the
summer of 1988, a model was developed
to identify and attribute costs to all of
the activities, both in the Preservation
Department and elsewhere in the Libraries that support the actual preservation of a volume in the complex organization of the Columbia Universitv
Libraries.

Carolyn Harris is Director, Conservation Education Program, School of Library Service, Columbia University; Carol Mandel is Director, Technical Services, Columbia University Libraries; Robert Wolven is Assistant Director for Bibliographic Control, Columbia University
Libraries. Manuscript received Feb. 10, 1990; revised Sept. ll, 1990; accepted for publication
Sept. 13, 1990.
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PnnssnverroN M*srnn PLANNINc
e.r Cor,uunre UNrvERSrry Llsnlmrs
The modeling took place in the context of
a preservation master planning effort.
The Libraries took the opportunity to review and streamline preservation processes, to look at techniques currently
provided for materials and those techniques that should be implemented to
preserve new library media, and to review the collection and establish local
and national subject preservation priorities within the context of the entire collection. A steering committee and three subcommittees were appointed, including
the Preservation Processing Subcommittee. which reviewed and streamlined
procedures for all preservation activities.
A task force of the Preservation Processing Subcommittee was assignedto model
costs based on the revised processesdeveloped by the subcommiitee. The task
force included the Director of Technical
Services, Carol Mandel, the Assistant Director for Bibliographic Control, Robert
Wolven, and the Assistant Director for
Preservation, Carolyn Harris. Units in
the Resources Group (including bibliographers), the Technical Services Group
(ineluding preservation, acquisitions,
pre-order searching, cataloging with
copy, original monographs cataloging
and catalog'maintenance), and in the Academic Information Services Group (including collection maintenance and departmental librarians) provided data for
the models.
For the pupose of a specific funding
proposal prqlared for the National Endowment for the Humanities (NEH) the
task foree related the generic process
models to a specific collection of materials
in the history of Western Civilization. The
collection includes materials in philosophy
and religion, classics, medieval history,
and literature. A condition survey of those
materials provided the data for developing the budget for the NEH proposal.

Nnro ron Nrw Pnnsnnvetronr
Cosr Monnrs
The Columbia University Libraries have
participated in various studies of preservation costs including the Tantalus

study, published by the Council on Library Resources,' and the Research Libraries Group cost study by Patricia McClung, published in Library Resources4t
T echnical Sercices.' Each of these studies
included the major functions within each
processof preservation, but in every case,
there were many activities that took
placr so "automatically" that they were
not eonsidered significant enough to include in the costs. Because many of these
activities take place in departments
throughout a library, they tend to be quietly "absorbed."
However, the prospect of a significant
increase in preservation activity (e.g.,
the possibility of a very Iarge grant from
the NEH) made it clear that these "automatic" processes could not continue to
be incorporated into the ongoing activity of departments without additional
support. It became necessary to identify
every related function and understand
its cost. Just as a large increase in a library's acquisitions level would affect
workloads and staffing throughout the
processing flow and in access service
units (e.g., shelving), the impaet of an
increase in the level of preservation activity can reverberate throughout library departments.
The model presented in this article reflects the processesand costs in the Columbia University Libraries at a particular point in time. These processes are
complex because of the relatively complex nature of the Columbia University
Libraries. However, since the processes
are broken down into considerable detail, other Iibraries may be able to pick
and choose r.elevant functions and reassemble them as appropriate to their own
situation. It is expected that while other
libraries will have similar costsand procedures, they may also be able to
streamline some areas in ways that Columbia cannot. On the other hand, CoIumbia's relatively long experience in
preservation work and large scale may
enable unusually efficient procedures in
some areas.
PnnsnnverroN ACTIVITIES
A research Iibrary collection contains a
rich mix of materials with a multiplicity
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of physical and bibliographic characteristics that affect preservation decisions:
serials, monographs, continuations, new
and old materials, ephemeral pamphlets,
heavily used materials, little-used titles,
strong alkaline paper, weak newsprint,
illustrations and color reproductions. To
preserve a coUection in any one subject
area requires an understanding of all
these variables and the implications of
each for preservation treatment. Condition is related to many factors, the most
important of which are:
l. the chemical and physical attributes
of the piece itself;
2. use;
3. environment; and
4. previouspreservation activities (such
as library binding).
Therefore, preservation activity requires
a mix of preservation techniques-from
rebinding and creating protective enclosuresto microfilming-based on the condition of the original. It is inappropriate
to microfilm a volume that is in stable usable condition, just as it is inappropriate
(if not impossible) to rebind or repair a
volume with highly embrittled paper
that cannot withstand any further use.
The primary goal of preservation is to
use the most cost-effective means possible
to preserve the functional integrity of the
collections. This requires a system of
preservation triage to determine both the
urgency and type of treatment needed on
a case-by-case basis. Thus the activities
and the costs oi any project are based on
the results of a condition survey, a plan,
and a set of criteria for addressing each of
the problems identified. The narrative
that follows describes the workplan developed by Columbia Libraries for preserving its humanities collections.
The first step is a careful cleaning of
the volumes. Then, based upon an inventory of all volumes in selectedareas,
missing items are selectively replaced
with either reprints or previously produced microfilm: well-bound books
with brittle but undamaged paper are
identified for future handling and attention and returned to the shelfl some
items are repaired, rebound or boxed;
and volumes found to be both brittle
and structurally unsound are micro-

filmed. In a small proportion of cases,a
parallel preservation photocopy will be
made in addition to film when projected
intensity of use dictates.
ClraNrruc
Consisting of a careful vacuuming and
hand-wiping as necessary,cleaning protects the volumes from the damaging effects of the acidic particulate pollutants
that have inundated these collections
over the years.
IruvrNronv/IoENTrFrcATroN /
Pnvsrcnr- ExaNrtNerrohr
Deteriorated materials are identified by
item-by-item inspection. Working in
two-person teams trained to recognize
deterioration, staff first make sure volumes are in proper call number order,
then remove from the shelf materials
that are in need of preservation attention. They check for intact binding and
leaf-attachment and brittle paper.
As a result of this inventory, volumes
are categorized asfollows: missing; nonbrittle paper, binding sound (require no
treatment); nonbrittle paper, binding
unsound; sound bindings, brittle paper;
and unsound bindings, brittle paper.
Rspr-'lcrveNt or Mrssrruc Vor,upres
Some volumes have been lost over the
long history of the collections. A decision must be made by the appropriate
subject area selector whether to replace
a missing item in order to maintain the
usefulness of the collection.
TnenrvrNr or Vor,uurs wrr:n
NoNrnrrrr-r Perrn,
BrrnrNcs Deuecnp
These volumes are repaired in the inhouse repair facility, if only minor repairs are needed, or sent to a commercial Iibrary binder for rebinding. Repair
procedures include repairing or replacing covers that should be retained in the
original, mending leaves, guarding and
hinging leaves and plates, tipping-in replacement pages, and replacing pamphlet binders. Commercial libr.ary
binding involves recasing when possible, or rebinding the volume. Volumes
with brittle, but intact paper, and sound
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bindings are left on the shelf because
they are still serviceable and are not in
immediate danger.
TnrervnNr or Vor,uvrs wrrn Bnrrrr-r
Peprn erto UNsouNo BrNorNcs
These volumes are reviewed by a selector
to determine whether the volumes should
be withdrawn or replaced. (If the decision
is to replace, the titles require searching
for existing paper or microfilm replacements.) If no replacement exists, the title
will be processed for preservation microfilming, and in the few caseswhere heary
use warrants the additional expense,preservation photocopying. (Columbia policy
is to create a master microfilm for all items
being preserved. Thus preservation photocopyrng is an additional expense.) If the
volume has artifactual value or the information contained would not be useful on
microfilm, that volume will be given a
protective enclosure.
MoppLtn-c PnssnnvntloN AcrIvITlEs
These activities translate into a complex
set of Iibrary operations. To better understand the costs involved. it is necessary to examine each activity in detail.
The steps identified as necessary for
modeling each of the basic processes of
preservation were:
l. Identifying the basic processesand
specifying the workflow required
for each.
2. Identifying all the functions encompassed within each process.
3. Identifying the staffing and time
necessaryfor each function.
4. Identifying and modeling the costs
related to each function.
5. Relating each process and function
cost to the percentage of volumes
representing each preservation
problem present in the collection, as
determined by the condition survey.
6. Developing project milestones
based on the total number of each
function that needed to be performed and the time limits of the
specific project. This provided the
total staffing requirements for the
detailed planning of the project.
Several tables and appendixes illus-

trate each of the steps in the modeling effort. Each is discussedin turn.
o Table I is the spreadsheet of the costs
of each of the preservation processes
used in the Libraries. Related to table
I are appendix A: Preservation ProcessesOutline and appendix B: Preservation Project Participants: Roles.
o Table 2 is the spreadsheet of preservation costs broken down by functions;
a number of these functions occur in
more than one process. Related to table 2 are appendix C: Activities Outline of Preservation Functions Relating to Processes,Table 3: Preservation
Functions, Staff Minutes per Volume,
and Table 4: Staffing Cost AssumPtions.
r Table 5 relates the information in table I (by process) and appendix C (by
function) to the findings of the condition survey. This spreadsheet gives
the total costs for each process, each
function, and for the project. It is designed so that the number of volumes
shown at the top is an assumption that
can be isolated and changed.
r Table 6 presents the project milestones, and table 7 the staffing necessary per year for each function, based
on the milestones.
PnnssnverroN PRocEssES
(TABLESl, 3 -4, ArrnNoucs A-B)
The first step in the modeling project
was the intellectual description of each
Drooessrequired to treat an individual
item for p-reservation. Those activities
included were cleaning; identification
through an inventory process; retention
decision by bibliographers; the search
for availability of a replacement or existing preservation film; microfilming;
physical treatments such as repairing,
rebinding, and boxing; and rePlacement processing and bibliographic control and catalog maintenance activities'
A flow chart of each activity was prepared. Staff costs were identified for the
tasks within each process. For each
function, minutes of time per level of
staff were identified. Each level of staff
was costed at current salary levels plus
benefits, working 1,200 "production"
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TABLE 3
Pnesenvanrou FuNcrroNS--STAFF MTNUTEs pE R VoLUME
Function

Libruian

SCAT I

SCAT 8

Inventory
CCMSU

BA V

BA IV

CA III

CA II

0l

Bibliographer review
Searching
CCMSU
Replacement ordering
CCMSU
Bib
O/PCat

0l
04
40

Desiderata processing
CCMSU
Bib
O/PCat
Acq

02
24

Replacement receipt
A"q
O/PCat

07
06

Replaement cataloging
CwCopy
MatPro
CCMSU

I9

68
lt.0
235
02
03

27
/o

Filming
Pro

I5

242

Photocopying
Pro

04

79

Catalog film
OMC
CatMai
CCMSU

22

05

2t5
60

I'D

D.J

Catalog photmopy
OMC
CatMai
MatPro

03
(r5

Withdrawal, bibl
CatMai
CCMSU

07

lt7
46

o2
165

88

Withdrawal, item
ShiRec

30

Rebinding
MatPrc
CCMSU

05

Boxing
MatPro
CCMSU

03

Repair
MatPro
Cons
CCMSU

hours per year. The 1,200 hours per year
is realistic given the Columbia vacation,
sick leave, and tuition exemption programs. It also excludes time spent on
breaks, lunch, and any other activity
not directly related to the production
function modeled. Professional staff

20

08
30
08
30
20.0
30

were costedat 1,300 "production" hours
per year since they tend to work longer
hours, omit break periods, etc.
Each activity entailed costs beyond
salaries and benefits of production staff.
Those were identified as supervision,
supplies, equipment, contract costs, pur-
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TABLE 4
S'rerrrNc Cosr AssuvprroNS: f 988-89$
Salary($)

Bibliographer
SCAT9
SCAT8
BAV
BA IV
CA III
CA II

Sal + fringe (g)

32,000
20,000
I8,500
19,055
18,070
17,202
16.660

chase costs, RLIN terminal costs, and
RLIN and OCLC searchingcosts.Supervision was based on a percentage of the
staff costs. Contract, supplies, and purchase costsreflect current Columbia costs
or averages based on industry statistics.
Overhead was excluded, as was equipment that would only apply if a separate
unit had to be set up because of the large
number of transactions. Some unit costs
were calculated on a per title basis. In order to derive a cost per volume, per title
unit costs were divided by 1.3 vohrmes
per title. Table I shows the costs, in 1989
dollars, of each processmodeled. In each
case, certain assumptions were made
that informed the model. The processes
that were modeled are described below.
Withdrau'al (bib).
A bibliographer
reviews eaeh item and determines
whether withdrarval is appropriate.
The bibliographic record for each volume that is withdrawn from the collection because of preservation review or
because of replacement by reprint or microfilm entails the bibliographic withdrawal process. This involves pulling
the card sets, deleting online records in
RLIN (assuming that 18% of the titles
are in RLIN) and in the local NOTIS system (assuming that 20% of the items
will have NOTIS records). The departmental card catalogs and circulation
records must be cleared.
Withdrau;al (item). If the item is
withdrawn, the physical volume is
packed and removed for disposal. At
Columbia this takes the form of packing
in the shipping room and removal to an
offsite location.

40,M0
25,400
23A95
24,200
22,950
2r,846
21,158

Prod Hr ($)

3t 26
21 \7
1958
20.r7
I9.t2
18.21
L7.63

Prod.Min ($)

,52I
JD.J

326
336
.319
304
oo/

Replacement Purchase. A bibliographer determines that the item should be
replaced. The title is searchedfor available replacements, the order is prepared
and placed via RLIN. If thesearchingor
order process turns up unanticipated
results (e.g., a variant edition arrives),
estimated atl0% of thetotal, therewill
be a second bibliographer review. Records will be entered into the RLIN acquisitions system by the Order/PreCataloging Records section. When
received, the replacement is checked
against the order, and the payment
processed. Based on experience at Columbia. the model assumes that 207o
will be true replacements and not need
new cataloging, but 80% will be different editions or formats and will require
new catalog records. The costs for true
and variant edition replacementsare averaged overall. If items are paperbound
(an estimated I0%) they will be sent for
first-time binding by the commercial
binder. The volumes will require shelf
processing and departmental recordclearing. The80% that are not true replacements will require that the bibliographic records for the originals be
withdrawn.
Replacement Desiderata Listing. Many
missing titles cannot be replaced. Fifty
percent of those titles not available will
only be determined to be unreplaceable
after the order has been placed and rejected by a vendor or publisher. The
process requires: searching, ordering, a
second bibliographer review of the l0 %
that do not meet the stated requirements, placement of orders for the 50 7o,
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TABLE 7
Pn-esrnv,rrrrou Fu wcrroN s-STAFF llouns
Furtlq

Invontolf
CCMSU
Blblographor rwlew
Suchlng
C:CMSU
Re;.lacementorderlng
CCMSU
Blb
O/PCat
Delderata processlng
CCMSU
Brb
O/PCat
A"q
Replecemnt reolpt
Acq
O/PCat
Replscementcateloglng
CuCopy
MatPro
CCMSU
Fllrnlng
Pro
Photcopylng
Pro
CetalqEGlm
OMC
CatMel
CCMSU
Cetalogphotaopy
oMc
CatMal
MatPro
Withdrwal blbl.
CarMal
CCMSU
Withdrual,ltem
ShlRm
Robinding
MatPro
CCMSU
Boxing
MatPro
CCMSU
Repalr
MatPro
Cons
CCMSU
Totels
CCMSU
Blb
O/PCat

A(p
Cc'Cat
MeOrc
PRO

oMc
Cd.Mal
ShtRe
Cons
Total StaII Hrs.

Ilbtuie

SC TO

SCAI6

BAV

Yren I

BA IV

CAIII

CAII

5503.0

220.1
10365

179.8

3798.6

6.1

198.1

21.1

2r.t

211.2

1.2

46.1

52.3
23.7

2-5
29.9

I,t.9
?21.8

22.82
19.56

358.6

n.L

273.8

2.3

31.5
88.5

J.D

0.0

173.9

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0
0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0

0.0
958.9

34.9

5ll.1t

3,t.9
0.0
10.0

lr0.l
16.0

0.7

72
1.9

st.5

9.3
77.9

623.0

sl.5
llr0.9
0.0
0.0
22.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
34 I
0.0

ns
7245.0

0.0

144.9

0.0

1042.8

7t1.1

5503.0

43.5
52.7
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
00
00
z?,.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
46;',.3

596.5
0.0
273.8
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
870.2

0.0
236.6
0.0
0.0
473.9
0.0
958.9
0.0
623.0
6335.2

0.0
0.0
0.0
242.2
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
953.5

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
5503.0

0.0
96.2
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TABLE 7 (cont.)
Pnessnv,rruoN
Fucdo

Ubnriu

FuNcrroNS-STAFF
SCATI

Inrentory
CCMSU
Blbllogrrpber revtew

Desldereta pruesing
CCIYISU
Bib
O/PCet
Acq

Ftlmtng
Pro
Photmplng
Pro

cAn

BAMAIU

38.8

2s.2

971.1

t0l.l

zt36.7

63

232.7
251.5

25.2

2.6

n.7

110.9
5.3

50.2
29.0

ffl.rt

Ileplacoment reelpt
Acq
O/PCat
Rcplacement etaloging
CuCopy
MatPro
CCMSU

EAV

518.3

Swching
CCMSU
Re.placement orderlng
CCtvlSU
Blb
O/I{lat

SCitIS

ysAR 2

IIouRs

58.7
50.3

570.1
92,2

159.3

r969.7
16.8
t5.l

926.3
6it7.0

170.5

n49.9

7.9

155.1

9.8

Catalog lilm

oMc
CerMal
CCMSU
Catalogphotcopy
OMC
CatMal
MatPro
Withdrasal bibl.
CeiMal
CCMSU
Withdrawal,item
ShtRec
Rebtnding
MatPro
C(:MSU
Boxlng
MatPro
CCMSU
Repalr
MetPrc
Cons
CCMSU
Totals
CCMSU
Brb
O/PCat
ACQ
Cu'cat
MatPro

Pno
oMc
CatMal
ShlRec
Cons
Totel StaffIIrs.

178.1
40.5

l7tl0.8
485.8
16.2

0.0
0.0

4n.l
0.0
0,0

0.0

0.0

t/.3

1576.2
5/.3

840.1
181.7

13.4

r47.0
2r-4

1.0

9-7
2.6

12.5

72'1.6

103.8

830.7
t24.6

0.0
6*{.4
0.0
0.0
159.3
0.0
178.3
178.1
97.8
0.0
103.8
1371.6

0.0

247.5

0.0

80.7
122.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
00
202.8

0.0
0.0
00
41.6
00
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
291.1

1223.5
0.0
1960.7
0.0
0.0
L740.8
0.0
0.0
0.0
4934.3

u67.1

20'{.8

071.1

0.0
599.1
0.0
0.0
2905.0
0.0
2061.0
181.7
830.7
9044.6

0.0
0.0
0.0
507.6
98
0_0
0.0
0.0
0.0
2:172.3

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
971.1
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TABLE 7 (cont.)
IIoURS Yr;rn 3

Pn-espnvertoN FuNcrroNs-STAFF
Functlon

Inventoly
CC'MSU
Blbltographerreview
Searchtng
CClr{SU
Replacementorderlng
CCT.|SU
Bib
O/PCat
Dslderata prcesslng
CCt\{SU
Brb
OlPCat
A"q
Replacementrmelpt
A"q
O/PCat
Rcplacementetalogtng
Gu'Copy
MatPro
CCMSU
Filmlng
Pro
Photcopylng
Pro
Catalogfflm
oMc
CatMal
CCMSU
Catalogphot@py

oMc
CetMei
MatPro
Withdrryel bibl.
CatMal
CCMSU
Withdrawal,item
ShiRrc
Robtrdlng
M rtl'ro

Ubnrim

SCATO

SCATS

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0
0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0

0.0

0
0

0
4n.7

398

56.6
159.3

tl2
6.3

s4-l

15t7.7

0.0

0.0

252.9
57.5

0.0

u71.8
689.8
600.3

23.0
229.7

5.9

s.8

90.3
39.3

3.9
1576.2

57.3

840.1

{7.3
363.4

Boxirrg
M.rtJro
CCMSU

13.4

147.0
2l'4

1.0

9.8
2.6
12A.7

12.5
831.0

103.9

124:l

ccNlsu
Totals
CclviSU
Bib
O/P(:et
ACQ
Cu'Cat
MatPro
PRO
oMc
Cd.Mal
ShlRec
Cons
Total StaffHrs.

0.0

0.0

c()Msu

Repalr
MaL?ro
Conr

CA II

BAMAltl

BAV

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
39.8
0.0
94.1
258.8
t21.6
00
1q|.9
62t.2

0.0

86.6

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
00
0.0
34.9
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
121.5

0.0
0.0
0.0
492.7
0.0
0.0
2701.5
0.0
0.0
00
3194.2

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
7517.7
0.0
2355.3
363.4
831.0
505-/.5

1757.1

0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
3n.4
00
0.0
00
0.0
0.0
21U.8

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0_0
0-0
00
00
0.0
o.0
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the receipt and recording of a negative
response,and the initiation of an out-ofprint order. The assumption is that the
out-of-print order is unsuccessful and
that the bibliographer files thesetitles in
a desiderata file for periodic review and
monitoring of out-of-print listings.
Rebinding. The rebinding process requires: deciding on the appropriate
treatment, preparing the binding slip,
packing for the binder, the cost of the
binding on contract, unpacking and reviewing the volumes, preparing them
for the shelf and clearing the circulation
record. The estimatesshown in the
model are based on routine rebinding at
prices set for Columbia Libraries b1, its
contract binder.
Boxing. Columbia's binder also provides preservation casesmade to fit the
individual volume. Therefore, as in the
case of binding, the costs are based on
the binder's charges.
Repair. Repair follows the process of
rebinding, but the work is done inhouse. The estimated cost is based on an
averagecost of typical minor treatments
requiring minimal supplies. The average cost of repairs was determined from
laboratory experience of the number
and mix of types of repairs and the costs
entailed by each type, i.e., supplies,
level of staff, time required.
MicroJilming.
The process of microfilming at the Libraries follows the Research Libraries Group technical guidelines. After an initial review b1'the
bibliographer, the title is searched for
available microfilm replacement. If
none is found, the title is prepared for
filming. Each volume is collated for
completeness(and if incomplete, an attempt is made to complete the volume)
targets are prepared, records are kept,
and the title is queued in RLIN. The cost
of filming is basedon a contract with the
MidAtlantic
Preservation Service
(MAPS). The MAPS costs include full
quality control. The Libraries' Preservation Reformatting Office will check
l0oh of the films to assurethat the quality requirements are being met. The
films are received, matched with the
records, logged out, and sent for biblio-

graphic control. The master negative is
stored offsite, the printing master at
MAPS. Costs for these functions are
based on an average five titles per reel.
The films are cataloged, shelflisted, and
the film boxes labeled. Fifty percent of
the items filmed will be withdrawn. The
service film is stored in the departmental
library in appropriate cabinets, and the
circulation record for the orisinal volume is cleared.
Photocopging. The costs are based on
contracting out the preservation photocop-vingto a servicebureau. The process
includes the preparation of forms, packing and unpacking the materials, checking them on receipt, cataloging the photocopy, and processing the volume for
the shelf.
Inuentorg. The costs of cleaning are
based on contracting the process to a
commercial firm. The shelfreadinqis to
put the collection in order initialll', and
the inventory processincludes checking
the shelflist against the shelvesand indicating discrepancies. Each item not
found is searchedagain on the shelf and
in relevant circulation files and sorting
areas. The inventory process also involves the creation of a circulation record for each item that requires treatment as well as pulling and photocopying the shelflist card onto project forms
that record the condition of the item and
treatment indicated.
PnssenverroN FuNcTroNs
(Tenlrs 2-4, APPENDTxC)
The processesoutlined in table I comprise a series of discrete functions that can
occur over a significant span of time. For
example, the microfilming process includes pre-filming activities, contract
filming, post-filming activities, and finally cataloging and withdrawal work
that cannot occur until the very end of
the process. Also, some processesinclude
common activities. For instance, both replacements and filming include searching activity. Thus, in order to predict activity and staffing levels resulting from a
preservation project it is necessary to
group functions based on timing and locus of activity. For this reason the function models were developed.

Harris, Mandel. and Woloen
The function models are simply a regrouping of the tasks performed in the
various preservation processes.They enable Columbia to predict staffing and
costs that would be entailed at various
points in a project lifespan. The model
also enablesthe Libraries to group staffing by department. For example, both
preservation microfilming and replacement processingcan entail withdrawal
work in Catalog Maintenance. The
function model regroups all withdrawal
work to predict Catalog Maintenance
staffins.
PnpsnnverroN PRoJEcr MoDEL
(TenlnE)
Next, the processes and functions must
be related to the specific project. A survey of the collection was performed
based on a random sample of a representative section of the target collection.
Table 5 translates the resullts of the survey first into required processesand then
into functions.
PnrsnnvertoN PRoJECTMTLEsToNES
(Tenlrs 6-7)
The final step is taking the data from the
condition survey and designing th" p-ject. Once the levels of activity for each
function are calculated, it is possible to
determine how this activity will be paced
over a three-year period. Project milestones were determined that would plan
the work through the time of the project.
In other words. if these milestones were
met, the project would be completed in
the amount of time specified. Many of
the activities are necessarily sequential.
The critical path for each activity was determined. For example, the collection
must be inventoried and a number of individual items identified for treatment
before searching could begin. The
searching and bibliographer review must
precede the filming; the filming must be
completed before cataloging. From these
data, staffing patterns based on the
models of time and level of staff per function were determined for internal detailed project planning. At this point, it is
possible to plan the budget of the project
through either the number and cost of
each proces, or through the number of

staff necessaryto perform the specific
number of functions.
CoNcr-ustoxs
These cost models and staffing plans are
specific to the Columbia University Libraries, based on the Libraries'specific
workflow, staffing, salaries, collection
condition, and contracts and other
costs. However, this approach may be
used as a model for other Iibraries to
identify the processes of preservation,
the functions necessary to complete
those processes,the costs of each function and process,and the budget in relation to the condition of the collection.
The Columbia findings, for the most
part, verified earlier cost estimates. The
Libraries did find, however, that some
costswere lower than expected (e.g. , the
total cost of microfilming a volume) and
some were higher (e.g. , the replacement
costs).Building the costsin this way provided a reliable basis for future preservation planning efforts, for both external and internal funding.
While developing thesemodels, activities were streamlined, inconsistencies
and duplications of effort were identified and corrected, staffing was centralized where more efficient, and other efficiencies became obvious and were put
into place. The modeling activitl' clarified the librarywide involvement inand commitment to-preservation.
This process, although time-consuming
and costly in itself, provided the opportunity to review and improve practices,
supplied useful cost data for management, and created valuable planning
tools to support future preservation
goals. The models are now used routinely in project planning and staffing
allocation; they have become a basic
management tool.
REFERE^*cEs
l. Paul B Kantor. Costsof Preseroation
Mir:roJilningatReseart:h
Libraries:A Studq
rf Four Institutions(Washington,D C :
Councilon Library Resources,
1986).
2. Patricia A. McClung, "CostsAssociated
with PresenationMicrofilming:Resultof
the RLG Study," Library Resourcesl:
TechnicalSen'ices30:363-74(Oct./Dec
1986)
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Arpnuorx A.
PRESER
varroN PRocEssEs:
Ourr,rNs
A.

B.
C.

D.

H. Microfilming
l. Initial bibliographer review
2.
Bibliographic/availability
Withdrawal (bibliographic record)
search
l. Bibliographerreview
3. Preparation, incl. queue
2. Union-cataloscard withdrawal
4. Filming
3. RLIN withdiawal for l87o
5. Quality control l0%
4. NOTIS deletefor 20%
6. Post-film processing
5. Departmentcatalogcard with7. Master negative storage
drawal
8. Printing master storage
6. Clear circulation record
9. Cataloging
Withdrawal (physicalitem)
10. Shelflisting/labeling
l. Item removal
ll. Withdrawal (bibliographic) of
Replacementpurchase
50Vo
l. Initial bibliographerreview
12. Withdrawal (item) of 50%
2. Bibliographic/pre-ordersearch
13. Service copy receipt/store
3. Order typing
14. Clear circulation record
4. Bibliographer reView of order I. Photocopying
for L0%
J. Prepare forms
5. Placingorder
2. Commercial photocopy
6. Receivingand payment
3. Packing/unpacking
7. Precatalogingprocessing
4. Post-receipt processing
8. Catalogingprocessing
5. Cataloging
9. Binding for l0%
6. Shelflisting
10. Shelfprocessing
7. Shelfprocessing
11. Receiptin departmentlibrary
I. Inventory
12. Withdrawal for 80% that are
l. Cleaning
2. Shelfreading
not "true" replacement
3. Inventory of shelves against files
Replacementdesideratalisting
and condition check
l. Initial bibliographerreview
4. Quick search of 7 % missing
2. Bibliographic/pre-order
search
5. Form preparation oI 23.5% to
3. Order typing
be treated
4. Bibliographer review of order
K. Conservation
for 107o
Conservation costs are not modeled
5. Placingorder*
since these are largely item-speeific.
6. Receivingnegativeresponse*
Conservation treatment is provided
7. O.P. request
only in exceptional cases and is not
8. Bibliographer desideratafile
*50% of desiderataaredetermined
typically part of routine preservato
tion/collection maintenance procbe unavailable only after ordering
essing.

E. Rebinding
l. Preparebinding slips
2. Commercialbind
3. Packing/Unpacking
4. Shelf process
5. Clear circulation record
F. Boxing
l. Preparebinding slip
2. Createbox
3. Clear circulationrecord
G. Repair
l. Preparebinding slip
2. Repairwork (average)
3. Clear circulationrecord

AppnNorx B. PREsERvarroN PRoJEcr
PlnttcrpeNrs' RoLE
Acq
The Acquisitions Department of the Technical Support Division selectsvendors; receives and pays for replaoement orders;
processes negative responses from vendors; initiates out-of-print order process.
Bib
Bibliographers are responsible for reviewing materials and making preservation decisions and communicating with faculty
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as appropriate. Once the materials are in
process, the decision-making work will
ceaseexcept for an occasional problem.
CatMai
The Catalog Maintenance Department
of the Bibliographic Control Division
handles the withdrawal of bibliographic
records. The department also shelflists
and labels microfilm.
CCMSU
Central Collection Maintenanee Searching Unit, which reports to the AccessServices Department of the History and Humanities Division, performs the actual
inventory process at the shelf and the
follow-up on that process including
searching for available replacements for
those volumes that cannot be repaired, or
are missing, and completing various circulation records.
Consrv
The Conservation Section of the Preservation Division provides repair treatment and boxing.
CwCopy
The Cataloging with Copy Department
of the Bibliographic Control Division is
responsible for replacements cataloging
of paper editions.
DptLib
This represents the sewice unit, which
maintains circulation records and
shelves processed items. For the Foundations of Western Civilization Project,
most of this work will be done bv
CCMSU staff.
MatPro
The Materials Processing Section of the
Preservation Division prepares binding
slips for all repairs, boxing, and rebinding; receives, shelf processes, and forwards all bound and boxed volumes.
OMC
The Original Monographs Cataloging
Department of the Bibliographic Con-

trol Division providescatalogingfor microfilms and preservationphotocopies.
O/PCat
The Order/Precataloging Records Department of the TechnicalSupportDivision places replacementorders and
provides precataloging searching upon
receipt.
PRO
The PreservationRecordsOffice of the
Preservationdivision will be responsible
for preparing all materials for microfilming and preservationphotocopying.
Thev will send and receive materials
froni uepS and perform quality control.
ShiRec
The Shipping and ReceivingSectionof
the Technical ServicesSupport Division
transports withdrawn items for appropriate disposal.
ApprNnrx C. Acrrvrrrns OUTLINEoF
PnnsnnverroNFUNCTIoNS
To PROCESSESRELATING
Inventory (all J)
R e v i e w( 4 . f , C . l , D . 1 , H . l )
(C.2, D.2, H.2)
Searching
Ordering(C.3-5)
Desiderataprocessing(D.3-8)
Receivereplacement(C.6-7)
Replacementcataloging(C.8-ll)
Filming (H.3-8)
Photocopying(i.e., in addition to
filming)
10. Film cataloging(H.9-10, 13-14)
ll. Photocopycataloging(L5-7)
12. Withdrawal, bib. (A.2-6, C.Iz,
H.ll)
13. Withdrawal item (B,H.12)
14. Rebinding(E)
15. Boxing(F)
16. Repair (G)
*Codesin parentheses
referto outlinein
AppendixA.
t.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

If Only It WereThis Easy.
raeroing our cultural
fi
heritage h6 never ben
F
f
easv. Fires, floods, theft,
and othei calamities have
threatened humankind's
intellectual Hord for
centuris.
Now the olprit is acid
paper-n
iroidious dstroyer
of books, newspapere, md
archives printed since 1850.

Picturethis
Although the physial daay
is virtually unstoppable, you
can halt the destruction of
knowledge. UMI's prera
tion micofilming seruice
captures and presrves the

intelltrfual content of our
writtenheritage Pageby
page; framebyframe.
Building on ove 50 yeare of
miaofilning
experience,
LIMI's Preservation Division
provides the expert care
needed to filn aging collectioro AllfilmingmetsANSI
and AIIM archival-quality
standards.
In addition to filrning, we
prepare and collate matuia[
prepare targets; prcess,
insptrt, and test the filrn;
store the master negativs;
and provide full bibliographic
rerurcs.

Call us beiore anothel
page breaks
With UMI'S Prerervation Division on your team, you can
begin now to sve the
past. for the future. For more
infomtion,
call toll fre
1-800-521-0600, extension 793;
ia Camda. 1400-343-529.

300 tlorlh Ze€b R@d
Ann Arbor.Ml 48106-1346

Here'show we malce
sureyouhavethe latest,
mostaccurateinformation
available...
Booksin Print1990-91
Direct tape-tetape communicationswith hundredsof
publishers,that\ how.
This direct data transfer meansyou can bank on the
accuracyof the prices, ISBNs, contact inforrnation, and
other vital data that only Books in Print@provides.
One Million Entries!
Reflectingthe explosivegrowth of interest in areasran€iingfrom the environment to
Eastern Europe,Books in Print l990r9l featuresmore than 130,000new titles this year alone!
with its 863,000current titles...ll5,000 O/P titles...and32,000publishers,Books in
Tog;ether
Print 1990-91 mark a publishing milestone wtth ouer \&il,0(N entriesr.
Boolcsin Print: The one sourcethat tells you everythingyou want to know about the current
book scene Easily.Quickly. Authoritatively. Compbtelg. Order your copy today!
Books in Hnt 1990-91
September1990c. 13,000pp. 8 vols.0-8352-2989-0
$349.95
Standin€ Order Price: $332.45

Extend your bibliographic capabllities with:

Subject Guide to Books in Print'" 1990-91

* All nw rwirys md publishersmnotations.
* ScparalLesufut Thesurus wlume
* Os 1,000 no subjct headinEs.
Sept.1990c. 8,750pp.5 mls.0-8352.3mG7 $239.95
Standing Order Prlce: $22?.95

Special Standlng

ForthcomingBooks-"
* Anticipateup to 5,000titles fiw monthsin admce.
* Accessforthcomingtitl6 under 62,000+ LC Subict
HeadingsBimonthly0015.8119$189.00xr yar

Books in Print Supplement'1990-91
* Completebibliognphic md oidCringinfomtion for no md
forthcoming titl€s
* Sepmte Author Titl€, Subject, md Publisher Indqs
Marchl99l c 3,900pp. 2 wls. G8352-3005.8$185.00
Standing Order Prie: 5175.75

R.R.BOWKE

Oder

Savings

Place your nw standing ords for
Bool$ in Print or other Bowker titles
today,md uw 7%. 9%...up to l0% off
this yeay'slist prics! Call for details.

To Order:
Call toll-ft@ ftoE aowhere io thc
Uoited SbEs and Canada

1-800-521-8110
tuk for kpt. Nx)r
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DoloSourcesUsed
in FinqnciolReseqrch
Gail T. Graves
A study was conductedto identi.JAdata sourceswed in the iournals with
the greatestimpact Jactor in Jinance and Jtnancial accounting research.
The purposeoJ the studg was to aid collection ileoelopmentlibrarians in
selectingweJul titles and appropriate backJiles,reJerencelibrarians in assistingbusiness
students,andbibliographic instructionlibrarians in discussing businesssources.The studg indicates that researchersdepend most
heaoily on conlputer databases.

A"ud"-i"

librarians
buildcollectionsthe

to facilitate teaching and research. In a
recent article about collection develonment, RossAtkinson stated that one bf
the "essential functions which the academic library attempts and is expected
to fulfill Iis to maintain] the essential
raw data upon which many disciplines
base their research."' But as Robert Bellanti and Tracey Miller noted in an article about selection in businessand management, "identifying data files that
may be of interest as an acquisition for
the library is not an easy task."r In the
fields of finance and financial accounting, a literature search revealed no research about the data sourcesmost frequently used by researchers.The Social
Science Citation Index (SSCI) Journal
Citation Reports provides a reliable annual record of the journals most frequently cited by financial researchers.
Citation analysis also has been used to
rate the impact not only of an individual
researcher'swork but also the influence
of particular journals.t The purpose of

study reported here was to identify
data sources used in the journals with
the greatestimpact factor in finance and
financial accounting researchin order to
aid collection development librarians in
selecting useful titles and appropriate
backfiles. Reference librarians, long familiar with many of these titles, will be
that the titles thel' recomrea.s.sured
mend daily to businessstudents are, indeed, the same titles used by researchers
writing for scholarly journals. Bibliographic instruction librarians who teach
the use of these sources will gain the
same reassurance.
In the SSC//ournal Citation Reports,
journals are ranked by impact factor
within subject categories. Impact factor
is defined as "a measureof the frequency
with which the'average article' in a
journal has been cited in a particular
year."' The five journals with the greatest impact factor in finance and the five
with the greatestimpact in financial accounting were chosen from the "Business, Finance" section of the 1987 edi-

Cail T. Craves is Head, Reference Department, John Davis Williams Library, University of
Mississippi. Manuscript received Nov. 28, 1989; revised Aug. 16, 1990; accepted for publication Aug. 21, 1990.
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tion (the latest edition available at the
time of this study) for data source analysis. If, indeed, these journals have the
greatest impact on their respective
fields, then data sourcesusedfor empirical research articles in the iournals can
be considered strong candidates for the
sourcesmost needed by researchers.The
following titles were chosen for examination in this study:
Finance:
lournal oJ Financial Economics
]ournal oJ Monetartl Ecortontics
Iournal oJ Finance
Journal oJ Money, Credit and
Banking
Journal oJ Futures Markets
Accounting:'
Journal oJ Accounting and
Econornics
Acc o ut tt in g, O r ganizations a nd
Societg
lournal oJ Accounting Research
Accounling Reaieu'
Auditing-lournal
oJ Practice and
Theorg
Mrruooor.ocy
The research strategl'was to read all issues in 1987 for each title selected and
tabulate data sourcesused by the financial researchers.This processoften was
not straightforward. In articles using
data sources(some articles present theoretical models and offer no empirical research) there seems to be no standard
method of citing data sources. Articles
have bibliographies at the end citing
journal articles and books but usually do
not include data sources.The most common method researchersuse to identify
data sources is to include a section in
their studies concerning data and methodology. In this section authors reveal
sourcesin various ways. Some are scrupulous in giving details of data sources;
others are not. In some cases this researcher used judgment in interpreting
ambiguous citations. These cases,however, are minor.
Resulrs
Data sourcesusedb1'finance and financial accounting researchers can be di-

vided into several categories. The division of the 677 cited sources into nine
categories is reflected in table I, which
gives each category. These categories
were not prescribed prior to data gathering. Rather, the sources were noted
and then studied to seehow they fell into
groupings. There are several categories
that contain sources that could be labeled serials. but it seemed to be more
useful to divide them differently.
Overall results show that the category
with the largestnumber of sourcesusedis
computer databases. Regarding computer files, the Center for Researchin Security Prices (CRSP) and COMPUSTAT
(Standard and Poor) databases provided
the data most frequently used (table 2). A

TABLE I
Crrso

SouRCIrs rN CATEGoRIES

Trp ol Sorrrce

Cornputer drtabases
Govemrnent d<nrrnents
Peri<xlicals,newspitpers,
indexes
Miscellaneous
Brsiness infi>rruticln compiur,publicatiors
Specific cornpany infonnation
Fina[cial institutiors
Sllrueys, ({uesti0rnaires,
ciLscs
Sourcc or publislrer rx)t given
Ti>tal

Totrl

Vaof

Iirnes

Titrrl

Citecl

Use

154

227

r+t

:l

1r2
76

1 65
12

71
42
39

105
62
5u

31

46

6i7

99 9

TABLE 2
Covlpursn

Daraeases
Tt)tal
Tirnes
Cite(l

CRSP (Center {trr Research
in Securities Prices)
COMPUSTAT (Standard antl Poor)
DRI (Data Resources Incoqrorated)
NAARS (Mead Data Central)
InternatirDal Financial Statistics
(Intemational Monetn Fund)
IDC (Interactive Data Coryoration)
Dow Jones Nevs Retrieval Service
(Dow Jones)
Other
l()tzu

t

62
43
6
5
3
3
3
29
t54
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variety of CRSP and COMPUSTAT files
were used, but individual files were not
always named so that totals represent the
usage of several different files. CRSP files
"provide a machine-readabledatabaseor
comprehensive security price information. . . . The CRSP stock files contain
over ten million prices, distributions and
other pieces of information."" COMPUSTAT service "consists of a computerreadable library of financial, statistical,
and market information covering several
thousand industrial and nonindustrial
companies. . . . Data offered includes
[sic] key income statement, balance
sheet, changesin financial position, and
market items."' Indeed, the number of
usesof CRSP and COMPUSTAT (105)
represents15.5Vo of data sourcestallied
in this survey. For the articles published
in 1987, CD-ROM is not at all a sisnificant factor. It will be interesting to note
the use of databases on CD-ROM in future research.Libraries, businessschools,
and computer centerscurrently purchase
businessdata on magnetic tape. That this
is handled differentll' across the country
was confirmed by the Center for Research in Security Prices. They shared the
information that over half of their CRSP
data tape subscribers are business
schools,lessthan one-fourth are libraries,
and less than one-tenth are computer
centers.n
The second most frequently used
sourcesof data were government publications. In thiscategory Federal Reserve
Systempublications were cited most frequently in financial and financial accounting research (table 3). Again, this
is a total of all Federal Reservepublications used and not a tally of the use of
crne particular title such as the Federal
Reserue Bulletin. Other United States
government documents often used included the Suraeg oJ Current Business,
publications of the Federal Home Loan
Bank Board, and Statistical Report on
Mergers and Acquisitions. Among the
foreign government documents used,
those of the Bank of Canada were cited
most frequently followed by the Abstract oJ British Historical Statistics. Use
of other foreign and U.S. state publications was Iimited to specific studies.

TABLE 3
GovBnNvlsNT DocUMENTS
T<iJ
Tirnes
Cited

Publications of the Federal Resewe
System
Suruey of Cunent Bzsiness (Depzutrnent of
Comrnerce)
Publicatiuls of tlre lederal H(lne Loln
Bank Board
Sttrtisticol ReTxtrttnt Mergers arul Acquisitions
(Federal Trade Commission)
Consurner Price Inclex (Bureau ol Labor
Statistics)
Annual zrndQuarterly Reports (Federal
Deposit Irsurance Corporation)
Historical StotisticsoJ tlrc United Strtes
(Bureau of the Census)
Sttvingsand Hutrc Finurcing Source Book
(Fetleral Home Loan Bark Boiud)
Registration and Ollbring Statistical File
(Securities and Exchange Comrnissior)
Other
Total

25
d

6
4
3
3
3
3
3
89
147

The third largest category, serials (periodicals, newspapers, indexes, and annuals), doesnot include all serials. Titles
such asMoodg's Manuals were placed in
other categories in this study. The Wcl/
Street ]ournal and Wall Street Journal
Index were by far the most frequently
used periodicals (table 4).
According to Robert B. Thomson II,
Chris Olsen, and J. Richard Dietrich,
"theWalI StreetJournal Inder is used by
researchersto establishthe existenceand
timing of firm-specific news releases.""
The authors further state that both the
New York and American Stock Exchanges

TABLE 4
Ssnrals
Trrtal
Tinres
Ciited

Wall Street Joumal andWill Street
Joumd lndex
Neo fo* Tinrcs and Neu York Tmws
lnder
Merge\ and Acquisitions
Baryon's
BusinessWeek
Conmrercid uul Finurcid Chronicle
Other
lottl

u
6
5
3
3
3
2tl
t't2
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businessservicesheld by many libraries
(table 6). Y arious Moody's Manuals were
the most frequently cited publications of
this type. Others with repeated useswere
Value Line lnxestment Sun:ey, Dailg
Stock Price Record, and Standard and
Poor's C orporation Records.
The next largest category, information about specific companies (table 7),
includes not only annual and quarterly
reports, l0Ks (annual financial reports
filed with the Securities and Exchange
Commission by publicly held companies), and proxy statements, but also
data furnished to researchersdirectly by
a compan),. The format of the company
Other periodicals used as data sourcesininformation-hard copy, microform, or
clucle The Nno York Times and The Neu
other-was usually not indicated. AnYork Tinrcs Index, Mergers and Acquisinual or quarterly reports, followed by
tions, Barron's, Business Week, and
financial data obtained from a specific
C ommercial and F inancial C hronicle.
company, were used most often.
"MiscelThe fourth largest category,
Usage of data from financial institulaneous," includes sourcesthat do not fit
tions such asthe Chicago Board of Trade
(table
5).
The
only
into other categories
is shown in table 8. Apart from Internafrequently usedsourceplaced in this cattional Monetary Fund data, the most
egory was weekly survey data from
frequently useddata sourcesin this cateMoney Market Services, Inc. This firm
gory were futures markets. Use of sursurveys and quantifies weekly expecta- veys, questionnaires, case studies, and
tions about money supply, foreign ex- interviews fell into four general categochange rates, and the equity market,
ries (table 9). Those surveyed included
and conducts economic analysis for in- not onll' financial professionalsbut also
vestment firms. For academic researchbusinessstudents. The last and smallest
ers they' offer data in time seriesin hard
category of data sourcesis that in which
copy or on diskette. Other data sources the source was not given.
in this category include monographs,
other iournal articles. student ACT
scores, trade association publications,
TABLE 6
directories, and textbooks.
IN PRrNr
BusrNess
INFonlaanroN
The most frequently used printed
FROM BUSTNeSS II\Ir,'OnVerroN
sources from the large businessinformaCOMPANIES
tion companies such as Dun and BradTotal
street and Standard and Poor include
require member firms to transmit any
releaseof information that could reasonably be expected to have an impact on the market for the company's
securities to Dow Jones & Company
for dissemination via Dow fones
News Service (The Broadtape). Presumably, most releasesmeeting this
description subsequently appear in
the Wall Street Journal, a Dow Jones
publication. Second, the WalI Street
Iournal, whose staff . . focusesprimarily on financial, economic, and
businessissues.is itself a major source
of news about firms.r"

Tiilres
Cited

TABLE 5
Mlscnlr-aNsous
?)trl
Tirnes
Cited

Morey Market Services, Inc
(weekly suweys time series data)
Another joumal article
Other
Total

t
I

64
76

Moody's Manuals (Dun ancl Bradstreet)
Value Line lnxestnrcnt Suruey (Yalue
Line, Inc )
Doily Sktck Price Record (Standard aid
Poor)
Stondanl antl Poor's Co1xtrcttitnt Recttruls
(Standard arid Poor)
Moody's Bond Reanrrl (Dun
and Bradstreet)
Standarrl onel Poor's Btnd Guide
(Standard ald Poor)
Otlier
total

l3
6

D

3
3
32
7t
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TABLE 7

TABLE 9

INr:'onwarroN ABour
SpBcrr.rc ColapeNrns

Sunveys,
QUESTToNNATRES,
Casn SruprES,
AND lNrsnvrews
Totr,rl
Tirnes
Cited

Annual or quarterly corporate reports
Financial data obtained frorn
a specific cornpany
lOK reports
Proxy statements
Other
Total

15
10
I
7
42

TABLE 8

Tirtal
Tinres
Source

SuNeys or questionnaires completed
by ffriancial professionirls or chief
operating o{nc€rs
Case studies cornpleted by financial
professionals
InteNiews
Case studies or questionnaires conpleted
by both finucial professionals
and business students
Other
Total

Cited

15
5

3
3
31
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data and often gave an explanation of the
reason for the time period selected. This
C'ite(l
points out the need for libraries to mainYeorbook (Cliicago Mercantile Exchange)
I
tain data setsover long periods of time.
I Dtemotion al Fintnciol Statistics
A study of published financial and fi(International Monetary Fund)
7
nancial accounting research for a comStotistical Annual (Chicago Board o{
Trade)
plete year allows one to speculateabout
6
Daily reports (New York Mercmtile
trends in data source formats. As noted
Exchange)
4
above, computer data files were the most
Various publications ol Comrnodity
frequently used sourcesof data. Much of
Exchange, Inc
3
Otlier
l0
the published research would have been
Ttrtal
39
far more diffieult if not impossible without accessto these databases. Also, some
of the sourcesusedin printed or magnetic
CoNcr-ustoN
tape form in researchstudied in this paIn summary, researchersin finance and
per are now available on CD-ROM (e.g. ,
financial accounting depend most heavMoorlg's Manuals, COMPUSTAT, and
ily on computer databasessuch as CRSP
lOK reports).
and COMPUSTAT, United StatesgovIn a recent discussion of common
ernment publications (especially those
characteristics of the research library of
of the Federal Reserve System), serials
the future, it was stated that "[c]ollecsuch as the WalI Street Journal, misceltions rvill include data files and relaneous sourcesthat may or may not be
sourcesin electronic form."" Including
held in a research Iibrary collection,
data files in the collection raises cuesbusine.s.sservices, company informations about modesof acce.s,appr.,pii"t"
tion, data from financial institutions,
formats, processing, and patron assisand surveys, questionnaires, and case
tance. Libraries planning to have data
studies.
available for finaneial researchersface
Authors of articles in these iournals
many difficult decisionsin providing for
found to have the greatest impact factor
this need.
in finance and financial accounting reREFEREN(;ES
A\D NorEs
search are not only academic researchers
but also employees of government bodies
l. RossAtkinson, "Old Forms, New Forms:
(e.g., the Federal Reserve System) and
The Challenge of Collection Developinvestment and accountinq firms. Aument," College l: Research Libraries
thors usually consulted several years of
50:514-15 (Sept. r989).
Total

Trnes
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2. Robert Bellanti and Tracey Miller,
'-Business
and Management," Selection
oJ Library Muterials in Applierl and Intertlisr:iplinarg Fields (Chicag<r: American Librarl'Assn., 1987), p.27.
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manl'other libraries, had maintained a
list of preferred member libraries. This
list had not been drawn up by any rigorous study, such as that used by Wing.'
Instead it had been compiled informally, based on the cataloging staff's
day-to-day experience qvaluating cataloging copy. AII the libraries on this list
were large academic research institutions with subject strengths similar to
Mann Library's. Their cataloging was
judged to correspond to ours in adherence to nationally accepted standards,
level of description, accuracy of classification, and completenessand specificity
of subject analysis. We decided to use
our list and test whether the "best"
member copy came close to meeting the
standards of LC copy. If it were different, we would seehow it varied and how
we could adjust our training to accommodate it. From the beginning we knew
that any such test of cataloging copy
could only be made with the cooperation and commitment of the cataloging
staff. Although it was somewhat difficult to engage in research while the
backlog grew, the cataloging staff"was
eager to devise a new pattern for technical processing and willingly participated in the study.

Network (RLIN) member coPy was examined by Wing'primarily for the purpose of establishing a "preferred order
list" of libraries with acceptable cataIoging to be used by copy catalogers. Indeed, many libraries use such "white
lists" but little has been published about
how these lists are determined.' The accuracy of Library of Congress cataloging copy', including CIP-based coPY,
was examined by Taylor and Simpson in
1983.t' They found very few errors per
record on the whole (47 To were error
free; onl-v 277o had two or more errors
or discrepancies), concluding that LC
copy is relatively high in quality regardlessof origin.
METHoDoLocY

We were fortunate at Mann Library to
be able to draw upon the resourcesof the
Biometrics Unit in the College of Agriculture and Life Sciences. Consultants
in this department regularly revierv statistical studies and offer ongoing support to researchersin the College. Like
other cataloging studies, our original
proposal was to chooserandomly a large
selection of copy, distribute different
records to each of the catalogers, and
grade the results. The advantage of this
method was that we could examine a
LITERATURESunvTY
large sample of records without adversely affecting the flow of cataloging.
A search of the published literature
yielded several studies conducted with
Dr. George Casella, associateprofesthe aim of evaluating the quality of sor of Plant Breeding and Biometry and
m e m b e r c o p y c a t a l o g i n g . I n 1 9 7 8 , a consultant in the Biometrics Unit, sugRyans published a study that anal.vzed gestedthat our original methodology be
the types of errors found in records con- changed to allow for measuresof intributed to OCLC and the fields most terrater reliability. This would let us
f r e q u e n t l y a f f e c t e d . 2 W h i l e R y a n s evaluate the extent to which our ratings
were close to those that the ideal cataIooked primarily at the major variable
loger would give to the coPy, rather
fields (main entry, title, edition, imprint, collation, series, subject head- than simply reflecting individual idioings, and added entries), in a l98I study syncracies. He compared our study to a
of Online Computer !.ibrary Center pig-judging contest where a number of
(OCLC) copy Hudson" also examined expertsjudge the qualities of the animal.
(For a library cataloging materials in
revisions in the fixed fields and tagging.
In the first study 60% of 700 records agriculture and the life sciences, this
were considered acceptable with no characterization seemed appropriate')
The major change in the study that he
changes. The second study involved
suggested was to have each of the five
I,017 records, of which approximately
60% required some revision. The qual- catalogers catalog each of the titles in
the stud-v. This change meant that the
ity of Research Libraries Information
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study would have seriousimplications in
the department; obviously cataloging
an item five times is costly and in a department that is already overwhelmed
by a backlog, the catalog arrearages
would certainly increase. Again, we
were fortunate in having the support of
the library director and the approval of
the cataloging staff. It was felt that the
potential benefits of the study would
outweigh the short-term costs.
We decided to examine cataloging
copy from nine RLIN member libraries
and LC. We drew a random sample of
titles from the 1986 original/member
monographic backlog of approximately
1,300 volumes. These titles were
searched in the RLIN books file. For
each title represented by a record from
at least one library on our list, we randomly selected a cataloging record. We
continued this processuntil we had ten
records from each library. Eight of the
ten records would be used for the study;
two would be used as backups in the
event that one of the other books from
that institution had to be removed from
the study to be rush-cataloged for a patron. Records selected had to meet the
criteria of being a monographic record
with full cataloging according to the
An glo -An erican C atalo guin g Rules,
2nd edition (AACR2). Each record was
stripped of all characteristics that would
identify its source and each record was
assigneda project ID number. The records were then grouped into weekly
packets of ten records.
Every week for eight weeks, each of
the catalogers who participated in the
study (three original catalogers and two
LC-copy catalogers) were given a selection of ten books, one from each of the
ten institutions. Catalogers were told
that the books represented a mixture of
LC and member copy. The LC-copy
catalogers, who had never dealt with
member copy, were told to apply the
same rules and training they had received for LC-copy to all of the records
in the sample. All catalogers were asked
not to check the RLIN database but
were free to use the caid catalog, Librarg oJ Congress Subiect Headings

(LCSH), and classification tools. For
personal and corporate names, series.
and uniform titles, catalogers were
asked to examine the choice of entry but
not form, since to do this would involve
searching the RLIN database, Instead,
one of the researchers performed the authority work after the cataloging was
completed. Separate tabulations were
then compiled for the authority work.
When the cataloging and authority
work were completed, summary sheets
were compiled. For each title in the
study, the modifications of each of the
five catalogers were noted as well as the
resultsof the authority searching. Modifications to the record were coded to indicate the followingcategories: (l) typographical errors; (2) "enhancements"
(additions, deletions, and replacement
of data); (3) corrections to field tags, indieators, and delimiters; (4) changes in
the choice of main entry; (5) updates
(i.e., changes to data that were correct
at the time of inputting but now incorrect due to changesin AACR2, etc.); (6)
changes that were purely local in nature; and (7) other miscellaneous
changes not covered above. For each
field that was modified, a brief explanation of the modification was also recorded. To judge interrater reliability,
identical modifications made by more
than one cataloger were also noted. The
data were analyzed using dBASE III
Plzs and SAS.
Although we originally assumed that
our categories for recording modifications were straightforward, the complexity of the data drew many intense
discussions.To mediate our differences
and provide guidance in statistical analysis, we frequently called upon Sara
Cairns, a statistician on the staff at
Mann Library. Like other researchersin
this area, we were unprepared for the
volume of data and the complexity of
the questions.
DATA ANALYSIS
In analyzing the data, our goal was to
compare the number and type of decisions that had to be made by the catalogers, rather than the number of physi-
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cal operations. For example, one
modification to the record might require changing two fields (e.g., the 300
field and the ILC). We did not want to
say that the record required twice as
many enhancements as one that simply
ehanged the 020 field. Therefore, we
grouped all fields that were necessarily
changed together as a result of one cataloging decision and assigned them
weights that summed to one. If a cataloger added maps to the physical description, the enhancement in the 300
field and the ILC were each counted as
half of one change.
Because each record was cataloged by
five different people, more total modifications were proposed than any one eataloger would have noticed. When two
or more catalogers made identical
changes, these rvere coded as being
matched. The total number of "unique"
changes per record was then calculated
by counting each type of modification as
one change to the record, regardless of
how many catalogersmade that change.
However, when we compared catalogers or cataloger groups (i.e., LCcopy catalogers and original catalogers)
all of the enhancementsmade by each of
the catalogers were counted.
TvpocnepurcAI- ERRoRS
Typographical errors were defined as
simple corrections such as transposition
of letters or numbers. changesin punctuation and diacritical marks, and misspellings. Although there was some debate on this category, one-character
changes to the size (e.g. , from 27 cm. to
26 cm.) were also counted as typographical errors.
The variable fields were examined for
the number of weighted, unique, typographical errors per line. The number of
lines in the variable fields of each record
had been previously recorded and the
number of typographical errors per line
was calculated.
Over the 80 records, the maximum
number of typographical errors per record u'as five. A one-way analysisof variance showed no difference between libraries in the average number of

tvpographical errors per line. The range
was from an average of .054 typos/line
for Library ll0 to .156 typos/line for Library ft2. The Library of Congresshad a
mean of .070 typos/line. Figure I represents the range of typographical errors/line/library. The variation between
libraries in their mean values (figure l,
thick horizontal lines) was small relative
to the variation among records within libraries (range and 95% confidence intervals in figure l). When the 95 % confidence intervals for any two libraries
overlap, a t-test between them rvould
show no significant difference.
Typographical errors were found in
fifty-six of the eighty records; 28u/ohad
two or more. Forty-two to sixty-four
percent of all typographical errors
found by each cataloger were in the 2XX
fields (245 almost exclusively); the next
highest category was the 300 field (percentage range across catalogers:
ll-I97"),
followed by the 500 fields
(0-16"/" ) and the 400 fields (0-14%\.
There were variations within the groups
of catalogers but two of the three original catalogers did make approximately
four times as many changes as the LCcop1.'catalogers.
An analysis of the types of errors
shows that most of the corrections were
minor punctuation errors (including
spacing and diacritics). There were two
corrections that one could label significant; one included a misspelling of a
personal name in the 245 field, the other
a transposition in the seriesnumbering.
In the case of the personal name, both
LC-copy catalogers and one original
cataloger corrected it; in the case of the
series, one LC-copy and one original
cataloger noticed it. In considering the
differences observed between the LCcopy catalogers and the original catalogers, it should be noted that the LCcopy staff has been trained to pay
particular attention to accesspoints and
spend lesstime on spacing and punctuation errors. They are also asked to verify
the physical description area. In fact,
slightly more 300 field corrections were
made b1,the LC-copy catalogersthan by
the professional catalogers.
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more enhancements were, in descending order, the 650, 500, 260, 020, and
Enhancements to the records were furthe 300 and 710 fields. Table I shows the
ther categorized as deletions, additions,
distribution of enhancements made to
or replaeements. Replacements were
each of these fields.
equal to an addition and a deletion. For
For each of these fields, the majority
example, changing the subject heading
of enhancements were additions to the
from BIOTECHNOLOGY-INDUSrecords. In the 650 fields, 82.6% of the
TRIAL APPLICATIONS to AGRICULadditions were the addition of a whole
TURAL
BIOTECHNOLOGY
was
field; only 8.7 Vo were additions of subcounted as a replacement and not as a defield x and only in 8.7 o/oof the caseswas
letion (BIOTECHNOLOGY-INDUSa subfield z added. A similar breakdown
TRIAL APPLICATIONS) and an addioccurs in the 710 field where 87.1% of
tion (AGRICULTURAL BIOTECHthe additions were whole fields and only
NOLOGY).
12.9% of the additions were subfield b.
The total number of uni<1ue,
The majority of the additions made to
weighted enhancements made to all of
the 300 field were either the indication
the records was 381.7. (Fractional enhancements arosewhen a single decision
TABLE I
involved both an enhancement and a
ENrraNcglaENTS
To
nonenhancement change. For example,
Ser-gcrep Frcr-os
a decision to trace a seriesentailed add9o of Tot.rl
Enhdncelrents
ing an 830 and retagging the 490.) SixtyField
Enhanceseven percent (67 T") of all enhanceq
a
D
q
a
A
TotJ #
T,,g
EAR
ments
ments were additions, l4'l, were
650
1230
138
561
301
322
deletions, and,19% were replacements.
500
497
101
130
ENHANcEMENTSBY FIELD
Of the 381.7 weighted, unique enhancernents, the fields that had twenty or

698
201
260
35 5
169
676
155
93
020
22.0
1000
00
0.0
58
300
2r5
70
56
883
47
710
215
72t
279
00
56
A=addition
R=replacement
D=deletion
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of illustrations (35.5% ) or the inclusion
o f m a p s ( 2 7. 6 E o ) . I n t h e 5 0 0 f i e l d , h o w ever, the types of additions are not as
easily categorized and no one type of addition was predominant. Nineteen percent of the additions corresponded to the
addition of a main or added entry and
14.4% of the additions were the inclusion of language information (e.g., a
note to reflect that the text was in Spanish and Italian). Other additions to the
500 fields were varied as catalogers
added notes on publishers, indexes,conferences, dates, etc.
Only 8.5% of the 381.7 enhancements were made to fixed fields. Following the overall pattern of the variable
fields,70.8% of the changesto the fixed
fields rvere additions to the record but
7.7 7o were deletions and 2I.5% were
replacements.
DtnFtnnn*cEs BETWEENLrnnentEs
The total number of enhancements per
record did not differ significantly
a m o n g l i b r a r i e s ( p > . 0 5 ). W e e s t i mated the likelihood that this conclusion of no difference among libraries
was a mistake, basedon sample sizesand

15.0

sample variance, and found that the test
had a high probability of detecting a difference if one library had twice as many
enhancements per record as did the Library of Congress. We therefore have
good evidence that no major differences
exist among these ten libraries, but
mueh larger sample sizes would be
needed to detect small differences' Figure 2 illustrates the range of enhancements per library.
We examined the fields where the
most enhancements occurred (650, 500,
260, 020, 300, 7f0) to see whether libraries differed in specific types of enhancements, even if overall they had
about the same number of such changes,
Figure 3 shows the total number of enhancements made to the records of each
of the libraries in these six fields.
On records from the LibrarY of Congress,58.8 % of the enhancements made
to LC records were in the 650 fields. Enhancements made to the 650 fields of
records from other libraries ranged from
a low of 7 .6% to a high of 48.2 % . Con'
versell', no enhancementswere made in
the 500 fields of LC records while the
500 field enhancements for other li-
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Figure 2. Number of enhancements per record. The range, average, and 95% confidence interval are shown for the eight records from each library.
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Total enhancements made to six fields, summed over all eight records from each

braries ranged from a low of 7.1 o/oto a
high oI 29.4%. The Library of Congress
also had one of the lowest percentagesof
enhancements made to the 260 field and
it was one of three libraries that had no
enhancementsmade to the 020 field.
Of the 34 enhancement.smade to LC
records, 20 were made to the 650 field.
Only Library lI0 with 27 and Library
#4 with 22 had more enhancements
made to the 650 field. Library ft2 had
only 2 enhancements made to its 650
fields. The fact that the 650 fields were
enhanced more often than any other
field in LC records and that the absolute
number of enhancements made to this
field uas relatively high in comparison
to the other libraries was of special significance to us in our study. One of the
major concerns expressed by library
staff when considering shifting member
copy to LC-copy catalogers was that
subject accessto our library's records
would be diminished. The underlying
assumption had been that the bibliographic description and subject access
on LC records was of relatively high
quality but that subject accesson member records was unknown, Since LCcopy catalogers in our librar.v are instructed generallv to accept the subject

treatment on LC records, there was reluctance to use this same guideline for
the "best" member copy. Our study indicates that the subject accessof LC records is no better than that provided by
our "best" group of member libraries. In
fact, many member librarie.s are contributing copy that rerluires little subject
enhancement.
On the other hand, 500 fields from the
Library of Congresswere uniformly accepted while member records required
more enhancement. Additional training
for LC-copy catalogers in formulating
and revising 500 fields would be useful
were they to begin cataloging from
member copy.
ConrpenrsoNsBsrwnsx Onlcrn-lIAND LC.COPYCATALOCERS
In analyzing these enhancements and
making comparisons between original
and LC-copy catalogers, there were
some predictable differences observed
between the two groups. Original catalogers made more enhancements to the
records; the LC-copy catalogers, while
comprising 40 % of the catalogers, made
lgTo ol the change.s.Because of their
training, LC-copy catalogers concentrated on the ph1'sical and descriptive
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portion of the record while original catalogers made the majority of changes to
the 650 and 500 fields. Figure 4 below
shows the average number of enhancements made by each of the two groups of
catalogers for the various field groups.
LC-copy catalogerstended to concentrate their changesin the 300 field, fixed
fields. the 7XX fields. and the 5XX fields
while the changes made by the professional catalogers were concentrated in
the 6XX fields, the 5XX fields, and the
2XX fields.
Teccruc CHexcns, Upoerns,
A\-D OTHERMouFrcerroxs
Of the 25.5 tagging changesmade, more
than half were found in three fields: the
245 (23.5%) and 041 fields (15.7 % ) and
the 490 tield (L3.7% ). Most of these
changes were noncritical in nature, that
is, proper indexing and subsequent retrieval were not affected. For example,
changes in the 245 field consistedof corrections to the first indicator (no effect
on indexing in most online systems) or
the addition or correction of subfield deIimiters (also generally not critical to retrieval). Critical changes affecting access were found primarily in the 4XX
fields; no tagging changes were made to

8XX fields. In two instances the 440 tag
was revised (by original catalogers tlnly)
to a 490 0, ostensibly eliminating access
to the seriestitle. In the remaining 4XX
changes, the tag was changed to 440 or a
490 I + 830 field combination, thereby
establishing or retaining series access.
LC-copy catalogers made an average of
1.8 changesto 4XX fields while original
catalogers made an average of 3; original catalogers made all of the 440 to 490
0 changes. The two LC-copy catalogers
made 18.9% of all tagging changes, the
three original catalogers 81.1%. The
records of two libraries yielded almost
50 % of the tagging changes; the Library
of Congressranked 7th among the l0 libraries, and two libraries required no
tagging changes to their records.
The decision to establish a different
main entry was made on only five of the
80 sample records and only by the original catalogers. On two records all three
original catalogers agreed to change a title main entry to a conference name
main entry. Conversell', on two other
records, two catalogers replaced a corporate body with a title main entry (on
one of the records a third cataloger established a personal name main entry).
The fifth record (from LC) found one
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Figure 4. Average number of enhancementsmade to all 80 records, by cataloger group. Calculated as the total number of enhancements made by catalogers within each cataloger group
divided by the number of catalogers in that group.
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cataloger deleting the corporate body in
favor of a title main entry. In onlv one
instance was a new accesspoint added to
serve as the main entry. In all other cases
an existing accesspoint and the original
main entry were simply retagged. While
the choice of individual access points
should be deemed critical, establishing
one as the main entry might not, sinceit
does not essentially affect retrievability
in online systems.
Updates were confined to two fields,
the 504 and the 650. Of the 15 updates,
73.3?o were made in the 504 field,
where the sole change consisted of revising the old form of the note "Includes
bibliographical references" to "Includes
bibliographies." This can be considered
a change of style rather than substance,
having no real impact on the basic content or function of the record. Uodates
made to the 650 field, whieh aecoint for
the other 26.7% of this category, affect
the form of accesspoints and, to some
extent, retrievabilitv. Half of the 650
field changes involved deletion of the
canceled subdivision ADDRESSES, ESSAYS AND LECTURES and half involved the udpating of topical subject
headings (i.e., WATER-HYACINTHS
to WATER HYACINTHS and PEST
CONTROL to PESTS-CONTROL).
The number of updatesper Iibraiy
ranged from zero to four. These updates
were not considered indicative tf the
quality or acceptability of a library's
cataloging copy, since the copy did originally conform to accepted practice. Examination of all 650 field updates made
by all five catalogers showed that the
LC-copy catalogers tended to catch outof-date subject headings and subdivisions slightly more often (75.0Vo of the
time) than the original catalogers
(66.5%\.
The category "other" consisted of
miscellaneous modifications, chief of
which were classification number
changes (57.4V" of a total 85.3 changes).
LC-copy catalogers made no classification changes, but questioned many in
written comments. On one LC record
the two LC-copy catalogers questioned
the appropriateness of the call number

while two of the original catalogers did
indeed ehangeit. On three other LC records one or two original catalogers suggesteddifferent classifications.Of the 39
records with classification changes, all
three original catalogers wanted
changes on l3 of the records, two out of
three wanted changes on 12, and a single original cataloger wanted class
changeson another 14. The fact that one
or more Mann catalogers changed the
clas.sification on 39 of 80 records (including 4 LC) illustrates the latitude
possiblein determining classification. In
dealing with LC copy, the LC-copy catalogers are told to accept LC classification without much analvsis unlessthere
is a very obvious error. and th"n it is usually checked with an original cataloger.
Given the uncertainty in dealing with
classification expressedby the LC-copy
catalogers, they would benefit from
more in-depth training in the choice and
formulation of classification numbers.
The remaining "other" changes were
distributed through assorted fields. Of
these,24.6% involved changing the order of fields (reversing the order of the
index and bibliography notes, revising
the order of subject headings to reflect
t h e p r i m a r y e m p h a s i s ,e t e . ) . T h e r e mainder generally involved eliminating
fields by incorporating data in other
fields or merging fields.
Aurrronrry-CoNTRoLLED Frrros
Among the 80 original records in the
sample, there were 192 authoritycontrolled main and added entry headings. Seventy-eight percent of these
matched LC authoritv records. although for individual libraries this differed from 507o (for one member) to
100% (for LC and one member). Only
an additional 27o were found in our local authority file. An analysis of variance on the means of the percent of
headings found in the LC authority file
by library did show that one library was
significantly lower than the other Iibraries.
Table 2 shows the data for the 35
changes due to authority control, broken down by field. Of the individual
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Fiekl

100
110
11r
240
140
490
700
710

47
1
4
3
25
16
55
40
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llt

fl30

D

l0

30
l0
l0
20
30
z,
100
50
60
ID

006
025
025
067
012
016
0 lfl
012
120
015

Autlort!
Churges

86
29
29
ti6
71
286
143
1 7l
43

fields, the 240 and 7ll fields by far exhibited the most changes per field. The
100 field had the fewest. The average
number of changes to TXXs was more
than twice that of the lXXs. Conference
headings were modified much more often than personal names, other corporate entries, or titles. Surprisingly, personal name and corporate body
headings were changed at roughly the
same rate. Unfortunately the frequency
of most of the fields was not large
enough to assume uniform variation;
the differences could be due to chance.
A majority of the authority changes
were done to 7XX fields. Interestingly
enough, more changes were made to
personal name headings than to headings of other types. This is due to a much
higher frequency of personal names in
these records rather than to the frequency of changes to these headings.
Taking a closer look at the nature of
these changes,3.5 (10E") were tagging
revisions, 14 (4OE") were typographical
errors, and 17.5 (sOE") were form of entry changes. The typos split into four in
foreign language orthography, four in
English orthography, and six in punctuation. The form of entry changes consisted of six headings for which there
were LC authority records created after
the bibliographic record was input, 8.5
for which there were LC authority records dated before the bibliographic record, and three for which there were no
LC authority records. The form of entry
for l9 authority-controlled headings
0.9% <tfthe total) was chanqed.

Pnecrtcr

Any changemade by a catalogerthat was
purely due to Iocal practice was taken out
of the basic data set. There were eight
changes based on local practice; five involved the classification number and
three the form or tracing of series.It was
somewhat surprising that less than 3 % of
the series tracing decisions of the other libraries were changed.
Con-crusloxs
The purpose of the study was trvofold:
(l) to exarnine member copy that rve
considered to be the best for our subject
areas, and (2) to compare that copy with
copy received from the Library of Congress. In 1986 Reid and High observed
that the growth of bibliographic utilities
has resulted in tasks such as eopy cataloging being shifted from professionallibrarians to support staff.; A 1986survey
of Association of Research Libraries
(ARL) member libraries confirmed this
trend." Of the 15 respondents, all had
copy cataloging units that dealt with
member-contributed cataloging. In
most of those units the work was done by
paraprofessionalsalone or supervisedby
professional Iibrarians. This was clearly
ihe direction in which we wished to
move at Mann Library. We hoPed that
the findings from our study would help
us formulate guidelines for training our
LC-copy catalogers to handle member
copy as well.
In examining enhancements to the
record, typographical errors per line,
and other nonauthority changes, our
study showed that there was no significant difference between recent copy
from LC and the best of the member libraries. Although our study was designed before the announcement of the
pilot project of the National Coordinated Cataloging Program (NCCP), our
findings support the concept of extending cooperative cataloging efforts. After
the initial pilot, the Library of Congress
should consider extending the NCCP
program beyond the original eight libraries. Although two libraries from the
NCCP Pilot were on our list of "best"
member libraries, the other seven li-
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braries were not. Excluding authority
work, the records of the two NCCP participants had the fewest number of
changesmade in our study. Since our research was conducted before the intensive training of the pilot program participants, this is indicative of the high level
of cataloging contributed by these two
libraries.
In the area of authoritv control. onlv
the Library of Congressand one other librarr', a Name-Authority Cooperative
(NACO) and NCCP participant, had
l00a/" of their headings in the LC Authority File. This observation points out
the necessity for increased participation
in NACO by thoselibraries contributing
the best member copy. Only with further involvement in cooperative projects
will the authority work of member copy
be comparable to authority work for LC
copy. And, only with increased technological support will libraries be able to
contribute cataloging copy routinely.
The retreat to local systemsall too often
means either sacrificing accessand input into national utilities or absorbing
the costsof rekefing data. Further development of telecommunications technologies and protocols is critical to optimal functioning of cooperative projects.
As there were no significant differences between the best member copy
and LC copy, should the LC-copy catalogers have any specialized training? A
1985 ARL survey yielded several useful
compilations of local cataloging practices and policies." These included
guidelines establishedat various institutions to assistcopy catalogersin identifying those fields likely to require the most
attention on member copy, as well as
those that could be ignored. Hudson
noted that working with membercontributed cataloging records requires
more thorough editing and closer attention to heading and call number changes
than LC records."' Our study indicated
that some additional training in formulating 500 fields and call numbers would
be valuable to our LC-copy catalogers.
Because national or local authority records do not exist for many headings on
member records, instructions need to be
given to LC-copy catalogers in creating

authority records or referring them for
revieu' by' the original catalogers.
Our study also showed, however, that
LC records were enhanced at a rate
comparable to that of other libraries.
Since we, as an institution, have accepted LC copy with only minor revision, we should extend this practice to
the best member copy also. Training
I-C-cop1'catalogers
to be as thorough
and knowledgeable
as original cataIogers could not be supported administratively; providing them with some additional skills and asking them to give
comparable scrutiny to the best member
copy, though, is a viable option.
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Cotolog Librorions
PublicServicesA ChongingRole?
Patricia A. Eskoz
This paper examines the extent to which proJessional cataloglibrarians in
academic libraries are inooloed in actioities oJten considered.part oJ "pub'
lic seroices." A brieJ reoiew of current literature is Jolloroed bg presentation oJ results oJ a suroey begun in 1983-M. Questionnaires sent to catalog
department heads in acad.emic libraries throughout the United States resulted in 106 replies. In ord.er to examine changes that haoe occurred since
the initial suroeg, telephone interoiews usere conducted in 1986-87 and in
1988u'ith Jortg and twentg oJ the original respondents, respectioelg. Most
oJ the libraries still maintain a public/technical seroices organizational
split, although a Jew haoe experimented uith oariations. The maiority i.nooloe catalogers in some outsid.e actioities such as reJerence uork, collection d.erselopment,and/or bibliographic instruction; houeoer, the amount
oJ tirne tpent in these tasks is usuallg minimal A slight increase in such ac'
tir:ities toasJound to haoe occurred roithin the tirne Jrame inooloed. A summary oJ department heads' reactions to iob sharing is giaen, ohich is neither wholly positioe nor negatioe. The author suggestssome logical areas in
ushich an expanded role Jor cataloglibrarians uould be beneJicial.

r

ls the traditional role of the academic
catalog librarian expanding to include a
stake in rvhat was formerly considered
the domain of public services assignments? Or is the cataloger still largely
confined to the "quiet corner in the back
of the technical servicesdeoartment?"
This paper examines the extent to
which technical/public services functions have merged in academic libraries.
A review of current opinions among library leaders is followed by a presentation of results from an ongoing research
pioject begun by the author in 1983.

The 1970s saw the nearly universal
acceptance of automated catalog networks as a primarl'cataloging tool. The
I980s are seeing the successfulinstallation of in-house automated public access
catalogs. Yet the catalog Iibrarian is still
a functional reality.
A proposal by Michael Gorman that
the traditional boundaries between
technical servicesand public servicesbe
eliminated caused considerable discussion when it was published in 1979.'
Now, nearly a decade later, there are
several striking examples of such a plan

Patricia A. Eskoz is Catalog Librarian, Auraria Library, Denver, Colorado. Manuscript received December 30, 1988; accepted for publication February 28, 1989.
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being successfully inaugurated in academic libraries. A universal trend tou'ard this form of organization has not
emerged. But is there an overall blurring of assignments between public services and technical services librariansP
Is the catalog Iibrarian evolving into
what is often called-for lack of aietter
term-the "holistic librarian" or "Renaissancelibrarian"?

Not all presenters favored an unqualified merger of technical/public services
functions. Quinn does not feel split assignments are a practical solution and
believes libraries that operate with this
method usually do so because of necessity, one common reason being staff
shortages.' He also thinks the advocacy
of split positions may be an attempt at
"fostering enlightenment by artificial
methods." He does believe that some inSoun Cunnnur OprNroNS
terface of reference/cataloging assignFROMRECENTLTTSNETUNN
ments would result in benefit to the IiThe concept of unified professional Iibrary patron: "Catalogers think in
brarv functions involving no distinction
global terms and in terms of uniform
between public serviees and technical
headings." Reference librarians are
services is certainly not new. Indeed, it
more likely to think in terms of keycould be argued that when the library as words. "Catalogers stress bibliographic
an institution first came into existence. purity u'hile reference librarians insist
those artificial distinctions did not exisi on accurate bibliographic access," he
at all. Specialization has been the result
notes, adding that "lines of communicaof increasingly complex organizational
tion must be kept open."
patterns.
Craig believes there is "little eviNo examination of technical/public
dence" to show widespread use of "split
service mergers begins without referpositions."'Her public library doeshave
ence to the current spokesman for the
a voluntary job sharing program. She
Renaissance librarian, Michael Gordefines job sharing as "a single person
man. His paper "On Doing Away with
who works more than one job."
Technical Services Departments" reOne of the few recent statistical surmains a controversial classic.' Later paveys was undertaken by Busch in 1g84.'g
pers by Gorman have documented the
A questionnaire to the ll7 member liuse of "subject bibliographers" at the braries of the Association of Research
University of Illinois.'
Libraries (ARL) resulted in eighty-one
Gorman is not alone in his advocacy. responses.His results show "far lesscon"In case you hadn't noticed, things are crete evidence of the integration of funcchanging," says McCombs, who be- tions than public discourse would sugIieves that "we are on the threshold of
gest." He forrnd that "over half of the
radical changes in the relationship be- libraries . . areorganizedaccordingto
tween . . . public services and technical
a strict technical/public services split."
services staff."" Ghikas says, "The rigid
Some crossover of functions was reseparation of library skills into 'techniported by 44 percent ofthe respondents.
'public
cal services' and
services' will
Many of these were informal assigncease to be acceptable, as it has already
ments, with catalogers more likely to asceased to be functional," and expresses sist with reference work than public serthe belief that split assignmentswill be- vices Iibrarians were likely to share
come increasingly popular.t
cataloging duties with technical serPapers from a ryrnposium, Technical
vices. Only fifteen of eighty-one responand Publk: Seroica: Fadi;ng Distinctions?
dents involved any public services Iiwere published in 1986.6 Authors repre- brarians with cataloging.
sented both college/university and public
Resrencn MerHonotocy
Iibraries. None oftheir organizations had
a total merging of functions, although sev- This author's research project has ineral spoke of some crossover of job assign- volved various aspectsof catalog departments, especially in small libraries.
mental organizations and the role of the
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catalog librarian in today's academic library. A part of the survey reported elsewhere showed that during the 1970sand
early 1980s there was a slight net reduction among cataloging staffs, but s.i^nce
1983 sizes seem to have stabilized.'" In
this paper any role of the professional
catalog librarian that extends beyond
the framework of what is traditionally
called "technical services" is considered.
The project was begun in 1983-84 by
sending questionnaires to catalog department heads in approximately 160
academic libraries in the United States
serving institutions that offered at least a
bachelor's degree and had student enrollments of 5,000 or more. Effort was
made to achieve a representative balance by geographic area and campus
size and type. " Responseswere received
from 106 department heads, representing forty-six states and Washington,
D.C. Table I shows the regional distribution and size of institution represented. This sampling will be referred to
as the ooerall group.
During 1986-87 telephone interviews
were conducted with forty of the original respondents in order to update the
project and to examine changesthat had
occurred since 1983-84. Two representatives were selected from each group
shown in table l, e.g., two from the
group representing western libraries
serving campuses with enrollments under 10,000, etc. As in the overall group,
attempt was made to have representation from a variety of states and from
both public and private institutions. Department heads contacted by telephone

were asked about changes in job descriptions for professional catalog librarians
and if they had job assignments that extended beyond so-called technical services. This sampling will be referred to
as the 1986-87 update.
In 1988 the telephone survey method
was expanded to include twenty more
participants from the original 1983-84
survey who had not been a part of the
1986-87 update. Ten departments were
chosen that had used catalog librarians in
some so-called public services assignments in 1983-84; ten others were chosen
that at that time made no use of catalogers outside of duties normally associated with technical services. Effort again
was made to include representatives
from campusesof all sizesand geographic
areas; however, in several casesit was not
possible to find an appropriate representative to fit the desired profile as precisely
as had been done in the 1986-87 update.
In such casesas close a substitute as possible was chosen. Table 2 shows the resional distribution and size of institutions
iepresented in this most recent sampling,
which will be referred to as the 1988 update.
A Sruov oF REsuLTs
FROMTHE OVERALL GROUP
Participants of the 1983-84 questionnaire survey were asked: In your library
organization is the traditional public
services/technical services division
maintained?
The technical/public services division
split was still the norm among the 106
respondents. This survey found consid-

TABLEI
PanrrcrpeNrs nr 1983-84 SunvsY or
Aceonvlc Cerar-oc DrpenrrranNrs, Gnouern nv
Grocnepntc Anre euo Srzr or lxsrrtu'uou SanveD
Unknown*

Group Size

30,000or over
20,000-29,999
15,000-19,999
10,000-14,999
Under 10,000
Total

32
48
48
to
lo

25

*No postmark on return envelope.

28

6
8
7
4
28

2
7
5
6
4
24

Total

11
25
25
25
20
r06
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TABLE2
PanucrpaNrs rN lg88 Upoerr lNtrnvrrws, Gnoupnn sy
Geocnepnrc Anra eNo Srzr or lNsrrrurroN Srnwo
Group Size

30,000or over
20,000-29,999
15,000-19,999
10,000-14,999
Under 10,000
Total

Erot

South

Midwest

Wet

2
2
I

2
I
I
I
5

I
I
2
I
5

5

erably more adherence to tradition than
did Busch. Only two libraries had a
complete merger of functions, although
five had lessradical variations: 1l ) a case
in which the technical servicesdepartment retained its name, but some functions former.ly considered public services, such as interlibrary loan and
circulation, had become part of technical services; (2\ a variation in which
technical services itself was a subordinate part of a larger division called collection management (that also included
collection development, circulation,
and all aspects of handling serials and
audiovisuil materials); (S; a library
which had no technical servicesat allthe cataloging coordinator headed a
small catalog department and reported
directly to the assistantlibrary director,
as did the head of ac<luisitions:(4) from
a small campus: "We are one division.
Professionalsand nonprofessionalsin
some caseshave jobs in both areas"; (5)
one respondent checking "no" did not
describe the library organization plan
(in a later telephone interview the structure was clarified and will be described
in the section giving results from the
1988 update).
Although the concept of the complete
Renaissancelibrarian had not met with
fruition among overall participants,
many departments reported that catalog librarians took part in public services
activities on a limited basis. Here, the
author's survey found a greater percentage of .somecro.ssoverof duties than the
44 percent of Busch's survey. Nearly
two-thirds of the overall participants
(60.4 percent) did involve at least some
of the professional cataloging staff in

Total

I
6
5
J
J

20

certain activities beyond those of the
catalog department.
Table 3 shows statisticsfor the participant.s in the overall survey who involved at least some of their catalog librarians in outside duties. Participants
are grouped by campus size represented.
Each set of figures in the columns to the
right of the size description shows the
number and percentage of departments
in that size range that had one or more
professional catalogers participating in
the activities described by the column
heading: reference, collection development, Iibrary/bibliographic instruction,
and other activities (which may include
serving at information desks, giving library tours, and classroom teaching).
The figures in the column on the far
right give the total number and percentage of departments in each size category
that involved some catalog librarians in
one or all of the aforementioned activities. The figures on the bottom line give
the numerical totals and percentagesfor
all 106 participants in the 1983-84 survey. Since many respondents indicated
several areasof involvement, the figures
in each horizontal line when added together are greater than the figures in the
"total" column on the far right.
One might have expected to find
smaller libraries with more examples of
shared responsibilities. This was the experience of the Iowa symposium participants discussedearlier and also reflects
the author's experience. Among participants of the overall survey, however, libraries representing larger institutions
were somewhat more inclined to diver.sify activities tban were smaller libraries. Reference desk duty is a sched-
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TABLE3
Cerar.ocms' INvor.vnunNr ru NoNcnrer-ocrNc AssrcNurNrs
AvoNc 106 Sunvev PanrrcrpeNTs (Ovrnelr, Gnoue) rN
1983-84 ArneNcpo sv SrzEor INsrrrurloN SrnvBn

Institution
Siz

Total
No.

Over30,000
ll
90,000-29,000 25
15,000-r9,000 25
10,000-I4,000 25
Under10,000
20
All participants 106

Referen€
No.
%

Coll.
Devel.
No.
7o

4 36.4
6 54.5
728728832
6247284t6
832832728
6301155525
31 29.2 39 36.8

uling problem among small staffs, yet
larger institutions seemed to make more
use of catalogers for part-time assistance. In this survey it was the institutions at both ends of the spectrum-the
very large and the very small-that
showed the most involvement of cataIogers outside their departments.
Among participating libraries that
served campuses of 30,000 or over, 90
percent had some shared responsibilities, compared with slightly over 50 percent of those in the middle range, and 70
percent of those that represented campusesof 10,000 and under.
Ixrrnvrcw Rnsurrs
oFrHE 1986-87 Upoern
The forty department heads contacted
by telephone in 1986-87 were asked
about any organizational changes that
had occurred since the questionnaire
survey. The most sweeping change
found since 1983-84 was an inauguration of a plan similar to that of the University of Illinois in which public service/technical services departments no
longer exist as separate entities and all
professional librarians become "subject
bibliographers," assuming all aspects of
library work in their subject areas: reference, collection development, instruction for library users, and cataloging."
This innovation, however, was balanced by a report from another department head representing an institution
where the reverse has taken place: a Iibrary experimenting with subject bibli

Bibliog.
Instr.
No.
%

4

36.4

28

26.4

Other
No.
%

5 45.5
520
312
28
420
l9 17.9

Total with
Some
Dutie
No.
%

l0
l3
l3
I4
l4
M

90.9
52
52
56
70
ffi.4

ographers has gone back to a more traditional organizational plan and a
definitive split between public and technical services. The reason given is that
their staff was not large enough to effectively represent all the subject specialization required and that time was too fragmented for efficiency to be maintained.
Department heads were then asked if
any merger of public servicesand technical services functions had occurred
short of a total combining of functions.
The figures for the 1986-87 updates
are shown in table 4. Two setsof figures
are given under each size category-the
first set represents responses given by
this group of participants in the original
survey; the second, for the updated responses.
ls a crossoverof duties increasing, or
has some sharing of duties always been
the norm? In examining this set of
results it is necessary to use caution.
Crossover of duties was only one aspeet
of the author's investigation during the
1986-87 update; interviewees were selected without regard for the responses
given in the original questionnaire.
Thus, while the geographical distribution and size of institutions represented
are evenly balanced, the sampling may
still appear to be biased: 72.5 percent of
the forty departments contacted for the
1986-87 update had used catalog librarians in some functions other than cataloging in 1983-84, compared with 64
percent of all 106 participants in the
overall survey.
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TABLE 4
Cer,lr-ocrns' Ixvor.vrueNr rN NoNceralocINc Assrcnururs
Atuouc 40 PenrrcrpeNTsoF THE1986-87Uppe'irn Sunvuy,
wrrn Cor'rpenrsoNs
Bs-rwrrN 1983-84er'ro1986-87
Institution
Size

Otser30,000
r9$-84
1986-87
20,000-29,000
I983-84
r986-87
15,000-19,000
I983-84
1986-87
10,000-14,000
I983-84
r986-87
Under 70,000
1983-84
1986-87
AII participants
1983-84
r986-87

Total
No.

Reference
No.
7o

83
85

J/.D

62.5

83
83

83
82
83
82
40
40

Other
7o
No.

8
8

J1.D

I 12.5
225

5
4

37.5
50

I
I

12.5
L2.5

,5t.t

12.5
L2.5

.t/.D

5

62.5

J

JI.D

J

25
37.5

D

37.5
62.5

J/.J

3

JI.D

25

J

37.5

I

12.5

I
I

6

TJ

D

62.5

2
2

25
25

2 25
I t2.5

19 47.5
20 50

l4
l5

JD
J/.J

o

Among participants in the update,
some useof catalog librarians for certain
aspects of public services had usually
been ongoing. No sweeping trend toward a merger of functions was revealed
by the latter survey. As can be seen by
comparing the two sets of figures by
dates, little change occurred in the number of departments involving catalogers
in each area of activity. The net total
number of departments that added responsibility in each area of activity was
one, while the total reporting some duties was the same for both surveys
(twenty-nine of forty). Most intervieweesfrom this control group also said that
the amount of time spent in such activities was usually Iimited to a few hours
per week.
Raw statistics,however, might reveal
only a skeleton picture of what is occurring. Participants were asked not only if
external duties have been added or deleted to the catalogers' repertoire but
whether ongoing involvement in these
activities hasincreased or decreosed. In
this respect a slightly more definitive
trend was found toward an overall in-

J
I

Total with
SomeDutis
No.
%

450
5 62.5

J

3 37.5
2 25

37.5
25
14
15

450
5 62.5

Bibliog.
Instr.
No.
Vo

37.5

.J/.D

82
83

Coll.
Devel.
No.
7o

35
37.5

o
l0

22.5
2,5

J

7
J
A

6
6
29
29

r00
100
62.5
50
62.5
87.5
62.5
50
75
IJ

72.5
72.5

crease in involvement: more deoartments increased ongoing outside d^uties
than decreasedsuch participation.
There was evidence of willingness to
consider some variations from traditional patterns. Two department heads
representing formal technical services
operations said that their libraries had
recently instituted extensive use of subject bibliographers in a modified version
of the University of Illinois plan. In one
case catalogers spend 25 percent of their
time with collection development and
bibliographic instruction. In the other
case the impact of the reorganization
had largely affected public services librarians. At the time of the interview,
only one technical serviceslibrarian was
serving as a subject bibliographer, but
there was the possibility of others becoming involved later.
Two other libraries reported having
inaugurated staff-sharing programs. In
both cases,participation was voluntary.
Several other department heads also
sajd that their staff may voluntarily participate in public servicesactivities.
"Librarywide, we are not tradition-
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ally organized," said one head of cataloging, who explained that his professional staff participated in bibliographic
instruction, which involved more than
just the use of the catalog, also including
computer searching and research instruction. The use of catalog librarians
for this last function will be addressed in
a later section of this paper.
INrnnvltw Rrsur,rs op rnn
1988 Uppere
This survey, also conducted by telephone interview, was limited to one basic issue: crossover of duties between
technical and public services librarians.
Twenty departments were chosen: ten
that had. some crossover of duties in
f9$-84 and ten that had none. All except two of the participants had reported a traditional technical services
organization on the overall survey.
Those originally reporting no public/
technical services divisions included (l)
a representative of a very small operation and (2) the department head reporting the nontraditional structure in
the overall survey who did not describe
his organization. The telephone interview clarified that the lack of a formal
division between technical and public
services had been largely an administrative function and had not affected the
job assignments of catalog librarians.
As stated earlier, it was attempted to
have these participants represent a variety of campus sizes and locations. For
example, in the original survey there
were eleven representatives from campuses serving enrollments of over 30,000
students. Eight of these had already participated in the 1986-87 update. Of the
three remaining, one had answered the
original questionnaire anonymously;
with a second, the author already knew
that the library was continuing to operate in a unique structure, making extensive use of subject bibliographers; thus
there remained only one viable respondent to contact for an update in this particular category. In such c€rseswhere no
exact regional-size representative could
be contacted, as close a substitute as possible was chosen. Again, reference may

be made to table 2 for size-geographical
distribution of participants.
Table 5 gives a complete breakdown
of multiple assignments, and as in the
case of the 1986-87 survey, a comparison between results obtained in 1983-84
and 1988. In analyzing these results, it
must be borne in mind that 50 percent of
the respondents had reported no outside
duties in 1983-84.
Those who advocate an expanded role
for catalog librarians may find room for
cautious optimism in the results of the
1988 update. Among ten respondents
who had used catalog librarians in multiple roles at the time of the original survey, only one department had deleted
those duties by 1988. Four reported an
increase in outside duties since 1983-84.
two said there had been an overall decrease since that time, and the remaining three reported some shifting but no
overall increase or decrease.
Among those departments that had
nof reported use of catalogers in outside
duties in 1983-84, six now have some expanded functions. "There has been considerable change," said one respondent.
Another department head, while reporting no outside duties for catalogers,
did say that "some lines are blurring"
between public and technical services
duties.
PRArsEsAND Prrrer,r,s-EvALUATIoN oF
Snenno Acrrvrrrns nv PenrrcrpeNrs
This interview process has been highly
interesting and informative. In addition
to clarification of statistical responses
that might otherwise be misleading,
personal interviews allowed the participants to expresstheir own evaluations of
Iibrary programs. What the author
found is a mixed reaction: some department heads are quite enthusiastic about
job sharing, others less so, while a few
are actively opposed.
Although opinions differ regarding
what should, ideally, be the function of
a "catalog librarian," those interviewed
were willing and eager to talk about
their departmental organizations. One
conclusion the author is forced to draw
is that technical services librarians often
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TABLE 5
Cerer,ocms' INvor.vnrraeNT
tN Noucarer-ocrNc AssrcNurNrs
AvoNc 20 PenrrcrpnNTsoF THElg88 Upoerrn Sunvsy,
wrrH CorvrpenrsoNs
Brz.wmN 1983-84eNn lg88
Institution
Size

Ooer 30,000
1983-84
1988
20,000-29,N0
1983-84
1988
15,000-19,M0
1983-84
r988
10,000-14,000
1983-84
1988
Undu 10,000
1983-84
1988
All participants
1983-84
1988

Total
No.

I
I
6
6
b
o

J
D

3
J

20
20

Referene
No.
%

0
0
J

4

0
0
50
66.7

Coll.
Devel
No.
%

I
I

100
t00

Bibliog.
Instr.
No.
7o

0
0

0
0

Other
No.
Vo

0
I

0
100

Total with
SorneDuties
No.
Vo

I
I

100
r00

50
50

J

33.3
50

2

3

33.3
66.7

4
6

86.7
100

0
2

0
40

I
2

20
40

0
I

0
20

I
2

20
40

2

2

40
r00

J

2

0
0

0
0

I
3

20
60

J

40
60

2
2

40
40

I
I

20
20

J

I
I

33.3
33.3

2
I

ffi.7
33.3

0
I

0
33.3

I
2

33.3
66.7

2
2

40
50

5
8

25
40

I

20
45

525
840

8
l0

feel unappreciated and undervalued.
This is not universally the case, but the
feeling is prevalent enough to advise library administrators that this should be
a cause for major eoncern.
Following is a summary of opinions
expressed.
Poslrrvr Aspacrs
Participants are in agreement about several positive aspects of shared duties:
heightened job interest among participants, better use of individual abilities.
increased understanding between technical and public services, and more flexibility among library staff when coping
with emergencies. Cataloge.s may become more attuned to patrons'needs by
serving at the reference desk; reference

cour-age their staff to participate. "I
would like to see closer cooperation between public and technical services,"
wrote one respondent in a letter at-

l0
16

66.7
66.7

50
80

tached to the original questionnaire.
"The departments are coming closer together as evidenced by the vaiious computer systems now in operation. I believe that it will do catalogers good to
have public reference experience so they
may learn how their cataloging is used,
and it would do the reference people
good to have a more complete understanding of how a catalog functions.
This changeover requires t1me, effort,
and money. Little of any seem to be
forthcoming in the near future." A subsequent telephone interview indicated
that these wished-for changes had not
occurred.
Nscarrve Aspecrs
The chief drawbacks toward any combination of duties are fragmentation of
time, lack of consistency in cataloging,
problems with training, and diffieulties
involved in staff developing expertise in
multiple areas.
The librarian reporting the subiect
specialist program that now required
approximately 25 percent of catalbgers'
time said that this program was fun but
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more examples of some iob sharing than
might have been expected, and there is
some evidence that these are increasing,
albeit on a small scale. Overall there
seems to be a continual shifting of duties, o{ten for pragmatic reasonsand on
a case-by-casebasis. What seemsto be
occurring is an evolution of job assignments, frequent experimentation, and a
willingness to abandon experiments that
do not work.
The author believesthis trend is to be
applauded. For most libraries a complete merger of technical/public services
duties is probably impractical. However. there would be overall benefit for
both staff and patrons if there were to
occur even more rethinking of job descriptions in order to make use of the
unique abilities that each employee possesses.Few catalog librarians are using
their fullest potential as might be expected from their education and experience. Rather than a mass migration of
catalog librarians to the reference desk,
there are other, more logical routes toCoNcr,usroNs AND REcoMMENDATToNS
ward a more fulfilled, if not totally hoThis author's conclusion, based on relistic, career experience-and consesearch and a review of the current literaquently, paving the way for a more
ture, is that a complete or neareffective library program :
complete merger of technical and public
l. Staff training, within and beyond
services functions is not likely within the
the catalog department. Within
next decade. Personnel in smaller lithe department, paraprofessionals
braries will often function in multiple
should be trained to do the more
capacities as they have in the past. For
routine aspects of cataloging, inlarger libraries there may be increased
cluding original cataloging under
blurring of functions.
supervision. Outside the dePartAlthough few catalog departments
ment, catalogers could well be inand libraries have adopted truly innovavolved in training public services
tive organizational patterns and diversistaff in more effective use of the
fied roles for librarians, there have been
catalog, as suggestedby LeYsen''o
and will continue to be a handful brave
2. Bibliographic instruction for lienough to experiment. We should be
brary users,especially in the use of
grateful for these pioneers even though
the catalog. As Karen HornY asks,
"Who should be more able to assist
we do not choose to follow them. They
are presenting challenges and new ways
usersin the catalog . . . than those
of thinking. Many of their ideas will not
who create and maintain it?"''
be practical for the majority of depart3. Computer-assisted research. This
ments. Some organizations have tried
would seem to be one of the most
and then rejected these experiments, relogical areas in which to involve
verting to more traditional ways. Yet
the catalog librarian; however,
something has been gained in considerthis assignment has been almost
ing these alternatives.
completely neglected in jobThe surveys reported above reveal
sharing programs. Only two of the

time-consuming and had cut down on
cataloging production.
Arrother negative aspect of so-called
"shared duties" between public and
technical services is that they are often
not reciprocal. Catalogers may assist at
the reference desk but reference librarians seldom return the favor. And if they
do, quality control may be a problem
unless an adequate training program is
established and adequate quality checks
are performed. The latter may be a
cause for interdepartmental friction.
One department head interviewed
put it bluntly: "In the early 1970s we
tried having professional librarians
function as bibliographers. Some reference librarians cataloged and we're still
paying for that now."
"Why don't reference librarians work
in cataloging?" asks Bonath. She answers, "For the same reason I don't want
to answer the hard reference questions.
It involves learning another whole set of
skills."'"
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participants in the 1988 update use edge: an almost obsessive need for
technical services personnel in this
action, any action, to dispel, at least
respect; most of the others said temporarily, the fear of being outpaced
that this responsibility is delegated in our fast-moving automated environto reference Iibrarians.
ment, the fear of being replaced by a
4. Collection development, either
machine-a fear that is surely unformally (by having a libraryfounded.
specified "liaison" subject area) or
Karen Horny has said of the public/
informally (by making individual
technical services controversy, "Perhaps
selections based on one's own
our old distinctions are really artificial.
background and interests).
Division . . may be mainly a matter of
5. Research and publication. Alterminology." Citing an example of rethough this author believes that
organization with a resulting departresearch and writing are not for
mental name change, she adds, "But
everybody, those who do have the
functions did not disappear in the reinclination, and ability should be naming . . . the responsibilities contineneouraged, with release time
ued to exist, no matter what the posiavailable for special projects and
tions were called or where in the
assignments.
organization chart they appeared."tn
Yes, such activities do take time from
What can be advocated without qualification is an atmosphere of flexibility,
of inereasing use of individual talents,
interests, and abilities. For it is here that
the human mind and spirit will continually hold supremacy over the machine.
There is another side to this issue,that
of greater utilization of public services
librarians in certain technical services
activities. Intner addressesthis issue in a
recent article, dispelling the myth that a
different "mindset" is needed'for cataloging than for reference work and suqgesting that reference Iibrarians would,
indeed. make good catalogers.rnTraining public services profesionals to do
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ModefingLibroryMoleriols
Expenditure:
InitiolExperimenls
of ArizonqStoteUniversity
Charles W. Brownson
A quantitatioe mod.elthat attempts to erplain oari.ationin expenditurebg
subiect in terms understand.ableasselectionpolicg is describeil. The purposeis to createa managementtool that erplicatesthe link baueen policy
and.selectionpractice uhile aooiding the controlled enoironntentoJ allocationJormulas. The model testeilis a prototype, deliberatelEsimpliJiedto
determine uhether the complex selection processcan be sirnulated for
practical purposesby an easilgunderstoodand maintained rnodel. This
d.oesappearpossible,andthe reductioemodel is richer than expected.The
initial experimentsare analyzed.and.methods oJanalysisdiscrssed; reJinementsand areasJor continued researchare suggested,

TI

he basis (psychological, practical,
legal) for the management control of selection is the need for accountability.I
As presently understood, the need for

ulty (as it was before the changes Danton recommended took hold and expert
judgment came to be vested in a corps of
subject specialists in the library). The

of collection management and quantified accountability has, however, been
at some cost to the earlier ideal of expert
selection as enunciated by Danton, who

las arose as a means of adjudicating
power struggles but hardly as a tool foi
the management of selection, there being little or no such management.3 Se-

executive officer rather than to the fac-

manifest

inadequacies

of formulas
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(which I shall presently discuss)have led
to a retreat from earlier hopes for quantified management and the role of expert judgment has thus been withdrawn
to the administrator, whose judgment is
managing and political rather than
scholarly, and who is to usesuch quantified methods as are available as a tool by
which to direct the subject specialists,
who are now the man_ager'sagents
rather than the faculty's."
This history should not be allowed to
obscure the distinction between accountability quantified and unquantified, or between allocation formulas
and other forms of budgeting. Accountability need not be by allocation; allocation need not be by subject; subject allocation need not be by formula. Where
the focus is on subject allocation formulas it is becausethis fits the local management environment and the division
of selection responsibility along disciplinary lines, not becauseformulas give inberently superior accountability. The
advantage of a quantified basis for allocation is thought to be that, as data are
updated the library responds consistently and promptly to changed conditions,n but these benefits can be realized
without the useof a formula, by any administrative procedure.t Formulas may
actually be inferior as devices to ensure
accountability. In 1970 Schad was saying hopefully that the absenceof a theoretical framework was a thing of the
past; by 1978 he agreed that there was
no present prospect for a fundamental
theory; by 1987 he had abandoned this
approach entirely.' The experience of
many thoughtful people, I am sure, has
been similar.
In practice, most formulas do not aspire to the fundamental, but are only
procedures." That is, justification (in the
religious sense of what it means to be
held accountable) being unattainable,
bookkeeping (accounting) has been substituted. After two decades of research
on subject allocation of library budgets
we know almost nothing."'Yet despite
the criticism, the typical responseof libraries is to (sometimesreluctantly) accept allocation as the only option, as

does (for example) Donna Packer, hard
upon her own analysis of inadequacy.
The force behind such hopeful clinging
to dull tools is the matter of control, the
fear of selectors run amok, and the consequent need for (as Packer writes) "an
up-front consideration of , . . research
materials that [find] no direct reflection
in the curriculum, and therefore might
lead the libraries to acquire materials
that would be used only by one person."rr Danton answered these fears in
his discussion of strength and comprehensivenessas collecting prineiples" and
Schad has discussed the poor results
from an atmosphere of control rather
than of opportunity: competition replaces cooperation, and the struggle for
power encourages a destructive and selfregarding division of reality into winners and losers."
In the absence of a theoretical basis it
is no wonder that allocation (especially
by formula) often creates more problems than it solves, as Johnson and Rutstein observe." These authors are willing to recommend experimentation
rvith formulas, but only asa learning experience. Moreover, the arbitrariness of
formulas emphasizes convenience over
"budgeting techniques whose long-term
effectiveness on the collection's performance can be adequately predicted.""
"Formulas
are attractive mainlY
because they seem fair. The inherent
danger is that they can become . . an
end in themselves."'nIndeed, elaborate
formulas often create only the appearance of good management and, by defining as arbitrary subjective meddling
any visible attempts to tinker with the
formula or compensatefor its inevitable
inadequacies,'; allocation by formula
can render good management impossible. Surely it is the determination to
manage rather than simply administer
that is behind the retreat of Schad and
other writers from complex formulas
such as that described by Yunker and
a forCovey." As Schad writes, ".
mula may be useful, not as the sole
source for determining the allocation,
but as an adjunct to the processof defining the needsof different parts of the col-
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Iection.""'This is the line of thouqht we
have followed in the research to-be reported here.
Researchon quantified collection development has been largely directed at
the quantification of need, which is usually re-interpreted for convenience as
demand.'" Need has been variously
quantified as collection use. oooulation
size,'' disciplinary character," i"r"ur"h
activity,'" and literature size.'' Of these
various formulations, that of need
equivalent to collection use has been the
most studied and controversial. This
claim was originally put forward by McCrath in 1971, with subse_quent
support
from Harris and Hindle.'" This heritaee
is cited by Lane in supporting an allocition system heavily dependent on a use
f actor.'" Another independently derived
applica_tion is described by SchmitzVeltin.'' The claim is that "to determine
which subjects to emphasize, librarians
need first to know how to measure the
use of their collections and then to define
the indicators of that use."a McGrath
doessucceed,in his 1979 paper, in identifying eleven variables, which, in various combinations, account for some
two-thirds of the variance in distribution of the sizeand circulation of the collection by subject. That is, assuming
that the library's collecting responds to
need, about two-thirds of this response
can be accounted for by reference to
such institutional indicators as the number of graduate students. One-third of
the library's behavior is unexplained,
and some unknown additional need remains unmet. Collection size and use
are covariant, since size results in part
from growth in response to need; about
two-thirds of circulation is explained by
size.'" Our research at Arizona State
University (ASU) follows this methodological line but using different institutional indicators for reasonsshortly to be
explained.
The other major direction of current
research has been toward the analvsis of
costs. This was originally interpreied as
a compensation for the variation in materials prices characteristic of the different disciplines,t"but pressurefrom infla-

tion (and more recently, international
exchange costs) quickly shifted the
ground3r and the earlier emphasis has
not been pursued. Gold attempted to extend the economic analysis of inflation
to departmental allocations through the
concept of supply and demand, to
which Kohut and Walker replied, rejecting the utility of cost-benefit analyses, but by this time the original issue
had been thoroughly muddied. " Afterward, Sampson returned to the original
article and published an application,
and Sweetman has raised the related issue of the accuracy of eost data (citing
the supporting literature) but refers only
to a "cost factor" and does not explicitly
disentangle inflation from the question
of a subsidy for disciplines characterized
by above-average cbsts.B These points
will be addressed in the model investigated at ASU.
None of this research, valuable as
some of it is, has produced any consensus
regarding its correct application.
Rather, the current inclination seemsto
be toward acknowledgment of this intractability, exchanging the pursuit of
quantification for a frankly political,
negotiated approach to fiscal management with an emphasison equity or fairness. This is hard to fault since it tends
(when successful) to promote goodwill
and, by substituting management for
administration, encouragesleadership.
But this pragmatic approach to fiscal
management should not displace questions of collection development policy,
which are only in part questions of the
distribution of resources. We want to
keep in mind a larger sense of what it
means to be accountable; more than
simply being held responsible, we want
to be able to give an account of our
actions. We persist in wanting to know
just what consequences policy should
have for practice, in wanting to demonstrate the connection by pointing to a
chain of cause and effect. As Schad observes, "Scarcity, dissensus, and complexity and the concerns about fairness
they generate are the principle reasons
why allocators like quantifiable formulas. They argue that formulas enhance
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the limitations of human cognitive
powers and assistthem in choosing from
among many alternatives the one that
optimizes-the effectiveness of the book
budset."" But in what does effectiveness-consist?The question of merely fiscal management is only one aspect of
this more ambitious conception of accountability.
Our experience to date with formulas
and quantified collection development
is thus largely negative. A few quantitative relationships have been discovered
(as, for example, between collection size
and use, or in-house use and circulation,
as noted above) and some initial work on
modeling has been done, notably by McGrath. But the practical successesin the
use of quantified information have not
been convincing. Suecessful applications, essentially political, have varied
in the degree to which quantified information is admitted with other elements,
or deferred to, but no working autonomous formula has been demonstrated.
Indeed, such a goal has come to seem naive, outmoded with the logical-positivist
ideology itself. The original impetus remains unsatisfied however: to discover
the best strategy by studying the facts.
Quantified models have been too uncertain so far to give clear guidance because
collection development is too complex a
process to be easily modeled. We work
more or less effectively with such notions as "need" and such rules of thumb
as "build to strength" without being
able to say exactly what they mean.
This suggests that we are correct in
proceedingby means neither solely quantified nor solely political. If we respect
the facts we should continue to seek
quantified advice and use it honestly,
which means without claiming more for
it than is justified or cynically attempting
to armor management decisions with a
veneer of numbers. Successfulactual selection has been going on all along in a
largely unquantified environment. But
there is no need to acrept the selectors'
policy formulations and rules of thumb as
inherently vague. If we were able to explain variation in selector behavior in
quantified terms we might be able to ex-

plicate the selection policy in actual use
in those same terms. A quantified selection policy would have practical use in
providing guidance to selectors and in
clarifying the terms of management decisions. Such a model would not report selector behavior with complete accuracy,
but this feature both defines and mandates areas of flexibility. Formulas,
which are not derived from experience in
the same way, typically do not provide
any measurement or analysis of their inadequacies. Analysis of the model's deviation from experience will suggest improvements, and may also enable us to
identify selector behavior not in ac,cord
with policy. An evolving, quantified
model of selection policy would thus subsume both the discoveries and the goals of
the formula approach without abrogating management control or necessitating
any overthrow of decision-making proTgn Loc,ll

SrruATroN

Management of collection development
activity at ASU has traditionally been
accomplished through_a system of organizational allocation." That is. the Libraries' objectives are embodied first in
the allocation of human resources: in the
number of subject specialists, the combination of disciplines assigned to them
and the time made available for development work, and the use of coordinators in a "soft" capacity as monitors and
advisors. As Sweetman and Weidemann
remark, "It is quite possible that a librarian may not wish to control the allocation profile. In this case no limit
would be set on expenditure in any subject area, and the only limit would be
the total value of the book fund. Assuming purposive and rational decision
making, such an allocation process implies that the pattern of expenditure that
occurs naturally is best and that any demand for funds i^mplies a valid need for
extra resourc€s."* The translation of selection demand into dollars. then. is assumed to follow from competition
among needs and the budget itself is left
unallocated. Needs are determined by
expert selectors; those needs actually
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satisfied are those that survive the competition and the limitations imposed by
the allocation of human resources. Core
materials thought too essential to risk in
this way are supplied by approval plans,
blanket orders, or subscription; hence,
funds set aside to pay for these preexisting commitments are locally
termed "nondiscretionary" to distinguish a type of expenditure that we are
reluctant to alter or reduce. The distinction between discretionary and nondiscretionary expenditure is crucial to several aspects of modeling and will be
mentioned again.
This approach to collection development is highly flexible and responsive to
changing conditions. As Schad writes,
"any method for allocating funds which
is not flexible violates the concepts of
planning by locking the library into a
program which cannot easily be modified, thus making it difficult to adjust to
institutional change."'' Also, organizational allocation fosters the atmosphere
of opportunity and fairness that we have
already marked as essential. Finally, because librarians must keep in touch with
the needs of their disciplines, a close
bond is maintained with the teaching
and research programs.
However, this approach also has
weaknesses. The heavy reliance on subject specialists as advocates for their disciplines requires professionals with
great commitment and knowledge; in
addition to a scarcity of such talent, selectors under this system tend to repeat
the weaknessesof faculty selectors.s Selectors are given a stake in the system
through real control over policy, but reliance on marketplace competition
means that this control sometimes passes
disproportionately to persuasive wellspoken selectors with developed negotiation skills. The lack of direct oversight,
sometimes frustrating to those charged
with the management of collection development, risks criticism from unsympathetic observers, to whom it may appear that the pilot's wheel is not
connected to the rudder.
An important component in the management of collection development un-

der theseconditions is a detailed policy
statement.This is a cognitive necessity:
"An institution's informational needs
cannot be fully understoodwithout a
thorough inventory of its researchand
instructional programs and goals.l'3s
There is also a practical requirement,
which is that rcme forty personsmust be
continuously informed of each others'
intentions and able to explain them to
the faculty and the university's managers.The policy statementis politically
aswell asprocedurally essential,for the
complex dynamics of collection development under theseconditions produce
few other documentsasreassuringto the
Libraries' critics. Accordingly, considerable effort was investedover a period
of five yearsin developinga policy statement of the requisite thoroughnessand
detail"" (seefigure l). The model selectedwas that usedby the University of
California at Berkeley," similai in
method to the North American Inventory of ResearchCollections,u'Toassure
a policy groundedin the university'sprimary missionthe first phasewas a subject classificationof the curriculum.a3
This curriculum analysiswas usedasthe
basisfor a division of the entire Library
oJ CongressClassification(LCC) schedule into some1,500groups.Subjectspecialists then assignedto each group
codesindicating the strength of the current collection, the desired strength,
and the languagesin which materials
are collected,aswell asnotesindicating
very narrow specialtiesor other unusual
conditions,* Policy concerning government documents was incorporated by
the useof a table translating Superintendent of Documents classificationsinto
theft LCC equivalents.
At the sametime, a systematiccontinuing survey of the facultyt researchinterestswas begun, to incoq)orate into the
policy statement thosecollecting responsibilities not adequately represented by
the curriculum. Researchwas classified
by the sameLCC systemusedfor the curriculum and the Libraries' collections.
thus linking all the components.45
This policy statement has proved to
be broadly useful. While it is not appro-
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Figure l. Collection Development Policy Statement, Arizona State University Libraries (sample)
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priate here to justify it extensively, or
defend its methodology against rivals,
some practical advantagesmay be mentioned that will show how much larger
the question of policy is than simple fiscal control. For example, this written
policy can be combined easily with and
keyed to the library's online catalog so
that anyone using the catalog can seethe
selection policy that stands behind any
item in the collection. The political advantages of such a detailed accountability, along with the self-confidence projected, areenormous. Or, language and
level codes can be extracted and combined to build new approval and blanket order profiles in a fraction of the
time, and with greater perfection, than
formerly achievable. Or again, formerly intractable selection problems
such as translations can be adequately
analyzed.nn
However, the weaknessesof an orqanizational allocation svstem alrealdv
noted sometimes negate its virtues in
'ways for which a policy statement cannot compensate. When money and time
become scarcer than usual, marketplace
competition becomes unhealthy. Some
competition is desirable: it forces selectors to think about and justify priorities.
But a library cannot really accept marketplace premises. Selectors cannot be
allowed to go out of business,for example. As resourcesdry up, individual selection decisions have greater consequences and selectors want to know

scarcity can damage morale and man-

not worry much about fairness but
when budgets decline scarcity also increases the probability of unfairness by
stimulating competition and selfun
interest.
Therefore, even before the policy
statement was complete, a new research
program was begun to investigate ways
of increasing management control of
collection development without sacrificing the virtues of the present system of
unallocated budgeting and dispersed
authority. What was wanted was some
knowledge of the dollar consequencesof
the priorities expressedin the policy
statement.
This is the area of practice traditionally covered by the allocation formula,
which attempts to control selection by
constraining development with (usually
fiscal) limits on growth. These con.straints and limits are thougbt to relate
in some way to collection development
policy, but no one has been able to demonstrate this link. There are intangibles
not captured by a quantified system
(these are analyzed by Kohut and
Walker'') against which a complete defense has never been mounted, so that
most writers on allocation find it necessary to qualify their allocation models
by reference to the need for expert judgment. This need is occasionally built directly into an allocation method
through the subjective use of numerical
information.'" The desire for a method
stripped of intangibles sometimes leads
to the useof inadequate formulas, justified as the only alternative to a completely unallocated budget, but this is a
straw man. What is always at issue is
subject allocation versus other accounting methods. Seldom is the allocation
formula claimed to be the only means of
oversight and control; the alternatives
are merely overlooked. Allen and Tat,
for example, proceed directly from "collectors devoid of discrimination" to "objective" formulas without examining the
intermediate ground.tt Conversely, discussions of allocation by formula generally assumesubject allocation and leave
other types of division unanalyzed. Subject allocation and the use of formulas
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are logically distinct and should be kept
apart.5e
We therefore believed ourselves justified in pursuing a nonformula approach
to subject analysis of the library budget,
and initial research was directed toward
the development of measuresthat would
enable coordinators and subject specialists to meet short-term quantitative
goals that could be demonstrated to be
in conformity with the broader qualitative objectives (intangibles) sum marized
in the policy statement. Glyn Evans has
described a similar research project undertaken in the State Universitv of New
York system.t3The basisof Evans's project was a collection analysis very similar
to (though not as extensive as) the ASU
policy statement, Iikewise using a course
analysis expressed in the LCC. To this
base was to be added booktrade information and circulation data in a manner
similar to that proposed at ASU. However, though Evans's team concluded
that the methodology was valid, they
were unable to develop satisfactory
quantitative equivalents for many of the
proposed measures and were thus unable to propose a practical application.
Our experiencewas similar.
We determined, therefore, to avoid
the troublesome measures and test the
adequacy of a much simpler set of resources: the policy statement, shelf
counts, and circulation data. Our goal
was to use this data to model an actual
pattern of expenditure by subject. From
this model we would be able to read off
the selection principles that produced it
and so open our selection behavior to
more precise analysis and criticism.
EMPIRICALRESEARCH
The model tested eombines shelf and
circulation counts with factors derived
from the ASU Collection Deoelopment
Policy Statement (hereafter the CDPS):
the current and desired collecting levels,
the gap between these two levels, and
data on faculty research.
I will defer for a bit a fuller description of these factors and their associated
methodological issues. Conceptually,
the current collecting level and the shelf

count can be thought of as measuresof
collection strength, while the desired
level, the gap, and the research and circulation counts relate in various ways to
need. These six factors are combined to
produce an index for each subject area.
It is variation in this index that models
variation in the actual pattern of expenditure by subject.
In order to compare the two distributions (of the index and of dollars spent) it
is necessary to construct a budget from
the index. Each subject area is funded in
proportion to its index. From this fund
the subject's nondiscretionary costs are
subtracted; that is, the preexisting commitments to approval plans, blanket orders, and subscriptions. The remaining
discretionary money can then be compared, subject by subject, to the actual
discretionary expenditure and the adequacy of the model expressed by the aoerage discretionary diJJerence, or IIDD.
The intent of the research was to find a
configuration of factors and methods of
calculation that minimizes the ADD.
In order to construct a realistic
budget from the policy index some additional factors relating to costs are required, in the form of subsidies for costrelated disciplinary peculiarities outside
the control of the library. The most obvious of these is a subsidy for high serial
costs. Containing these costs, or at least
making clear the extra burden they impose, has emerged in the past few yealg
as a collection management priority.-'
Recent experience with the burden imposed by a weak dollar has made clear
the wisdom of a separateand visible subsidy for exchange rates as well. Additional subsidies were created for high
monograph costs, the presence of research, and heavy circulation. The latter two subsidies were intended to test
whether these elements should be handled as subsidies,asseparateelements in
the calculation of the policy index, or as
contributions to the concept of need as
originally planned.
This model achieved an initial ADD
of 19,526. Table I gives the best case for
the Department of Theatre up through
the calculation of the index, and table 2
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TABLE 1
APPLICATION

OF

TI{E

Q'UANTIFIED

To rHE DgpanlueNr
Shelfnumber

PN3157-3171
PNI560-1599
PN1970-1979
PN2220-3034
PN2085-2099
PN2000-2084
PN2570-2609
PN2610-2859
PN2300-2554
PN2100-2219
PN2860-2960
PT8854-8900
PT9800-9817
PN3195-3310
PN2961-3030
PN3035-3050
PN3151-3194
Total

Now

384
3A4
24
3A
3A
3A
3A
3A
38
3A
23A
3A
3A
1A
1A
1B
3A
34.
(52)

End

3A
38
38
3A
3A.
38
3A

Shelf

r49
133
130
2875
r89

38
(6.6)

Circ

320
OJ

Subjecl

z

l9
l8
t8
16

Children's theatre
Performing arts
Puppet plays
History by country
Stage and accessories
Theatre, general
Great Britain
Continental Europe
Latin America
History by period
Asian theatre
Ibsen
Strindberg
Pageants,minstrelsy
Africa, Oceania
Jewish theatre
Amateur theatre

I

z

]D

207

4
z
44J

6673

2589

h

/vJ

724
200
184
126
96

IJ

I12
304
244
480
114
103

Index

D('

otz

MODEL

Rsch

0
0
1
0
1
I
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

n5
3A
3A
3A
3A
3A
3A

SELECTION

or Trlnannr

)t

244
32
46
23

ID

14
13
13
I2
l1
II
l1
II
I1
lt
IT
I]
6

Numerical equivalents usigned to collecting poliry levels are:
4=9 5, 38=7 3, 3A=5_6.2=4 3. tA=z 6
The index figures for individual classifications are shom as computed The final index for the Department of
Theatre has been scaled after computation to a 100-point scale

gives the corresponding budget calculations. The index correctly models the actual internal priorities in the development of the theatre collection and the
resultant ranking of the department as
56th of 66 is reasonable. The discretionary balance as calculated from the index

TABLE 2
PREDIcTED ExpsNorrunE
FoR Tr{E
DEPARTMENT oF THEATRE Basno oN
TFIE QUANTIFIED SELEcTIoN MoDEL
Buic allocation
Periodical subsidy
Exchmge cost subsidy
Total allocation
Fixed costs (fiscal 1987/88)
approval plans (tm small for
sampling estimate)
blmket orders
periodicals
serials
monograph STO
Discretionary balance
Actual expenditure (3-year avg )
Disoetionary difference;
Adjusted discretionary awud
Adjusted discretionary difference:

$11,556
$0
$o
$11,556

$o
$ 100
$ 1,903
$ 680
$8r
$ 8,792
$ 3,133
+ 5,659
$ 2,740
-393

is too high, but some modifications now
to be described bring the discretionary
difference down to 393, which is quite
good.
A little thought will suggest that an
ADD of zero is an unrealistic expectation. First of all, there is no reason to believe that the Libraries' actual expenditure is so closely in accord with its
policy. Moreover, the Libraries' priorities (as detailed in the CDPS) are not in
reality pursued equally or all together,
as the model assumes. Ideally, we
should model the expenditure over several years, perhaps five or ten, as attention is focused first on one and then another set of priorities, eventually
covering all of them over a eycle longer
than a single year. This would also minimize the influence of a second realitv.
that in any given year selectors can be
arbitrarily inactive (or unusually active), a pattern that would average out
over several years. However, when we
adjust the standard of comparison (by
replacing the actual 1988 discretionary
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expenditure with a three-year average)
we find an improvement of only 0.2%,
from 19,526to 19,481.
The chief source of inadequacy in the
initial configuration of the model is its
analysis of fixed (nondiscretionary)
costs. If we provide a perfect subsidy for
all fixed costs (which amounts to applying the calculated index only to the discretionary money left after fixed costs
are paid) then the ADD falls to 8,321, an
improvement of more than 57 Vo. The
effect of a perfect subsidy is to protect
existing commitments; this is, in fact,
the way the budget is actually spent and
a practice found in the very distinction
between fixed and discretionary costs,
so the adjusted ADD is really in better
accord with practice. Whether this is
the correct way to budget is another
matter. One powerful spur to new interest in allocations is, after all, the desire
to contain periodical costs to some semblance of need in order to protect the
more discretionary monograph funds.
The "perfect" subsidy also obscures the
fact that serial costs were to be covered
by two sources: (l) the subsidy that compensates for high costs to certain disciplines; and (2) the basic allocation,
which is to be calculated with reference
to the policy index, Because our information on journal pricing is quite inadequate, it is certain that some of the 57 Vo
improvement is due to an unrealistic distribution of subsidy funds. But it is also
possible that some disciplines' subscription lists are so far out of accord with
policy that the discrepancy is beyond the
ability of this particular model to capture. Detecting these violations of policy
was one of the original purposes of pursuing this strategy of modeling, and we
would expect such a violation to turn up
in the ADD as an imbalance between
fixed and discretionary funding. Unfortunately, without better information on
journal pricing it will be impossible to
disentangle these two factors. The obvi
ous solution is to develop accurate local
data.
It would appear, then, that a fairly
simple quantified model of library expenditures is within reach.
Some of the internal structure of the

model can be revealed by multiple regression. We have already noted in the
literature the covariance of cireulation
with shelf size; one interesting discovery
among the cross-correlations of the
present model is that circulation and research activity are also covariant. Research activity appears to be almost as
good a predictor of circulation as shelf
size (the independent correlations are
0.80 and 0.87, respectively). Research
activity does not predict shelf size well,
however.
The final index is computed by combining three intermediate indexes, one
for the variables relating to need, one for
collection strength, and one for research
activity. (It was discovered that the
model performed better if research was
separated from the indicators of need.)
Tables 3 and 4 show the contributions of
the basic data elements and the intermediate indexes toward an explanation of
the variation in three dependent variables: the eomputed index, the predicted
expenditure, and the actual expenditure. There are several striking features
here: how few elements are needed to
explain most of the variation, the insignificance of policy statement variables
(collecting levels), and the importance
of research activity, which is always significant and sometimes dominant.
However, continuing investigation
suggests (but has not proved) that the
significance of research activity as a

TABLE 3
coNTRrBUTroN (srr,ls) oF BAsrc
TO VARIATION
DATA ELEMENTS
VARIABLES
IN TI{REE DEPENDENT
Computed
index

Reserch
Shelf
Cirmlation
GUP
Desired level
Cunent level
Total vuiation
explained (7o)

.4396
zMl

Predic{ed

Actud

erpendiroreexpenditure

6958
2446

.6231
.2443

€o/

1683

r690
- 0932
99 34

88 26

79.15

Where betas are not given, these vriables do not
improve tlte perfomance of the model in explaining
viation in tire deoendent vryiable.
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TABLE 4
CoNTRTBUTToN (nnres) or INrEnMEDIATE INDEXES To VARIATIoN IN
TrrREE DEPENDENT VARIABLES
Computed
index

Reseach
Need
Strength
Total wiation
explained (7o)

Predided

Actual

expendilure

expenditure

3927
3541
3737

4780
.4965

99 98

90 97

4802
3852

Where betm ile not given, these mriables do not
improve the performmce of the model in explaining
variation in the dependent vuiable

variable may be an artifact of the decision to weight the intermediate indexes
equally. If these indexes are allowed to
seek a level that maximizes the performance of the model then researchdrops
out, retreating to a position among the
other factors relating to need.
Somewhat distressing, in view of the
original intention of basing a model on
the policy statement, is the limited contribution of the policy's collecting levels
to the model. A test of the ability'of policy.statement variable.salone to explain
variation in actual exDenditure shows
that only about l6 % of ihe variation can
be explained in this way. Both the current collecting level and the desired level
show some correlation with researchactivity (0.33 and 0.36, respectively).
There is also a correlation of 0.37 between the index of need and the gap between the two collecting levels, but this
is overwhelmed in the calculation of this
intermediate index by circulation data,
which shows an independent correlation of 0.87 with need. These correlations between policy levels and such indicators as research and circulation
(shelf size shows a small negative correIation with the policy) should not be surprising in view of the fact that it was just
these indicators (among others) that
were used as guidance in setting the policy levels in the first place. We had
hoped, however, that the resulting policy rvould have proved at least as effective in explaining variation in expenditure as the orisinal indicators.

Soun MrrnoDoLocICAL IssuES
Our predisposition to base quantified
collection management tools on the
CDPS springs from the invitation proffered by its methodology. Unlike the
CDPS, there is no obvious way to quantify the traditional narrative policy
statement. Nor do narrative policies
generally attempt to rank their priorities. A group of narrative policies will
generally overlap each other without
being exhaustive, while individual policies will differ in both method and focus. Thus narrative policies, emphasizing individual peculiarities, discourage
the comparison of disciplines and so defeat general prioritization.
The CDPS, by contrast, offers three
scales of comparison, each covering the
entire library classification: current collection level, desired level, and the gap
between these two levels. In the context
of the two basic collection development
concepts of strength and need, the current collection Ievel indicates relative
strength while the gap between the two
levels indicates relative need. The third
scale, desired collecting level, is in a
sense determined by these two. However, a one-step gap in a collection being
developed to level 4 would seem a more
costly development problem than the
same one-step gap in a collection being
developed only to level 38, so that the
gaps between levels are not the same
size. Thus, each of the three collecting
scales contains unique information.
(Arithmetically, this is true so long asthe
gap and the desired level are segegated
in a separate index that is ad.ded to the
index of strength. If all three intermediate indexes arc multiplied then one of
the collecting scales becomes redundant
and must be eliminated.)
All three scalesare explicitly comparative but Iack magnitude and thus cannot, in initial form, be added or multiplied. In order to be incorporated into
an arithmetical model the collecting
level codes must be quantified, or given
a magnitude. Theoretically, the notation (3A, 4, etc.) of colleeting level is the
same for all libraries, since it bears a
fixed relationship to the kind and
amount of material necessaryto study at
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a given level. Hence, it ought to be possible to say, certainly for a given discipline, perhaps for the library as a whole,
how much larger a level 4 collection is
than a level 38, and whether this increment is the same as that between level 2
and level lB. Presumably this hypothesiscould be testedby comparing a number of library collections. It is possible,
of course, that libraries do not agree sufficiently on thesematters to make useful
empirical measurements. Certainly it is
conceivable that two collections equally
able to support researchmay be very different in size due to a mass of uselessor
superseded material in one. Perhaps
there is an inherently great variation in
what it means to be able to support research.
In discussingthe information unique
to the gap between the two level codes I
have already rejected the possibilitl, that
these gaps may be uniform in size. A
number of nonuniform divisions of the
scale are possible; the one incorporated
in the model uses a constant factor and
assigns to each level a magnitude
smaller by that factor than ihe next
larger level. The model was found to
perform best when level 4 was set at 9.5
on a scaleof I0 and a factor of 1.3 used.
The resulting numeric equivalents are
given on table l.
The CDPS notation of collecting levels allows direct comparison of different
Iibraries' collections in the same discipline, but between disciplines these
scales are entirely relative. One cannot
tell, for example, that to develop a collection from level 2 to level 3A may be in
one case a matter of 1.000 books.
whereas in another caseit may be a matter of ten times as many. In order to see
the dollar consequencesof these policylevel decisions it is necessary to add to
the CDPS factors that are not relative.
Relative strength (the current collection level) may be conveniently given an
absolute dimension by combining it
with shelf count, and need (desired level
and gap) by combining that with circulation. Both of these quantities are easy
to relate to the policy statement through
the classification system, but both also

present methodological difficulties.
Collection size was measured by counting titles, but volumes might have been
counted instead, and while the relationship of circulation figures to actual demand has been rather thoroughly examined in the literature, its relation to need
is uncertain and other equally plausiblg
measuresof need have been proposed.""
The relationship of shelf counts to the
concept of strength is also uncertain.
The notion of disciplinary or literature
size identified by McPheron and others
might in some ways be preferable,
though it is much harder to measure.
There ought to be a relationship between shelf size and literature size indicated (but not entirell'captured) by the
cllrrent collecting level, which can be
thought of as measuring the proportion
of the available literature that is bought,
but this has never been investigated.
The significance of faculty reiearch to
the model is not obvious. The existence
of research activity was supposed to
have been considered by selectorsin setting policl'levels and indeed, investigation revealed a small (0.3) but significant correlation between policy
statement variables and the number of
research projects. This was insufficient
to support the thesis that a measure of
research activity was unnecessary, but
left undecided what degree of prominence research should have. Nor lvas it
certain how to represent the incidence of
research within the model. In the end, a
simple count of active research projects
in each classification area was used.
This method is inadequate in some respects. In particular, it assumesthat all
research projects are equally active and
in need of library .support. However,
adding such factors as grant size is no
help, especially because this discriminates against the high proportion of unfunded research in the arts and humanities.;t' (Creative projects in the arts are
counted equally with other research in
Richardson'ssurvey, which supplied the
data for the ASU model.)
With regard to the final index, the
simplest method of computing this is to
multiply all the factors together. How-
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ever, early correlation studies showed
as we have seen. What is the meaning of
that this leads to a dominance of the incirculation data for areas of the collecdex by'the factor of shelf size, which action that are noncirculating, or for areas
counted for not less than 75% of the of the classification (such as AE or Ql)
variation in the index, and up to 96oh that contain high proportions of noncirdepending on the configuration of facculating material? How are we to model
tors and rules ehosen. Instead. the index
parts of the library with unusual fundwas calculated as follows: factors relating structures, such as government docing to need (gap and end level, together
uments or special collections? Is there a
with research and circulation if these way to represent the importance of reoptions are selected)and factors relating
search that is more sophisticated than
t o s t r e n g t h ( c u r r e n t l e v e l a n c l s h e l T simply counting projects? This catalog
count) are multiplied separately and the
could easily be extended. However, it is
products expressedon a common scale. pos.siblethat a more sophisticated model
The present model then adds these two
might give a better idea of the real imintermediate indexes together along
portance of these issues.As research has
with research (also expressedon the
progressed, a number of issues that
common scale)to yield the combined inseemedlarge at first proved to be incondex. This method of calculation insures sequential in their effects and we have
that need and strength will carry equal
seen, in the regression analysis, that
weight. though the factor of shelf iize
much of the variation in expenditure
still dominates the strength calculations,
can be explained with just a few factors.
accounting for two-thirds of the variaPerhaps some of these apparentll, intion in that index. It should be observed, tractable theoretical issueswill prove to
however, that need and strength have
be only niggling refinements.
been arbitrarily balanced, anJa better
Colrcr,usroNs
model rvould test a range of proportions.
The initial inadequacy of the model
It is obvious that further research is both
was measured by' the ADD of 19,526. necessaryand justified. It does seem that
The portion of the ADD that has been
the policy statement can be made the
explained results almost entirely from
basis of some sort of quantified system
the inadequate modeling of fixed costs for subject analysis of the budget. Moretogether with the arbitrary insistence over, the model tested proved to be
that the intermediate indexes be given
much richer and more fecund in throwequal rveight. About 32% of this has not
ing off interesting hypotheses than we
been explained, some of which may be
initially imagined. Some of these ideas
accounted for when the methodolosical
have already been mentioned, as for exissuesmentioned so far have been eLmample the possibility of a relationship
ined further, and more when better data
between measures of faculty research
can be obtained concerning costs,circuand circulation. Other relationships
lation, and collection size. Part of the
might be uncovered by further analysis.
ADD will not be explained, which is the
For example, if departments are ranked
portion representing selection not justiin order by their actual expenditure exfied by the policy; one of the goalsof this
pressed as a percent of the whole
researchwas to identify and measure the
budget, when the partial sums of thqse
dollar value of this deviation from the
percentages are plotted against the parpolicy, but the present model appears tial sums of the ranks. a curve resemtoo crude to support any such speculabling an upside-down Zipfian distribution. The residual ADD misht be extion is revealed. The curve is approxiplained by some unknown missing facmated by the expressionlog (y) :215*
tor, or it might be inherent in the model,
to a correlation in the neighborhood of
in issuesthat have been wrestled with
0.85, and the distribution of expendifor years by other workers in the field of
ture and fixed costs by discipline eviallocation formulas, with little progress dentlv obev similar laws.
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A better understanding of such relationships would go far to constructing a
more reliable and autonomous model of
selector behavior.
It might be asked, however, whether
an autonomous system is what is wanted,
or whether we wouldn't prefer to retain
more of the discretion in our own hands.
Perhaps it would be better to find ways of
applying what we already know to enhance our own judgment in achieving a
fair distribution of funds.
One of the most striking conclusions
from the first year's research on the
quantification of selection policy is the
heavy role accorded to management decisions. Far from reducing the role of the
collection development professional to
that of an administrator who oversees
the operation of an autonomous formula
and maintains a favorable political climate, we have seen that clear policy decisions are required at every step of the
way. How much of the budget is to be
set aside for subsidies? To what extent
do we intend to fund periodical price increasesand exchange costs, passthem on
to the selector to control, or pass them
back to the university and the legislature
to fund? What is the relative weight to
assign to strength and need, and what
considerations might aid in making this
decision, or should we allow a flexible
approach that follows selector practice?
Is the present 16% contribution of the
policy statement acceptable? Should we
insist that the policy statement dominate the model, or should we treat the
actual written statement as a convenient
notation for unstated expert decisions?
Finally, thought should be given to
other methods of evaluating the correctness of quantified models, of analyzing
their properties, and of drawing conclusions from them.
I have shown elsewheretthow quantification can clarify the role of collection
managers by specifying and contextualizing the decisions that should be
made. I would put this forward as the
usual effect of quantification, which,
intelligently pursued, can only increase
our knowledge concerning the consequences of our actions.

Meanwhile, neither continuing research nor the crudities of the present
model should distract from attempts to
apply what we do know to better advise
selectors. It is possible, for example, that
rough budget targets could be devised.
usirig the dita welave to guide negotiations, along the lines described by Schad
and Thompson. If such targets were prevented from becoming institutionalized
or treated as anything more than advisorv (that would be unwarranted qiven
the piesent state of our knowledge)1hey
could be used to pace selection activity,
analyze selector behavior, make difficult priority decisions, identify notably
over- and underfunded discipli/res and
areas requiring cost containment. Nothing should stand in the way of our realizing these potential benefits, which the
present analysis holds out.
exo Norrs
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Noteson Operotions
Historyof the Abbey Publicotions
EllenMcCrody

r|.l
|' here are two Abbey publications.
both covering preservation-of books and
documents and both edited by me: the
Abbeg Newsletter and the Alkaline Paper Adoocate. The Abbey Neusletter,
the oldest, covers the treatment and
preservation of existing materials, and
t};,eAlkaline Paper Adoocate covers permanent and alkaline paper, the use of
which preserves materials for the future. Abbey Publications, Inc., is a corporation that gives legal form to both
newsletters and to related work that I
do, which consistsmostly of organizing
and being active in preservation-related
groups. This narrative will concern itself with the two publications and with
one related activity, the production of
pH pens.
Tns A.BrIrr NrwsLETTER
In 1975 I was running my hand bindery,
the Academy Book Bindery, in Dexter,
Michigan, with the help of six or so parttime profit-sharing employees. After six
years in business, I had become reconciled to the strange habits of customers,

the eleven different taxes I had to pay,
and the necessity of hard work, but I
could not reconcile myself to the isolation
from potential employees, equipment
dealers and buyers, teachers and students, and other binders. It did not seem
fair, though I could understand the reasons for this isolation. There were so few
hand bookbinders then, and they were so
insignificant economically, that support
servicesand channels of public communication did not exist. Book conservators
were so scarce you could count them on
the fingers of your hand, and none of
them worked independently. Preservation administration as a profession was
still a gleam in the eye of Paul Banks,
then conservator at the Newberry Librarv. later the head of the Conservation
Education Programs at Columbia University.
The cure for professional isolation
seemed to be to start a newsletter. The
first issue,in August 1975, was a singlesheet handout for customers and potential bookbinding students. The commercial aspect soon faded and it became a

Ellen McCrady is Editor, Abbey Publications, Inc. Invited paper received and accepted for
publication Au gust 24, 1989; revised July I l, 1990.
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channel of communication for anvone
who offered or wanted equipment. jobs,
lessons,or news of bookbinding. My aim
was to get it into the hands of all potential readers, in order to create a coinmunity. I did not know how to find them,
but I trusted that they would find me if I
made the newsletter fun to read and informative, and if I gave out enough free
copies.They did.
In the past fifteen years coverage has
expanded to include book and paper
conservation and preservation of library
and archival materials, as well as hand
binding-a
diverse group of interests.
Still, the feeling of community is there,
and the newsletter has unitv. Manv
readers say they read it
io
"ou".
"nu"i,
which means that I have
succeeded
in
making all of it digestible, even for nonspecialists. Newsletters, like newspapers, do not have to restrict their scope
to the professional interests of a sinqle
occupational group.
The early issuesof the Abbeg Neusletter were pretty primitive. Thev were
put togetherwith the help of the bindery
staff and handed out to anyone who
came in the door. The staff also gave the
newsletter its name. "The Abbev" was
their nickname, about 1975, for the
bindery', the Academy Book Bindery
(A'.8.B., pronounced Abbey). We felt
this was an appropriate name because
the newsletter was published from a
bindery run by a woman, and the word
abbeg can mean "convent" as well as
"monastery." We also liked the association with scriptoria and ancient books.
In 1976I moved the binderv from Dexter to Ann Arbor. nine miles awav. to be
closer to the customers, most of whom
were conn@ted with the Universitv of
Michigan. Soon the university's own
bindery closed, and work of all kinds
poured into theshop. I considered dropping the newsletter because I was so short
of time, but several local readers talked
me out of it. I have been issuing the newsletter ever since then, whether I was short
of time or not, from a total of eight different addressesin Michigan, Maryland,
New York, and Utah between lg75 and
f987. (The six years between lg78 and

1984 were my Wanderjahre, during
which I made the transition from binder
to preservation profesional.) It is amazing that all of the subscribers seem to
have kept up with my frequent address
cnanges.
Address changes lost far fewer subscribers for the newsletter than orice increases. I started charging a tee'in 1977.
which rosefrom g6 to $35 by 1987. For a
while, the number of subscriptions stabilized at around I,000, though they
have increased since then. Since further
increasing the subscription fee was
likely to decrease the number of subscribers, I left it there, although receipts
still did not cover costs. The Neusletter
is not a moneymaking project, but a service, and I want to make it available to
as manv people as possible.
A renewal rate of 60 to 85 percent is
viewed as good for a commercial newsIetter that sends out a six-part
-and series of
special offers. reminders,
bonuses
well in advance of renewal date. The
Abbey Newsletter's renewal rate has remained at around 9l percent throughout the years, despite the fact that we do
very little chasing after nonrenewers.
I had to close the Academy Book
Bindery in 1978, because it was clear,
after eight years of immense effort, that
it would never make any money. With
the proceeds from the sale of assets
(made possibleby the newsletter'.smailing list), I moved to Washington, D.C.
to make a fresh start in the conservation
capital of the country. Unfortunately,
no one wanted to hire me as a binder,
conservator, or even as a librarian despite my degree and experience,so I usually had to work as a clerk-typist.
I was incredibly lucky to find a year's
employment as a conservation aide for
the Library of Congress' Restoration Office (now the Document Conservation
Office), and then another year's employment as a clerk-typist at the National Archives' Document Restoration Branch
(now the Document Conservation
Branch). These two experiences, together with a short period of volunteer
desk work for the Smithsonian Institution
Libraries'Conservation Lab, gave me a
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first-hand look at the practice of book
and paper conservation and helped me
make friends in the profession whose information needsI servedthrough the Abbeg Neu;sletter. Before and after these
jobs, I worked for temporary help agencies when I could and endured long periods of unemployment. The poorer I
was, the more I hesitated to raise the subscription price of the newsletter, because
I sympathized with the subscriberswho
might not be able to afford it, but eventually I did what was necessary.
After four years in Washington, I saw
that I was going to need more formal education to fit myself for a job in this
field. The conservation and preservation programs in the School of l,ibrary
Service at Columbia University had
been establishedby then, so I applied for
the one-year preservation program,
leading to a special certificate in preservation administration. I was accepted,
and spent the next year and a half in
New York City, living in the dorm, taking notes in classes,reading in the library, and putting out the newsletter
from m1'office in the library.
Having accessto so much valuable information in my classesand in the library itself was like a dream come true
after having had to scratch so hard for so
many years to get information from unreliable books and scarce informants.
Nevertheless, I kept my priorities
straight. If there was a conflict between
class assignments and the newsletter's
press deadline, I let the class assignments slide.
The newsletter was an education in itself, in the sensethat many of the Ionger
articles required a good deal of research
in the library and had to be accurate,
becauseI knew by this time that readers
were relying on the Abbeg Neusletter to
guide them in their professional work.
The April l98l issue had been full of
heavily researched articles (probably
because of a run of bad luck in jobseeking) on preservation priorities and
leather preservation, In 1983 and 1984
while at Columbia, I published this sort
of material in special supplements.
There was one on fumigation, one on li-

brary binding that is still in demand,
and one on bookbinding leather, with
two translations from the German that
took forever to do.
My fellow students would sometimes
help me paste up the newsletter-two,
three, or four of them tracing watermarks, cleaning up copy, waxing it, and
laying it down. When it was ready, I
would take the artwork and a couple of
boxes of acid-free paper to a small
printer downtown, pushing my hand
truck along city streets and on the subway. Hand trucks were not permitted
on the subway, but I couldn't see any
other way unlessI took a cab, which was
too expensive.By this time I was using a
lightweight paper, 4O-pound Waylite
from Ecusta, because it saved postage,
was acid-free and buffered, and was
good-looking besides. Unfortunately,
the printer's little folder couldn't handle
it, so it had to be jobbed out to another
printer. This always made the job take
longer than I thought it ought to take,
but I would compensatefor this delay by
dashing down to the printers with my
hand truck the minute I heard the job
was ready, and getting it mailed out,
with my fellow students' help, rvithin
twenty-four hours. Then, as now, the 6by-9-inch stuffed envelopes with firstclass postage were put in boxes in zip
code order and driven to the back door
of the nearestpost office, day or night. If
the mailing was not ready until midnight, it went at midnight, even if I had
to take a cab, and even if the cab driver
was afraid to venture in the neighborhood. (It was the l25th Street post office
in Harlem, a desolate neighorhood even
in the daytime,)
Becauseof this extracurricular activity, I did not graduate until January
1984. My office in the library was so
convenient, and I was so absorbed with
the newsletter, that I was reluctant to
leave it even when Brigham Young University (BYU) offered me an attractive
job as preservation librarian in the
spring of 1984. Eventually, though, I
accepted the job. It did make sense to
start paying back my college loans and
getting a reliable paycheck. The news-
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letter was losing the same amount of
money every year, regardless of the
number of subscribers or the size of the
subscription fee, because it was growing
to keep up with advances in the field.
In late July 1984 I loaded all the boxes
of blank paper and back issues, office
files, and personal belongings into a
rental truck and drove to Provo. Utah. to
my new job. The BYU library allowed
me to do the newsletter from mv office.
and gave me one day off a week for newsletter work. It paid for a part-time assistant, the telephonecalls, and photocopying. All this was very helpful. In return I
gave out free subscriptions to anybody in
the librarl'who was interested.
Two years later I incorporated the
newsletter and related activities under
the name Abbey Publications. The articles of incorporation state that the corporation's purposes are:
l. To disseminatenewsand information to people involved in an1.aspect of conservation of library and
archival materialsr
2. To stimulate and encourage the
field of conservation in ill its
aspects-curatorial, scientific, restorative, and administrative;
3. To record the achievements of the
field and to provide accessto relevant professional literature of the
past, of other fields, and of other
countries; and
4. To engage in related activities such
as organization of symposia, production of audiovisual aids, or
maintenance of an information ser-

As trustees I chose three of my teachers from Columbia University, whose
expertise and good judgment I trusted:
Pam Darling, Gary Frost, and Terry Belanger. (More recently, that number has
been increased by the addition of Roberta Chalfant and Robert J. Strauss.)
My original reason for incorporating
was to provide someone to carry on if
something should happen to me, or to
wind up the newsletter's affairs if it ever
had to be closed down.

In November 1986 the corporation received tax-exempt status. In the process
of justifying this status, I looked for
other independent newsletters with taxexempt status to use as a precedent, but
found none. There are newsletters published by universities and professional
associations, but none that is the principal activity of its organization. Independent newsletters are usually commercial
in nature.
Late in 1986 the library withdrew
much of the support it had been giving
to the newsletter. and I felt the need to
work full-time on the newsletter. Consequently, in early 1987 I left the library
and set up an office in my home, with a
part-time assistant who had been with
me in the library. Now the Abbeg Neusletter would have to support itself for
the first time, and its editor too, if it
could. During the first year, the newsletter was able to provide a salary of only
$3,000. The trustees advised me to appeal for funds, and they have taken an
increasingly active role in fund-raising
since then.
Tga Atx.tuNn

Papnn Aovocern

During the first year after leaving the library, I became increasingly convinced
that a newsletter was needed in the field
of "prospective preservation," or the use
of permanent materials, particularly paper, for books and records. Acid-free paper was being produced in increasing
quantities, but there were barriers to its
use, because the manufacturers were not
promoting it or even identifying it assuch
in the marketplace. Librarians, who had
been asking over the last 100 years for
publishers to use permanent paper, had
no way to make their needsknown to the
paper industry at large. Publishers who
tried to find permanent paper sometimes
gave up or had to go out of the country to
get it because it took so long to find it.
Here was another bad situation that
could probably be remedied by dissemination of information to the right people
through a newsletter.
I had three reasons to believe that I
should be the one to put out this newsletter: (l) I had been covering permanent
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paper in the Abbeg Newsletter from the
beginning; (2) as a bookbinder I had
been very involved with finding, using,
and understanding alkaline or acid-free
paper; and (3) I had studied paper permanence and manufacture in our preservation classesat Columbia University.
The new newsletter, like the Abbey
Neusletter, would provide a forum for
all sectors of society that were concerned
with the problem.
The first issue of the Alkaline Paper
Ad,oocate came out in January 1988,
and there have been seventeen other issues since then. Most subscribers are librarians, archivists, and their institutions (39 percent). Paper manufacturers
and merchants make up the next biggest
group. The rest of the subscribers are
Iargely conservators, chemists, publishers, paper industry suppliers, and
bookbinders. One subscriber in five lives
outside the United States.
To make the market pressure exerted
by users of acid-free paper a little more
perceptible to the manufacturers, I have
been making and selling "pH pens" that
can distinguish between alkaline and
acidic paper. They are only felt-tipped
pensfilledwith anindicator (chlorophenol red), a simple idea.

The pH pens have been most popular
with the paper mills that either plan on
converting to alkaline papermaking or
have converted. Even they, the manufacturers, have trouble telling alkaline
from acidic paper, so they are sending in
large orders for pens for their salesstaffs.
It is great fun to use the pH pen, and
see the line turn purple on alkaline paper, and yellow on acidic paper; but the
biggest satisfaction in providing them is
the knowledge that they make microfilming, deacidification, and much conservation treatment unnecessarl for
every book or group of documents that
can be put on alkaline paper.
Activism, committee work, and "related activities" Iike this take up so much
time that I have fallen behind in publishing my newsletters. I will catch up,
but I can see that two newsletters like
theseare all that one full-time editor like
me can handle. Perhaps one day'there
will be so much action in preservation
that it will take two or more editors at
Abbey Publieations to cover it all. Then
the big challenge will be to make the
transition from a one-woman enterprise
to an institution, long-lived if not immortal, like the collections in whose interest it operates
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Enhoncing
SubiectAccessibitity
fo the OnlineCotolog
Elizabeth H. Smith
subiect accessto the online catalog is a maior problem. Difficulties uith
subiect accessare discussed.ImTtrooedsubiect authoritg capability is suggested,asis the importanceol maintaining a controlled.bnrsironmint. Su!gestionsare madeJor improoing catalogingJor an online sgstem.
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I
u b l i c a c c e s si s p r o b a b l y t h e m o s t
complex area of library automation toda1'. Usersof all types of libraries are doing a lot of subject searching in online
catalogs, but they are not satisfied with
it. Karen Markey conducted an extensive researchproject on subject accessin
online catalogs in the early 1980s. The
finding.s of that studv were:
I . Subject searchespredominate over
the other types of online public accesscatalog searches.
2. Patrons express more problems
about subject searchesthan other
types of searches.
3. Subject searching needs to be improved in our online public access
catalogs.'
In accordance with thesefindings, us-

literature. Librarians need to assistpatrons in overcoming the barriers to subject searching. The best way to build

trust in the online catalog is to make certain that patrons' initial searches are
productive.

Wny Is Sun;rcr
AccnssSucue Pnoslnr\,r?
A large percentage of subject searches
results in no retrieval. This is a significant problem, since online catalog user
studies indicate that patrons perform
more known-item than subiect searches
as their years of formal education increase.' This means that lessexperienced
patrons are using subject access more
and having problems with retrieval. Interviewers have learned that patrons
were able to verbalize the topic they
u'anted but that they could not match
that topic with a subject term in the online catalog.' In a card catalog usestudy
it was learned that searchers often
changed the vocabulary used between
the time they approached the catalog
and the time they actually started the
search. The number of terms was
smaller and those became more qeneral.a This could also be true for on]line
catalog users.In fact, one study showed

Elizabeth H' Smith is Associate Professor and Coordinator of Technical Services,
Joyner Li.
brary' East carolina university, Greenville, North carolina. This paper *as p.esented at the
conference-"Merging Public Services and Technical Services: Fact oiFiction?" sponsored by the
Resources & Technical Services Section of the North Carolina Librarv Associat'ion. September
30. 1988. Manuscript submitted February 9. lg8g: accepted for pubiication April 24: lggg.
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that over one-third of the accesspoints
used at the online catalog could be labeled as "whate-ver popped into the
searcher'smind. "' Topical subject headings often are not entered in Librarg oJ
Congress Subiect lleadings (LCS/I) in
the same form as they occur to patrons
or librarians. Some feel that it is the user's responsibility to know variant forms
of headings because it has become too
expensivefor libraries to provide this information for patrons, but we cannot afford to catalog materials and then permit them to become lost in an online
catalog becausethere is no control over
the headings used.
Search topics are usually too general
or too specific. A searchthat is too broad
will frequently result in a highly posted
responsethat presentsthe patron with a
problem similar to that experienced at
the card catalog. Often the patron
might then resort to an exercisesimilar
to thumbing through cards, that of
viewing titles in sequential order. The
inverse of an overproductive search is
one that is too specific and therefore
results in very little or no retrieval. Related is the problem that once patrons
have found a subject heading that produces some responsethey automatically
assumethat they have retrieved all material on that subject.
Patrons might use LCSH, but they
certainly don't understand it. It has always been difficult to explain "x" or "xx"
or "sa," but now we have totry to understand as well as interpret for users USE,
UF, BT, RT, SA and NT. If patrons do
know to use the LCSH volumes to.structure a search and if a printed copy is
available, it is entirely possible that
there would be no entries in the online
catalog for the terms selectedand a wellconstructed search rvill result in no retrieval.
Subject searching is lessconcrete than
known-item searching and often requires more effort. Frequently users
need training sessionsand time to learn
how to use the online catalog. After the
communication skills have been acquired the problems with subject
searching still must be addressed.Many
patrons feel that online catalog search-

ing is f un while card catalog searching is
boring. The biggest problem with this is
that users will not become frustrated as
quickly if they are having fun and yet
they still will not have satisfactory
search results. Public service librarians
at ECU report that they have had fewer
questions than expected about how to
use the online catalog.
The display in an online catalog often
makes it very difficult for patrons to find
an item. In fact, some displays of subject
search results often appear to display in
no apparent order. Worse yet, in some
systems all of the same heading or subheading may not post together in a display. The display of subjectswas such a
problem at ECU that a committee was
formed to develop a new search group
for subject subdivisions. Crossreferencesare a big help in a card catalog, but rvould librarians and userswant
to go back severalscreensto check crossreferencesunder the main heading after
they had found a subject subdivision?
How Ceru SunJrcr
Accsss Bn lMpnoveo?
The key to successful searching is the
matching of a topic with the controlled
vocabulary of the catalog. Materials in
many subject areas are simply not being
brought together in the online catalog.
The addition ofvocabulary aids and automatic links between free-text terms
and controlled vocabulary frequently
has been suggested as a useful aid for patrons. The ClR-sponsored survey
results indicated that patrons most frequently wanted the capability of viewing a list of words related to the terms
thit had been selected for the search.u
Hildreth again underscored this need
when he wrote, "online catalogs that do
not provide'see' and'see also' references
for term selection deprive users of aids
that they may already have grown accustomed to when searching the card
catalog."z Chan suggests that the answer to improved accessmay be to reintroduce the advantages of the clrassed
catalog into information retrieval.' This
could especially help subject searches
that result in very high postings.
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Librarl' software vendors should be
encouragedto offer enhancementsto improve subject access.Subject searching in
some online catalogs is not as mature as
known-item searching, but that doesnot
mean that it cannot be as productive.
Softu are vendors need to listen to the
problems searchersare having ancl devote time to enhancing systemsto im-

ject together regardless of the author's
choice of terminologl'."" Is the purpose
ofsubject headingsto find all documents
about the same subject by consulting the
same term? A good place to begin a subject search is wjth the selection of a
highly relevant document already in the
database from which subject terms
could be selected. This is also a good
starting point for catalogers who are as.signingsubject headings.
WHY SHoULDACoNTRoLLED
ENvrnoNurruT BE MATNTATNED?

an.swerto how subject accesscan be improved in already existing catalogs.
Better authority capabilities would be
one of the greatest improvements to online catalogs. A catalog without a crossreferencestructure will result in inferior
service to its users. Although keyword
searching i.sa valuable retrieval tool, it
cannot compensate for a lack of data_
base structure. One library noted that
usersturned to I.csH with ..astonishins
diligence" after the introduction of thi
online catalog." It is unfortunate that
many large libraries failed to maintain
an ade<1uatecross-referencestructure in
their card catalogs that could have
served as a foundation for their online
catalog. It should be foremost in libraries' plans to use the cross-references
that are already in place in LCSH.
Cataloging needs to be improved if
subjec.t accessis to become more reliable. Consider the distresscatalog users
would feel if they knew how much material they may never find becauseof in-

subject. Foskett said consistencv means
that once the user "has found out how a
subject has been indexed. he will find all
similar documents, which wjll pre.sumably also be relevant, indexed in the
sameway. ""' Chan said that "a true subject entry lists all works on the same sub-

Experience has shown that consistency
in heading control is no lessimportant in
an online catalog than in a card catalog.
Without some type of cross-reference
structure and the assurance that everything belonging under one heading is
entered under the same form. online
catalog usersare being misled. It is more
efficient to search in an online system
enhanced by authority control. A controlled subject heading structure makes
it possible to effect a comprehensive
search, as does name authority control.
Because of the creative nature of individuals, it is impossible to maintain a reliable database without authoritv control. Consistent forms of entry and a
cross-reference system have been used
by librarians to create usable card catalogs; computer technology does not
eliminate the need for authority control.
Lifting the controls on headings used
in the online catalog could lead to more
instances of "garbage in, garbage out."
Those libraries that catalog with less
than full authority control over their
records are in serious danger of losing
control over their catalogs. Past cataloging and classification inconsistencies are
haunting many libraries as they load
their databases into an online system
and turn up the contrast for all patrons
and staff to see. We must never lose sight
of the cataloging motto, "attentiorito
detail," trecause that is the basis of an
authority system.
An online catalog should provide at
lea.sta.sm uch as.sistanee
as the card catalog, and for this to be the case, authority
control must be maintained. Not only
does authority control reduce the num-
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ber of unsuccessfulsearches, it also increasesthe likelihood that a patron will
find the needed material. While some
personsfeel that keyword searching and
other search techniques have eliminated
the need for a controlled vocabulary in
online catalogs, others believe that computers have increased the need for authority control. Controlled vocabularies
are the key to improved precision and
sometimes improved recall.
Horvever, authority control is timeconsumingand labor-intensive.In addition, once an online system is operational, a separatedatabasemaintenance
unit will be required to maintain authorities. One study shows that as an online system becomes more highly automated there is an increase in time spent
for authority control.tt The point has
been mentioned repeatedly that authority control requires time and effort on
the part of library staff. Anything that
has already been identified as such a
monumental task should be controlled
as much as possible.
An online environment requires the
most strict cataloging and classification
standards possible.With an unquestionable foundation for making decisions
there will be more uniformity in the
database and also in search retrievals.
This does not mean that there are absolutely no exceptions to the written rules,
but any deviations should be made with
care and should be well documented.
There should be sound justification for
making theseexceptions.
How CAN Cerer,ocrNc Bn
IMPRovED FoR AN ONLINE Svsrnu?
Do catalogers provide or deny accessto
the library collection? Often it is the
public service librarians who can evaluate the work of technical services staff as
they interpret the catalog for patrons. It
must often appear that catalogers have
worked hard to deny accessto materials.
Technical services and public services
staff must work together to maintain a
good online catalog. They need to talk
about subjects that are hard to find. If
there had been more communication
earlier between public and technical
services, perhaps we would not have

some of the problems that are appearing
in online authority files.
With card catalogs the Problem of
sufficient space to file cards was always
paramount in catalogers' minds. With
computers space is still a problem in
some libraries, but catalogers can no
longer be concerned with restricting access because of computer space probIems. An alternative to the suggestion
that cross-referencesbe displayed automatically when a subject heading has
been input is simply the assignment of
more subject headings. Some also advocate a change from the requirement that
subject headings represent the entire
book. The average number, which has
been calculated at Iess than two headings per title, is not enough to provide
good subject accessfor most material.rl
Those who advocate that catalogers
work in reference areassurely would argue that one result of this arrangement
would be improved subject cataloging.
It is unlikely that most catalogers who
assign subject headings will ever try to
find any of those materials they have
cataloged later to answer a reference
question or to assista patron in finding a
known title. Having technical services
librarians work in public servicesareas
has been suggested as one solution to
some of the miscommunication between
the two areas, but it may not be the best
way to organize the work of catalogers
to provide the most efficient work flow.
Instead of dividing libraries by subject
or merging public servicesand technical
services, there should be a better working relationship between the two areas
so that catalogerscan do what is best for
patrons and public servicesstaff can understand the complexities of technical
services work. It may take more time
and money, but perhaps we should consider the staffing of cataloging departments in public servicesbudgets to allow
time for the creation of better cataloging
records. This could reduce the need for
public services staff.
Catalogers should think of the entire
catalog when assigning subject headings. They should know the catalog well
and be familiar with what is listed under
the subject headings in question. The
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very narrow view of the collection a patron sees on the terminal screen increases the importance of each subject
heading a cataloger selectsto become an
acreess
point. In a card catalog patrons
can seeheadings in other parts of a catalog drarver, but only one screenof an online catalog can be seenat a time. Since
they probably do not have accessto all
cataloging copy to seewhat subjects are
being assigned,catalogers need to study
the online catalog, especially since it is
more accessiblethan the card cataloq.
Subjectheadingsshould be reliable. A
user might make a good choice when seIecting a subject heading, but can he
find all materials on that subiect
grouped under that heading? One iuggestion of an improvement that cataIogers can make is to bring new and old
books together by assignirg additional
subject headings to old as well as ne$'titles so that all materials on a subiect
share common yct valid subiect headings. " This task would not be as difficult
in an online system as it has been in a
card catalog. Catalogers should study
the literature on a topic being considered. They must be familiar with how
subject headings have been assigned in
the past and must maintain asm uch reliability as possible.

Corucrustor.l
Libraries' investments in online catalogs
have brought us to the point of no return, but we cannot allow our catalogs
to be lessthan reliable just because they
are automated. There must be a commitment to find the resources needed to
provide adequate subject access. This
will require an increase in human time
and intelligence at a time when computers are expected to find solutions for
More than ever public services and
technical services staff need to work together to understand the catalog and to
build patrons' trust in the catalog. Catalogers should know how public services
staff search the online catalog, and public services staff should know how catalogers create a bibliographic record, espeeially how subject headings are
selected. Everyone must understand

that the online catalog is not the answer
to all retrieval questions related to the librarl,collection.
It is just one resource
that should be used in conjunction with
others. The challenge remains, as Atherton has said, to "create a catalog that
brings works together, does not separate
related subjects or conceal information,
and allows the user to search with ease
and little difficulty no matter whether
t h e < 1 u e r 1i s s p e c i f i c o r g e n e r a l . " ' t
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Aduances in Librarg Automation and
Netu,orking: A Research Annual.
Vol.3, 1989. Ed. by joe A. Hewitt.
Greenwich, Conn.: JAI Press, 1989.
269p. $58.50 (ISBN 0-89232-966-11.
According to editor Joe Hewitt, in his
introduction to the latest volume, this
series is aimed at the "informed nonspecialist." As with the previous two
volumes, the articles presented are intended for administrators who are responsible for the overall direction of library automation projects and for
managers whose operations are affected
by automation. Moreover, it is the goal
of the editor to provide practical advice
and experiencesthat can help in making
decisionsfor the intermediate term.
The ten articles that composethis volume cover a wide range of topics. All but
one are very concrete in their topics and
sources.Charles Bailey ventures beyond

in his discussion of the emerging electronic university. He seesthe online systems that we are using and developing
today as the basis for the learning systems of tomorrow. He is concerned
about the diversity <lfthe systemswe use
and describes what is needed to integrate them through system interconnection. reader assistance. uniform interfaces, and software present on the
reader's local workstation. While he
talks about the situation asit might be in
ten to fifteen years, he also addressesthe
steps we need to take to shape developments now.
Unlike previous forms of the catalog,
online catalogs can record and report
how they are used. Charles Simpson performs a valuable service in his literature
review of work on transaction logs from
online catalogs over the past ten years.
Moreover" he svnthesizesand correlates
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these studies to show us succinctlv what Deaelopments in Microcom1tuting: Dishas been Iearned and provides u roli.l lirt
cocering Neu Opportunities for Liof suggestionsfor futuie research. This is
braries in the 1990s. l2th Internaa very valuable article for those involved
tional
Essen Symposium, 23
in specifying the types of reports online
October-26 Octoblr 1SAS. na. Uy
catalogsshould provide.
Ahmed H. Helal and Joachim W.
Most librarians have only a vague
Weiss. Essen : UniversitAtsbibliothek
idea of how book dealers use automaEssen, 1990, 224p., paper. (ISBN 3tion. Amy Miller provides a look at the
922602-13-4). rSSN 0931-7503.
other side in her article.
These proceedings of the twelfth EsMany libraries have spent large sums sen International Symposium comprise
of money to purchase major microform
a festschrift in honor'of Richard De
sets, but have not been able to provide Gennaro. The range of topics included is
adequate bibliographic accessto these relatively broad. Hypertext is addressed
collections. It is becoming increasingly by Ching-chih Chen, describing a mulpossible to acquire magnetic tape sets timedia project for Chinese archaeologithat include MARC catalog record.s for cal information, and by Susan K. Mareach title in thesesets.lameiF. Jonesde- t i n , d e s c r i b i n g u s e o f h y p e r t e x t t o
scribes the experience of Florida State provide White House Conference parUniversity in acquiring these records and ticipants with an orientation to librariloading them into the online catalog.
anship. Erwin K. Welsch's paper on reTwo articles deal with the useof com- mote session microcomputer software
puters for collection management, one provides an understandable description
with the evaluation of many collections of a complicated application, and ponin the Pacific Northwest and one rvith ders its effects on librarianship. Microthe use of microcomputers to evaluate computers asadjuncts to mainframe syscollections at the University of North tems is a prime topic of several papers,
Carolina.
describing variously a database package
The last four articles concern organi- called Allegro, as well as systems in use
zational and administrative struciures in Heidelberg and at Oxford University.
for automation and networking. An ar- CD-ROMs, LANs, data conversion, and
ticle about the organization of the Colo- displaying special characters received a
rado Alliance of Research Libraries paper apiece. Several papers concen(CARL) and two articles about the Flor- trated on particUlar settings. Of these,
i d a C e n t e r f o r L i b r a r y A u t o m a t i o n Armin Hetzer's paper on microcom(FCLA) allow the reader to make com- puter applications in a manuscript and
parisons between two successful consor- rare book collection in Bremen was estia. The final article describesthe close pecially sobering, as it stressedthe imrelationship that exists between the li- portance of standardization, while exb r a r y a n d t h e c o m p u t i n g c e n t e r a t hibiting Iittle awareness of standards
Clemson, showing that cooperative, already in existence.
reasonable people are the neclssary inDespite the breadth of coverage,
gredient in any organizational model.
there are disappointments. Descriptions
Most of these articles are casehistories of library processing applieations are in
and lack a research perspective. How- the majority. This is certainly a major
ever, the authors are straiqhtforward in topic, but hardly novel. Coverage of
addressingproblems as well assuccesses. CD-ROMs and related technolosies is
While the price of this volume is steep, sparse, while applications for -anagethe diverse assortment of articles com- ment and decision support are es.senbined rvith the uniform emphasis on the tially absent. Most papers describe existpragmatic makes this a valuable work ing application.s, and the research and
for any academic librarian confronting speculation quotient is very low. Three
automation and networki ns. -William
papers are represented by incompreG r a y P o t t e r , U n i u e r s i t g o J G e o r g i a . hensible abstractsonly. Since thesewere
Athens.
about open systems interconnection,
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data exchange, and interactive optical
discs, the lack is significant.
Given the speed of development in
this area, the editors and publisher are
to be commended for speedy publication. In contrast to some earlier numbers in the series, which were photocomposed from participants' papers,
type font, typos, and all, this is also a relatively attractive work. A heavier central hand in editing would, however,
have been useful. Peculiar usages
abound to the point of distraction in
some papers. Less substantive, but still
notable, are twenty-three pagesdevoted
to the conference program and list of
participants and vendors, plus extensive
white space between papers, doubtless
contributing to the cost of publication.
l,ibrarians looking to have their
imagination stimulated about microcomputer applications will be disappointed in this work, as will those hoping for a background text. The primary
use may be in library schools, and in libraries with substantial holdings in library science.-lanet Swan Hill, Uniaersitg oJ Colorado , Boulder.

contain relatively little on other aspects
of newspaper collection management
and access.
More than half of volume one is devoted to papers on newspaper history,
newspaper use, management ol news-

tailed presentation on preservation microfilming by Johan Mannerheim, who
manages the National Newspaper Microfilming Programme of Sweden. The
remaindei of the volume contains brief
reports on workshops held at the symposium. While some are more informative
than others, in general they list topics
discussed rather than conclusions
reached.
Volume two consists,primarily, of reports from representatives of nineteen
countries on their national efforts toward newspaper preservation. The reports vary in length from less than a
page on Ireland to thirteen pages on
Brazil. This is the most interesting section of the proceedings. Countries rvith
vastly different newspaper heritages
Neuspaper Presensationand Access.Proceedings of the Symposium held in
and socioeconomicconditions are represented. The reports show that newspaLondon, August 12-15,1987. Ed. for
per preservation efforts vary from the
the Section on Serial Publications and
masiiue commitment of the United
the Working Group of Newspapers by
I a n P . G i b b . I F L A P u b l i c a t i o n s , States Newspaper Program to virtually
no.45,46. Munich, New York: Saur, no preservation activity in, for example,
1 9 8 8 . 2 v . v . l , $ 3 7 . 5 0 ( I S B N 3 - 5 9 8 - Iran where even minimally acceptable
2 1 7 7 5 - 7 ) ; v . 2 $ 3 7 . 5 0 ( I S B N 3 - 5 9 8 - environmental conditions for storing li21776-s).
brary materials are lacking' They also illustrate differenees in preservation phiThis two-volume set represents the
proceedings of an international symposium, jointly sponsored by the Working
Group on Newspapers and Section on
Serial Publications of the International
Federation of Library Associations and
of continental Europe, prefer a centralInstitutions (IFLA). It was organized in
ized approach and are very concerned
an attempt to find solutions to the problems of managing and providing access with conservation of the original newspapers as well as microfilming.
to newspaper collections. The sympoDespite the many differences between
sium brought together over one hundred
the countries there is unanimity in recoglibrarians, information specialists, and
nizing the importance of preserving that
researchers from almost every contiportion of a nation's heritage that is connent. The proceedings are weighted
veyed through the press. Unfortunately
heavily toward preservation issuesand
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there is also unanimity in bemoaning the
inadequacy of past ef{orts to preserve

presen'ation policy.
The overall quality of the contributions is uneven, and editing is deficient
u'ith numerous typographical errors
and some baffling sentence structures.
The set also is somewhat overpriced at
$37.50 per volume. Overall, however,
its positives outweigh the negatives, and
it is recommended for those interested in
gaining an international perspective on
newspaper preservation.-Patrick F.
Callahan, BaII State (Jnioersitu, Muncie, Indiana.
The Decision-Making Procexsfor Librarg
Collections: CaseStudiesin I'our Tgpes
of Libraries. By Beatrice Kovacs. Contributions in Librarianship and Information Science, no. 65. Westport,
Conn.: Greenwood. 19g0. lg6o.
$39.95 (rSBN 0-313-2AOqZ-Zl.
LC 8'92602L
It is certainly true, as the author of
this book points out, that the existing literature on collection development has
little to offer on the process of decision

"how some experienced selectors think
when deciding to buy, not buy, or discard materials from their collections"
(p.xii). However, rather than offerinq a
refreshing new contribution to a diflicult subject, that is, the thought process
of the selector, the book bogs down in
the methodology. The resultis a choppy
treatment of general trends in acquisitions and collection development,
which raises questions that could have
been developed further.
The book's structure is a large part of
the problem. Divided into foui parts. it
hegins in Part I with three veir. short
chapters: "General Trends in Collection

Development," "Decision Making in
Collection Development Literature,"
and "Some Decision-Making Theories in
Organizational Administration." This is
followed by Part II, some sixty pages of
"Case Studies" of twelve libraries (four
of each type), which the author allows
to speak for themselves. In Part III,
"Conclusion," the author's voice comes
through most clearly, if briefly, in two
short chapters: "Dynamie Factors Affecting the Decision-Making Process,"
and "The Decision-Making Process." Finally, Part IV, "Appendices," contains
policies on materials selectionfrom a variety of libraries, and is essentiallya continuation of the case studies. (Parts II
and IV together make up 75 percent of
the book.) The reader is left wishing for
more active intervention on the part of
the author and the chance to learn from
her ideas and analysis.
The case studies contain information
on each library's organization, budget,
and "collection development program. "
They attest to a diversity of organizational structures and variety in the responsibilities of selectors,but, asso often
with casestudies, they are so institutionspecific that they do not offer much
practical information. Nor do they specifically focus on the decision-making
processitself, so they ultimately distract
from and dilute the book's purpose.
They could have been combined and
summarized.
In attempting to cover the whole waterfront, that is, four types of libraries,
the book rests on a least-common denominator that does not go into enough
depth on any one of those types. The
result is a general, somewhat theoretical
treatment that is more an approach to
the procedures of acquisitions and a list
of reasonsfor ordering a given book than
an inside look at the mind of the selector
during the intellectual processof deciding what to order. It would perhap.sbe
more fruitful to limit such a work to one
type of library or even to one subject
field, since there are many area-specific
subtleties in book selection that cannot
be addressedin a book that castssuch a
wide net. In other words. there are
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f990, p.Aaa) that researchlibraries stop
wasting massive funds on microfilm
preservation of the print era and redirect those funds to print-electronic conversion as a major building block to the
universal record he envisages.
In his final chapter on "Reliable Convenience," Smith addressesthe issue of
how to regularize and unify through its
indexes and catalogs this "scholarly
Tower of Babel" (p.81). The solution he
seesnot in the record itself (a sine qua
non) but in the redefined role of the research librarian as "intermediation between the information needs of the
'l'he
scholar and the information structure of
Librarian, the Scholar, and the Futhe scholarly record" (p.83), transformture of the Research Librarg. By
ing the local researchlibrary into a uniEldred Smith. Contributions to Librarianship and Information Science, versal information center.
These are provocative themes preno.66. Westport, Conn.: Greenwood, 1990. ft9p. $35 (ISBN 0-313- sented with eonviction, but not all will
agree with the major theme or its many
27 2r0 -76). LC 89-25665.
The Librarian and the Scholar. the subpoints. His dismissal of present microfilm conversion practices in favor of
running title of this extended essayon rethe uncertain longevity of electronic
search libraries, is the product of a long,
products could easily be debated. More
thoughtful, and sometimes turbulent
seriously, two major problems are unadcareer in research librarianship; the
result is equally thoughtful and reflee- dressed. Although Smith notes the potential problem of information overtive of troubling questions facing the
load, he suggestsno triage to make the
field. At its heart the book, consisting of
universal record conveniently usable.
sevenshort chapters and a bibliographic
Of greater concern is his limitation of
essay,concernsthe construct of "the recthe scholarly record to print-based pubord of scholarship" as the particular relications and their successors,electronic
sponsibility of the research librarian, a
or otherwise. There is no mention of the
construct potentially threatened by the
chaos and information overload caused raw materials of scholarship not yet inby new technology, or conversely saved corporated in the scholarly record. The
existenceof archives and manuscripts in
and enhanced by the consolidating
many forms, containing as they do the
blessingsof the electronic era in infordiamonds and dross of potential remation management.
search and a major preoccupation of
It is a visionary book, contemplating
as if realistically possible, a complete many scholars, cannot be ignored by the
research librarian. Selectivity, not unielectronic record of all publications
versality, is the requirement of both li(past, present, and future), fully controlled by complete indexesand catalogs brary and scholar. The role of the research librarian, as presented here, to
of the whole identifying "each salient
reference in every work and conse- preserve the record of scholarship and
make accessto it reliable and convenient
quently in the entire record" (p.68).
is at once too broad and too limited-it
Such a record will meet the objectives of
is also to make scholarship possible.
both the research librarian (completeNonetheless the book is well worth a
ness and control) and the scholar (reliable convenience). Smith recommends careful reading by those who ponder the
forthrightly here and elsewhere (see future of our bibliothecal behemoths.
The imprint of the work bears the asChronicle oJ Higher Education, July 18,

manl' different potential audiences, but
each will be only partially satisfied by
this work.
It is clear that the author has many
good and provocative ideas to share; it is
unfortunate that she has not let them
emerge clearly, eclipsed as they are by
the data and the book's organization.
The field would benefit greatly from an
analytical thought-piece, perhaps in article form, basedon the results of this serious research into decision making.Deborah Iakubs, Duke Uniaersity,
Durham, North Carolina.
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surance that the paper used complies
with the Permanent Paper Standard of
NISO. I would feel more confident in
this electronic vision if the screen on
which I am writjng bore a similar
assurance.-Dauid H. Stam, Suracuse
IJnioersitg. Sgracuse- Neu. Yorkl

questions that need to be brought to
light for analysis?And what are some of
the most likely scenarios for success?
These are the issuesthat form the substance of the essays.
The authors are distinguished in their
respective fields, experienced, well informed, and articulate. Their collected
Organizing and, Managing Information
essaysconstitute important and encourResourceson Campus, Ed. by Brian L.
aging reading for academic librarians.
Hawkins. EDUCOM StratesiesSeries They suggest, more clearly than anyon lnformation Technology. McKinthing this reviewer has seen,that there is
ney, Texas: Academic Computing
a common ground of understanding
Publications, 1989. 405p. $40 (ISSN shared by the variety of participants in
1046-2317). LC 89-27 345.
thecampus information exchange.They
This is a collection of nineteen essavs. suggest, therefore, that the threshold to
including the introduction and
the orderly, integration of the academic
sion, that presents a broad set "on"irof per- information enterprise is under conspectives on the management of inforstruction. -Charles B. O;burn, Uniuermation servicesin an academic setting, sitg oJ Alabama, Tuscaloosa.
both large- and small-scale. Two of the
essays,those by Peter Lyman and Patri- Subject Control in Online Catalogs. Ed.
cia Battin, focus on libraries. while sevby Robert P. Holley. Binghamton,
eral others make at Ieast passing menNew York: Haworth 1989. 251p.
tion of libraries. The importance of this
$34.95 (rSBN 0-86656-793-3).LC 89book to our profession r"rid"t in the fact
19953. Published also as Cataloging{:
that it enables us to reexamine our conC lassiJication Quarterlg , v . l0 ,
cerns about where we are and where we
nos.l/2, 1989.
are headed very appropriately in the
After a decade of rapid development
context of the thinking and directions af- in online catalogs along with great enfecting other major information activi- thusiasm for online subject retrieval, it is
ties on campus.
appropriate to take a careful look at
The collection is particularly refresh- some ongoing limitations and problems
ing and valuable in its explicit recogni- and to tr)'to assesswhere subject access
tion of the importance of the history, might be headed from here. This book is
tradition, and principles behind the dif- a collection of fourteen essays and referent academic information services search papers on various aspects of onand behind higher education, generally. line subject accessthat originally apMoreover, most of the chapters. if not p e a r e d a s V o l . 1 0 , N o s . I / 2 , 1 9 8 9 o f
all, emphasize teaching and learning,
C atalo gin g,b ClassiJication Quarte4y.
rather than research, which most often It is not about authority control as the tiseemsto be the concern of library litera- tle might imply, but is rather mainly
ture. Change, rather than technology, is concerned with the reasonsfor successor
the subject of this book, change that in- failure in subject searching and stratefluences in fundamental ways the struc- gies for improving subject access. Most
ture, goals, communications, relation- r.rfthe chapters deal with the use of Liships, planning patterns, and percep- brarg oJ Congress Subiect Headings.
tions upon which depend the manage- (LCSIi), but there are also articles on
ment of individual
information
PRECIS, classification and clas.sificaactivities and the administration of their tory structure, and online subject access
present institution. What are the priin a bilingual environment and in a formary considerations that pertain to the eign country.
integration of these various information
Simone Klugman analyzes types of
services and activities? What are the failures in subiect retrieval in Berkelev's
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Iarge and complex system, noting that
some are endemic to our present subject
cataloging while others are inherent in
the online format itself . Allison Carlyle's
research paper on matching user vocabulary and LCSH reviews previous
matching studies and highlights the importance of methodological rigor if
meaningful comparisons among such
studies are to be made. She concludes
that in a keyword environment userselected terms at least partiallv match
LCSH in a high p"r""ntug" of
""r"r.
Carolyn O. Frost's study examines
the
degree to which title keywords match
LCSH and explores ways in which the
system could lead users to other works
having the same or related subiect headi n g s . ( O n e w o n d e r s w h y t i r e s et w o
matching studies were not placed together in the volume). Constance McCarthy givesa reference Iibrarian's view
of the online subject catalog; she finds
much dispersal of similar material under different headings becauseof inconsistent cataloging, and deplores the inadequaciesof LCSH syndetic structure,
especially where free-floating subdivisions are concerned.
Nancy Williamson discussesthe potential uses of classification. classificatorv
structure, and thesauri in online bibliographic and full-text databases. Elaine
Broadbent describes a project that attempted to generate a classified catalog
of sorts without significant additional
cataloging effort. The use of PRECIS is
treated by Mary Dyktra, who finds it especially promising in a keyword online
system where the operators and codes
used for permutations are no longer necessarv. Lois Chan examines the concept
of a code for subject headings, discussing
whether one is really needed, what form
it might take, and who would be responsible for creating it.
Other chapters cover subject accessin
a trilingual online catalog in Canada,
developments in subject retrieval in
France, special problems of subject
searching in law library OPACS, one library's experience with NOTIS keyword and Boolean searching, and a reference librarian's plea for better

communication between public services
staff and catalogers. A particularly
valuable contribution is Doris Cruger
Dale's annotated bibliography arranged
in three parts: Background, Research
and Development, and Future, The citations listed at the end of each article
are also very useful. Editor Robert Holley provides an overview and summary
in his introduction and raisessome pertinent questions about possible future directions.
I found most of the studies in this volume interesting, thought provoking,
and quite successfulin highlighting areas in need of further research. I recommend it for subject cataloging theorists
and practitioners and systems designers.-Peter Lisbon, Haroard Uniaer'
sitg, C atnbridge, M ussachusetts.
Commonsense Cafuloging: A Cataktger's
Manual. By Rosalind E. Miller and
Jane C. Terwillegar. 4th ed. rev. New
York: Wilson, 1990. 180p. paper, $23
U.S., $26 other countries (ISBN 08242-0789 -0). LC 89-707 I 6.
This is the fourth edition of a standard
cataloging tool first written by Esther
Piercl,and published in 1965. The stated
purpose then was "to be practical, to serve
as a manual or handbook for the beginning cataloger, trained or untrained" in
school or small public libraries, and the
fourth edition retains those same goals.
The emnhasis of the work is definitelv for
the librarl school student, or school or
small public library (even though this was
dropped from the title with the third edition). but within this environment it
should prove a useful tool.
It provides an excellent step-by-step
guide to cataloging materials. It w'alks
the reader through the "technical reading" and physical description of a book
with much help and advice in making
the decisions {aced by the inexperienced
cataloger, such as the appropriate
AACR2 level of description, the selection of accesspoints, and what to include or exclude from the physical description, notes, tracings, etc. There is a
very complete chapter on the Deueg
Decimal ClassiJication and two chap-
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ters on subject access,including both the

as title pages or audiovisual labels and
their corresponding catalog records,
correctly formatted card sets, or headings and cross references.
There are omissions,however, which
severelylimit the usefulnessof this work
for larger libraries. Librarg oJ Congress
Classification is treated cursorill, with
nothing <ln the addition of author numbers or other aspects of LC shelflistinq
practice. Authority work is also treateJ
lightly. The purposes of authority control are covered with several examoles of
pseudonyms or varying forms of name,
but there is nothing on the verification
processfor authorized form of name, the
availability of online and microfiche authority' files, nor the establishment or
maintenance of in-house authoritv files.
Uniform titles for music are dismissed
with two sentences,and there is no mention of Library of Congress rule interpretations. In fact, in some instancesthe
authors' advice ignore.sconflicting LC
practlce.
The chapter on copy cataloging is
very useful for smaller libraries. It covers CIP and cards purehased from LC,
and goesinto great detail on the custom
profiling used by jobbers. There is mention of bibliographic utilities such as
OCLC but no practical advice on working with this type of cataloging copy.
Cataloging problems encountered wiih
serials, maps, kits, and other formats are
presented in a catch-all chapter along
with re-cataloging/re-classification, anal)/tics, typing and filing of cards, and
accession numbers (even though these
are lesscommonly used now).
The fourth edition is not dramaticallv
different from the third issued in lg8i.
The final chapter is one major revision
from the third edition. Previously this
chapter was an introduetion to in-house
computer systems and online catalogs.
In the new edition. the focusis primarily
on cataloging microcomputer software.

The preface acknowledges the greatly
increased use of computers in libraries,
and more material is included throushout the fourth edition on online catalogs
and MARC records: but it is still inadequate and in some casesincorrect, such
as the statement that "The'user friendly'
menu approach requires a great deal of
storage space, and is too slow to work
well with a large amount of data"
(p.156), or that there is no standard
command language. Admittedly the
Common Command Language is only
slowly making inroads into turnkey systems, but it does exist and is gaining
wider acceptance.
For smaller libraries or students preparing for school libraries, this would be
a useful cataloging tool. The step-bystep approach is pedagogically sound
and, with the many examples, provides
a very useful guide for the inexperienced
cataloger. Each chapter concludes with
a summary, a list of terms used, and a
list of important points or concepts presented in the chapter. It is of limited
value for larger libraries or those using
bibliographic utilities such as OCLC for
their cataloging records.- Philip M.
Smith, Memythis State Unioersitg, Tennessee.
Technical Seraices Todag antl Tomorrou. ByMichael Gorman and associates. Englewood, Colo.: Libraries
Unlimited, 1990. 207p. $34 U.S., $41
elsewhere (ISBN 0-87287-608-X). LC
90-34856.
In his introduction, Gorman states
that "the purpose of this book is to examine the present state of each of the maior
areasof technical servicesin libraries, to
provide individual views on the future
of those areas and of technical services in
general, and to furnish the reader with
further readings on the topic in question. " Gorman defines technical services
broadly asall of the "tasks carried on in a
library that are concerned with the
processing of library materials in order
to make them accessibleto the users of
the library."
Indeed the book does meet its purpose
through the inclusion of fifteen succinct,
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u,ell-written chapters that document
the state of technical servicesfunctions
as we enter the decade of the 1990s.Five
chapters focus on acquisitions and cover
the order, claiming, and receipt of materials; book gathering plans; gifts and
exchanges; serials acquisitions; and acquisitions accounting. The next four
chapters concentrate on bibliographic
control and addressdescriptive cataloging, subject cataloging and classification, authority work, copy cataloging,
and bibliographic networks. Two special topics covered are preservation in
the researchlibrary and Slavic technical
services.The section on automation and
technical services includes chapters on
circulation servicesand the evolving online catalog. The administration of technical servicesexamines the organization
of technical servicesand budgeting and
finance. Gotman provides the prologue
and the prognosis for the future of technical services.
This volume is valuable because it
presentsin monographic format information that is otherwise available only
in scattered journal articles or special issues(cf . , /ozrnal oJ Librarg Administration, vol.9, no. l). Other collections
about technical servicessuch as Corbin's
Technical SeruicesManual Jor Small Libraries (1971), Applebaum's Reader in
Technical Seruices (1973), Bloomberg
and Evans's Introduction to Technical
Sen'icesJor Librarg Technicians,2d ed.
(I97 4\ , and Bernhard t's Introduction to
Librarg Technical Seraices (1979) are
dated. The chapters are quite readable
and orovide an excellent overview of
contemporary technical services for library school students. Practicing librarians will appreciate the tightly constructed chapters that summarize the
current state and ongoing trends in the
evolution of specific technical services
functions.
While most of the contributors have
made their chapters general enough to
be applicable to any type of library, the
bias of the book is toward academic libraries. Technical services activities in
public, school, and special libraries are
not covered specifically, nor are theseIi-

braries represented by the authors.
Gorman states a goal of making this
book a modern version of Tauber's classic Technical Seruices in Libraries
(1954). While Tauber is still in print after thirty-six years, the current environment of change will date Gorman's book
in fewer than five years and the market
demand will determine whether it stays
in print. It is worth reading today, however, so we can be better prepared to
create the technical services of
tomorrow.- Lauerna M. Saunders,
(Jniuersitg oJ Neoada, Las Vegas.
Behinil the Scenes at the Dgnamic Librarg: Simplifging Essential Opetations.By Beth Wheeler Fox. Chicago:
American Library Assn., 1990. 187p.
paper, ti27.50 (ISBN 0-8389-0531-5).
LC 90-31351.
Providing a practical text on streamlining the mechanics of library operation was the aim of Beth Wheeler Fox in
writing this manual. Many of her suggestionswill probably assistlibrarians in
small to mid-size libraries to achieve
that simplification goal.
In an introductorY comment, Fox
mentions TheDgnamic Communitg Li'
brarg: Creatir:e, Practical, and lnexpensioe Ideas Jor the Library Director
(1988), a paperback concerned with
community relations, as a "companion
volume" to her current book. Norman
Stevens (Wilson Librarg Bulletin, Dec.
1988, p. I05) calls the 1988 guide "the
trest basic tool for the director of a small
public library, especiallyone who .
does not have a graduate degree"'Behind the Scenesat the Dgnamic Librarg:
SimpliJging Essential Operations ap'
pears likewise well adapted to needs of
directors without library degrees.
Arranged in sections on acquisitions,
cataloging, maintenance, technical
processing, circulation, communicaiion, finances, and computers, thti 1990
handbook is well organized. Directness
and simplicity of style characterize Fox's
explanatory writing. Illustrations in
black-and-white are generally appropriate and are attractively interspersed
among areas of type.
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Since Fox assumescomplete lack of
$37.50 (ISBN 0-85365-768-8).Order
knowledge by her readers when she decode L768-8.
scribes record forms useful in acquisiThis work complements the author's
tions, processing,cataloging, and circuA Topography oJ Cataloguing (1988).
lation, perhaps the author should also In it Piggott continues her exploration of
assume that her readers are unfamiliar
fundamental issues in cataloging-in
with computer techniques. She would
this volume, authorship and nomenclahave been more considerateof beginners t u r e - u s i n g a s h e r s t a r t i n g p o i n t t h e
if she had defined DOS. on page 160. as current standard for descriotive cataDisk Operating System. Similarly, Fox loging, The Anglo-America; Catalogushould have elaborated more when, on ing Rules, 2d Edition, 1988 Reaision
page 158, she spoke of the CD-ROM
(AACR2R). She looks closely at the phi(Compact Disk-Read Only Memory).
losophy and methodology of AACR2
Among library manuals by other au- and examines how it provides for the
thors, Introduction to Public Seraices bibliographic control of specific types of
materials. She is concerned "to show
t'or Librarg Technicians, by Marty
Bloomberg (Libraries Unlimited, 1972) how cataloguing is interconnected with
contains a helpful flowchart on "Circuall other operations performed in aclation and Discharging Procedure;"
quiring, displaying and using library
whereas Fox's book offers no flow
materials" (p.xi).
charts. Manual Jor Small Public LiWhile Part I of AACR2 provides
braries b1.'JeanS. Wright (National Liformat-specific rules for describing
brary of New Zealand, 1970) is both old
physical items, the chapters in Part II
and provincial. The 1970 Manual ad- give rules for choosing who or what is to
vises turning down donations for spe- be named in the heading and, once those
cific reasons. Fox advocates the wiser
names (or titles) have been chosen, rules
procedure of using a form to indicate
for determining the form those entries
that the library will add gifts to the colshould take. The rules in Part II are not
lection only when needed.
format-specific. Piggott's focus is the
Beth Wheeler Fox has drawn on her
rules in Part II and how they apply to
background of librarl experienceas a
specific types of publications, each of
basis for Behind the Scenesof the Dgwhich has its own characteristics. "It is
namic Librarg. Having conducted semi- necessar)'tounderstand their patterns of
nars on the subject of operating a small
publications and their relationships
library, she has had opportunity to dis- within their own groups and also their
cover the information requirements of
status in a collection before being able to
people working in libraries of limited
apply the bibliographic conventions
scope. (The 1990 paperback will be use- usedto control them" (p. xi) . By focusing
ful in small to average-sizepublic lion classesof publications (not physical
braries and in high school libraries.) If
formats as such; most of her classesconspecial Iibrarians ignore "weeding with
sist primarily of printed materials), she
a heavy hand" when that advice concomplements AACRZ showing how its
flicts with patrons' research requirebmphasison conditions of authorship rements, worthwhile ideas on other
Iates to the special characteristics of difphases of librarianship may be gained
ferent classesof publications.
from Fox's technical serviceshandAfter introductory chapters that set
book.-Carl H. Losseand Arlule Manso u t t h e e s s e n t i a le l e m e n t s o f b i b l i o graphic description and place AACR2 in
field Losse, Miluu aukee, WLscinsin.
its historical context among AngloThe Cataloguer's Wag through AACRZ:
American codes, Piggott examines the
From Document Receipt to Document
concept of authorship. She describesthe
Retrieoal. By Mary Piggott. London:
various roles that persons and corporate
Library Association(dist. in U.S. by
bodies may play in a work: authors, ediAmerican Library Assn.),1990.314p. tors of various kinds, and translators;
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and she relates those roles to the provisions of AACR2.
She devotesthree chapters to personal
names, geographic names, and corporate names, respectively, their origins
and development (with an understandable emphasis on British names), and
treatment in AACR2. Next she turns to
three special classesof documents: those
emanating from conferences, from official sources, and those appearing in serial form. After defining and describing
the special features of each, she setsout
the cataloging problems that each generates.
After a short chapter on analytics she
ends the book with a summary chapter
of current questions and proposals for
the content and format of the future bibliographic record. She concludes that
whatever changes occur the one indispensable item in the library of the future
will be the catalog.
How well does this book fulfill its
goals, and what is its unique contribution to library literature? Perhaps the
weakest aspect is in the attempt to show
how cataloging is interrelated to the operations performed in acquiring materials. There is nothing on acquisitions as
such, on bibliographic verification as
part of the acquisitions process. The relationships are implicit; e. g. , in describing the special bibliographic features of
serial publications she highlights aspects
that the acquisitions librarian as well as
the cataloger needs to understand.
The relationship to the operations
performed in displaying and using library materials is a bit more explicit
through frequent illustrations of catalog
headings and cross-references.Manual
catalogs are assumed;there is nothing in
this book about the special problems of
display (or indexing) that online cataIogs raise. The conventions she uses on
her sample cards differ somewhat from
those to which Americans (whose cards
follow the structure of LC unit cards)
are accustomed.
The book is not a textbook; it will be
of use to the practicing cataloger who
wants to relate the characteristics of specific classesof publications, of specific

types of names, and of specific authorship roles into the relevant rules in
AACR2. (Citations are to AACR2R
where the two editions vary.) The book
is carefully written. Definitions are precise and accurate. The content is generally up-to-date, but in a few cases(e.g.,
LC's choice of qualifiers for serial uniform titles, on p.195) Practice has
chanced since this book was printed.
The author's thorough knowledge of
cataloging is evident throughout the
work. I recommend this book for catalogers and for those interested in the theory of cataloging.-Judith Hopkins,
State (Jnioersitg of Neao York at BuJJalo.
Micrographic Sgstems.3d ed. by William Saffady. Silver Spring, Md.: Association for Information and Image
Management, 1990. 242p. $35. flSBN

0-89258-r90-5).
The third editionof Micrographic Sgstemshas a new author and is completely
rewritten. William Saffady, a faculty
member in the School of Information Science and Policy, State University of New
York at Albany, has written and spoken
extensively on micrographics. This volume, published by the Association for Information and Image Management
(AIIM), is designed to provide a systematic introduction to micrographics for
"micrographics specialists, information
systems analysts, office automation specialists, records managers, archivists,
and other information management professionals." Notice that the list does not
specifically include librarians. The book
covers types of microforms, source document microfilming, computer output microfilming, display and printing equipment, retrieval systems, costs analysis,
and interfaces with other technologies. It
also contains a bibliography of additional
readings, a list of micrographic standards, and a glossary of micrographic
terms.
While this is a good current (earlier
editions were published in 1975 and
1980) overview of micrographics technology, its value for most libraries will
be limited. It stressesbusiness applications of micrographics (e.g., computer-
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assisted retrieval systems) and most of
the information is available in other
sources.It is an essentialpurchase for libraries serving the businesscommunity.
For other libraries, two recent Ameriean Library Association publications,
MicroJorms in Libraries (f985) and
Preseroation MiuofiIming
(1987), provide better coverage of library micrographics. -,Io ck E. Pontiw, Pennsyloania State Unioersitg, Unioersity Park.
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Tillett surveys authority control and
provides a context for the other papers
by positing that library automation has
made shared authority work possible.
Niigy discussesauthority work from the
user services perspective. Gregor and
Dixson describe creating name, series,
and uniform title headings at the Library of Congress, and the slowness of
the process there. Dixson's description of
LC practice regarding music authority
records is excellent. Jones and PaAuthoritE Control in Music Libraries.
pakhian give an overview of the NACO
Proceed.ings of the Music Library Asso- (Name Authority Cooperative) Music
cia,tion Preconference, March 5, I 985.
Project (NMP), first known as the REEd. by Ruth Tucker. MLA Technical
MUS (Retrospective Music) NACO ProjReport, no.16. Canton, Mass.: Music ect. Smiraglia's paper discussessomeimLibrary Association, 1989. 109p. pa- plications of research for authority
p e r , $ 2 2 , $ 1 7 . 5 0 M L A m e m b e r s control and music uniform titles: he
-7).LC 89-12683. concludes that authority control is es(rsBN0-914954-37
Theseproceedings
from a 1985MLA sential "to satisfy the collocating funcpreconference consist of nine papers on
tions of our bibliographic sources"
the nature, costs, and benefits of authority
(p.69). Taylor writes about authority
control. The authox are Barbara B, Tilcontrol and system design. Finally,
lett, Karen Ndgy, Dorothy Gregor, Larry
Glazier's paper discussesauthority files
E. Dixson, Richard E. Jones,A. Ralph Pa- and the American bibliographic utilipakhian, Richard P. Smiraglia, Arlene G.
ties, and concludes with a summary of
Taylor and Ed Glazier. The papers prothe Linked SystemsProject (LSP).
ceed from the general to the specific, beThis publication is essential for music
ginning with an overview of authority
technical serviceslitrrarians as well as all
control, and then focusing on authority
catalogers who work with music matericontrol in mtxic libraries, minimal level
als and have to cope with the intricacies
cataloging, Library of Congresspractice,
of creating name, series, and music unithe REMUS-NACO Project, automated
form title authority records. Mor@ver,
authority control, and the options for auany librarian interested in the usefulness
thority control provided by the biblioprovided by the relationships among
graphic utilities. Several papers mention
terms, or the importance of national
cost as a major factor in procuring quality
standards in authority control, will find
work in this field (Tillett, Gregor, Glazthis modest collection of proceedings to
ier); most of the papers deal with national
be an asset.- Richard. D. Burbank, Unistandards, cooperative work, and the imaersitg oJ Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.
pact of library automation.
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From Judith Serebnick, Indiana Unioerntg, Bloornington: I was surprised to
read in her review of the revised edition
of A Guide to Book Publishing, by Datus
C. Smith, Jr. (Lfi?S 34:276-277), that
Laverna M. Saunders considers that
"This new publication is a complete revision of the 1966 edition of A Guide to
Book Publishing." I recently had occasion to compare the two editions. I
found that essentially they are word for
word the same with the exceptions of
several paragraphs deleted or added,
some very minor copyediting, and the
inclusion in the revised edition of an
eight-page appendix, "Copyright, Licensing, and Piracy," by Paul Gleason
and an updated six-page bibliography.
Responseby Latserna M. Saunders, Unioersitg ol Neoada, Las Vegas: When I
prepared my review, I did compare the
texts of Smith's two editions. In doins

so, I consciously looked for revisions. I
found minor changes throughout the
text. Instead of debating the semantics
of "a complete revision," I will agree
with Dr. Serebnick that the editions are
essentially the same. My review would
have been more preciseif I had said, "an
updated version of the 1966 edition."
Given the stated audience of the revised
edition and the generic content of the
book, I believe that the updated version
is sufficient for its purpose.
Dr. Serebnick's point raises two related collection development questions:
What degree of revision warrants the
description of "complete revision," especially when a publisher makes the
claim? What rationale should one use in
deciding to purchase a revised edition if
the content is not substantively different
and one has the earlier edition? In selecting materials, we often make subjective
decisions and live with the results.
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